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round her. Like the other Ne•
gro students. Miss Rogers en-
countered no resistance to her




MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE—SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER U. 1939
MSU STUDENTS BOYCOTT FOOTBALL GAME
INTEGRATION COMES TO
' Memphis —Miss Bertha Rog-
ers. photo at left, one of the
eight Negro students to at-
tend classes at Memphis State
university Friday, is engrowv
ed in professor's lecture as
are white students who stir-
_
AN EDITORIAL
The student body of Mtmphia State University is to
be congratulated for the reception given eight Negro stu- Two Citiesdents who attended classes there for the first time Friday.
the tormer lilt white school.
In center ph*, Luther Mc-
Cle/lan chazazes classes am
only one white youth even
bothers to look at him. In pho-
to at light, an exclusive Tri•
Slate l)efen4er shot, this car
represents th only visible evi-
dence of opposition to deseg•
regation at MSU. After driving
on the campus, the auto join-
ed about to others and left the
AnotherMemp ian Says
He Was Beaten By Cops
Victim Is
ear S Subject To
'Seizures'
By accepting the young Negro men and women as class-1
rrAes without even a ripple of reaistance, the white stu- H
digra displayed far more maturity than did the University
administration which "prepared" the campus for integra-
The President of MSU and the Dean of the College 
ISu garmonthin.
went to great lengths to make it known that they did not
want Negro students on their hallowed grounds and, in no
uncertain terms, made it clear that they were expected to
stay in the "place" traditionally assigned Negroes in the
South. The Dean of Students, George Pratt, mashed the
dignity of his office into the dirt when he repeatedly re-
ferred to the Negro students—to their faces—as "nig-
gers."
If any trouble had developed at Memphis State Uni-
versity on the first day of integrated classes, it would
have been traceable to the administration just as certain
as the troubles in Little Rock were incited by Governor
Faubus. But MSC's top administrators played the student
body cheap. They refused to realize that the young people
they supervise are decent, law abiding Americans. The
white students of MSU showed the world Friday that there
is every truth in the proposition that if adults would stop
ita so 
fanatic, the youth of the nation would solve our
n relations problems with dispatch.
We are also proud of the eight Negro students who
have pioneered integration ire Memphis. From the begin-
ning they have shown a courage and a dignity which
should inspire every citizen of Memphis. Despite reports
to the contrary, they have not prostituted their integrity
by agreeing to segregation on campus. They walked proud-
ly onto the MSU campus Friday, admittedly a little nerv-
ous. Bt.t in their hearts there sang a song that beats to
the-tadtnce of freedom. When these sacred strains are
heartt_tist once, only catastrophe can tune them out.
"211 A.M. Friday, Memphis State University came of
ag .2illd the city of Memphis for the first time unpinned
its aikiliers.
lot of horses," lend themselves
RIDGE COLT ROUND-UP fairly well as descriptions of
• lir, old 
lays folks u." t
o almitst literal human situations in
eitiligren born out of wedlock too 
many instances and too many
, ts." "Illegitimate" was communities. When. horses are not
a Trepan word for prudish attended and properly corralled
eggheads. "ridge colts" will multiply and
The cOnnection grew out of necessitate periodic "round
-ups"
peliptel_ association with horses to keep the range from becoming
and five deliberate and incidental cluttered,
bleeding- of same. In areas The parallel is clear for corn -
where there was open range and a t-minities where proper attention
lost-e4 horses, "ridge cultS" Were- 
prisChi nd expected.
and facilities for controlling the
a 
• 1.1w exception of the name, 
incidence of illegitimacy obtains.
And the provision of this attention"ridge: colt" . . which is rather! 
'
its the conditions sug. and facilities for control stem di,
o en range and a 'See SHADOWS, Page 8 Adm.
Atty. Russell B. Sugarmon, who
placed second in the five-man
race for public works commission-
er, has been invited to two differ-
ent cities to explain the Memphis
political situation and the role per-
formed by Negro voters.
OR Friday night, Sept. 25, Mr.
Sugarmon will address an audi-
ence in Baltimore, Md., which
will be the kick-off rally for that
city's annual NAACP membership
drive.
He will be in Columbia, S. C ,
on Oct. 1, to make an addres,
during the Fall meeting of thc
Southern Christian Leadership
Conference,
Mr. Sugarmon and oth,, parti-
cipants in the history-making po-
litical effort are scheduled to re-
view the voter registration a n d
PROTESTS BEATING—Show•
ing blood • spattered shirt
which he says was ruined
when officers best him over
the head after he suffered a
blackout near his home is
Frank Williams of 15:19 Sunset
st. Mr. Williams received ir-
reparable brain injuries when
struck by a car in his child-
hood and is subject. to fre-
quent spells. He said he was
unconscious when offirers
struck him over the- head.
(Staff Photo by Hardin).
Is Theme For Victim Illegally Arrested'
NAACPConfab
"Implementing Our Marqh to
Freedom," will be the theme of
three-day 13th annual session of
the Tennessee State Conference of
the NAACP from Sept. 25-27.
Delivering the keynote address
at Mt. Pisgah CME church will
be Kelly M. Alexander, president
of the North Carolina State con-
ference of branches at Charlotte,
N. C.
- The meeting will get underway
on Friday after-






with Revs. S. A.




words of welcome Mrs. R. Hurley
to delegates on opening night will
be Rev. D. S. Cunningham, presi-
dent of Inc NAACP's local branch;
Edward Davis, a member of Mt.
Pisgah CME church; Rev. Owen,
president of the Interdenomina-
tional Alliance; Rev. Charles Wil-
liams, fraternal orders; Dr. T. W.
Northcross, business and profes-
sional men; Ralph Prater, NAACP
youth; George Holloway, labor;
Rev. Alexander Gladney, the Bluff
See NAACP, Page 2
A 29-year-old Mempliian, w h o
suffers from seizures because of
a brain injury he received as a
child, has charged he was severe-
ly beaten by police who found him
unconscious near his home.
Still bearing marks from t h e
beating on his head, and showing
scars on his legs, which he said
were made by chains at Armour
station, was Frank Williams, 29,
of 1539 Sunset st.
Since the alleged attack, Mr.
Williams has been issued a card
by Gailor clinic which states he
has periodic attacks which might
,a be thought to be caused by alco-
holic drinking. He suffers two or
three spells a week, he said.
NO REASON
"Those policemen had no rea-
son to heat me," Mr. Williams
said. "They picked me up a cou-
ple weeks before and a woman
told them that I suffer from spells
A Memphis attorney, who hasi The car was driven by Deputy
.filed a $75,000 suit against Shelby,Sheriff John F, Edgerly, who was
.County on behalf of the family
of Thomas Brewer, 29, who was
killed in the flaming crash of a
sheriff's car, said the victim was
illegally arrested.
"They picked him up on a very
minor charge," Atty. Marvin J.
Erode told the Tri-State Defender,
and it certainly did not warrant
putting handcuffs on him behind
his back."
thrown from the vehicle and
seriously injured. His partner,
'Glenn Parks, seated on the back
seat with the victi m, was
treated for minor bruises and re-
leased.
I While attempting to pass a pick-
up truck which was making a left
turn, Deputy Edgerly was thrOwn
See ILLEGALLY, Page 2
The Bias Battlefield
Cops Trying To KO
Prejudice In Miami
•
MIAMI, Fla. — In four of five
recent business days the lunch
counter at Byron's, a large Mi-
ami department store, has closed
down completely rather than serve
an integrated group who came for
service.
Greater _Miami Committee on
Racial Equality, sponsors a six-
teen (lay Interracial Action Insti-
tute now taking place in this city,
has held this series of sit-Ms aft-
EDITOR'S NOTE: Persons in
other cities interested in bring-
ing real democracy home have
demonstrated enviable courage
and conviction as they move
against the foes of equality.
This newspaper will review
some of these inspiring exam•
ples of vigorous and forthright
action in this and future issues.
Following is a report on one
technique currently being tried
In Miami. It has proved to be
successtut in other cities. See COPS, Page 2
RITES FOR MRS. GREENE
—Members of the family pay
last respects to Mrs. Ruby
Greene, popular heautician,
who died last week seated.
left to right, are Mrs. Carrie
school nith a police car trail-
ing behind. Students both
While and Negro — reported
absolutely no incidents of any
kind on this historic opening
day of school. (Staff Photos
by Hardin).
Refusing to bow to administration demands that they
sit in a segregated section, the eight Negro students at
Memphis State university Saturday night declined to at-
tend MSI.I's first football game in Crump stadium, "This
is the only reason we did not go," a spokesman for the
group told the Defender.
The Negro students began class- are graduates of Memphis high
ea at Memphis State university schools.
Friday morning. None of the vio•
ONLY DISPLAYlence which was predicted last
Fall was in evidence, In the only display by segrega-
Integration was experienced for
the first time in this section of
West Tennessee as Negro stn.
dents sat beside white students
from Tennessee, Mississippi, Ark-
ansas, and Missouri.
Four of the students were sched-
uled to have entered the institu-
tion last year, but were kept out
when the Tennessee Board of Ed-
ucation granted a request from
th president, Dr. J. Millard
Smith, for a one-year delay be-
cause he feared violence would
erupt if they were admitted.
Breaking the color line at MSU
were Misses Rosa Mae Blakney,
Sammie Lee Burnett, Eleanor
Joyce Gandy, Marvin Laverne
Kneeland, Bertha Mae Rogers,
Luther McClellan, John Simpson
and Ralph Prater.
Mr. McClellan and Mr. Prat-
er, both premedical students, en-
tered the school as sophomores
The other five are freshmen. All
Williams of Chicago. Oder of
the deceased; Autry Fleming.
brother; Miss Doris Greene.
daughter; Mrs. Irma Jean
Henry, niece; and Mr,. Jerry
Franklin, niece. Standing in
tionists during the day, one car
with a placard saying, "Ci vii
Rights For Whites" drove down
the campus with four other cars
following, Confederate flags (hit-
tering from their windows. A po-
lice car stayed behind them and
the car did not reappear on the
campus.
Students, both white and Negro.
were more concerned with find-
ing class rooms than in the fact
that history of world wide interest
was being unfolded before their
eyes.
Several members of the Mem-
phis police department, dressed in
plain clothes, kept their eyes on
students and did their best to look
inconspicuous as they leafed
through freshman bulletins. B ut
there was that noticeable bulge of
pistols showing under their coats,
and the sparkle of handcuffs glar.
See PEACEFUL, Page 2
rear are Arnie W. Price of St,
Louis, nephew, and operatorg
of Mrs. Greene's Ruby's
beauty shop who served
honorary pallbearers.
(See story on page 2)
DEFENDER Peaceful
Sot., Sept. 26, 1959
(Continued from Page 1)
rectly from the attitudes of those
in position to control the situa-
tion.
CURRENT PUBLICITY
The current publicity being giv-
en the illegitimacy rate among
Negroes in Memphis brings up
this matter of community attitudes.
In the first place, a lot of local
Negroes are prone to question the
accuracy of figures which indi-
cate that 00 per cent of the il-
legitimate children in Memphis
are Negroes.
They wonder if the figure isn't
being used to bolster the claims
of certain interested persons that
the Negro is unfit for anything but
a segregated existence . . . unfit
not only intellectually, but also
and most fundamentally, moral-
ly.
There Is also the argument that
bad housing, low income, over-
crowding, and other disabilities
growing out of a low economic sta-
tus are more responsible for il-
legitimacy than racial origin and
spurious claims that race deter-
mines morality.
But, when the atmosphere Is
cleared of its emotional charges
and the voice of calm reflection
is allowed a brief hearing, it
will be admitted that this whole
thing of illegitimacy . .. and other
evidences of deep-rooted delinquen-
cy in the community stem pri-
marily from general attitudes.
It's to be expected that all kinds
of charges . . . true or false . . .
will be flung in the Negro's face
relative to his incompetence for
first-class citizenship.
TO BE EXPECTED
It's to be expected that Negroes
will resent the charges and rush
to refute them with counter-charg-
(Continued from Page 1)
ing through their thin Summer
suits,
EIGHT STUDENTS
The eight Negro students arriv-
ed on the campus a few minutes
earlier than the scheduled confer-
ence a half hour before classes
started at 8 a.m. They were met
by the six-foot eight-inch dean of
students, George Pratt, who shep-
herded them to his office to dis-
tribute books which had been pur-
chased for them.
Asked if he thought Negroes
could have entered the school last
year in a similar atmosphere, Dr.
Smith told the Tri-State Defender,
"The people had to be convinced
that all legal means had been ex-
hausted in an effort to keep the
Negro students out before they
would accept integration. I am not
against any of the Negro students.
although I did not want them at
Memphis State."
Coming out of his office every
few minutes to glance at students
scurrying to various classrooms,
Dr. Smith said, "I think every
thing is going to go along all
right."
REVIEW ADVICE
Dean R. M. Robison later told
newsmen that "advice" previous-
ly given the students was review-
ed, and one of the Negro students
had inadvertently signed up for a
biology class which was reserved
for student nurses from Baptist
hospital. He told the student it
had to be changed.
"I told him it didn't matter
what color he was," Dean Robi•
son said, "he could not go in that
class with those nurses."
The school catalogue indicated
that the class was for nurses only,
and the student was happy to
advice that had been given them
fairly well, "just like the white
students have followed the advice
we gave them. If they don't, they
are going to be sent home."
es:One of the major counter charg- He did not differentiate between
es Negroes use is to point to the rules and "advice."
number of apparently mix ed 
blooded members of their group
a "ridge colt" background hand- Two Cities... persons obviously bearing
ed ts them by the "open range
operations" of foraging horses
that were evidently not black.
This is something that Negroes
themselves must do . . . create
the attitudes and atmosphere that
will discourage the incidence of
illegitimacy.
(Continued from Page 1)
from the squad car, which struck
a steel fence. A pipe reportedly
struck the victim in the back of
the head, killing him instantly.
Mr. Brode said the officers
*liquid have given the victim a
summons and had him come to
court, lie said the minor accident
In which Mr. Brewer was involved
was actually not the victim's
f
tfr. Brewer was married to Mrs.
Evelyn Brewer of 2508 New Ra-
leigh rd. and was the father of'
two young girls, Willie Mae, eight
arid Mattie Mae, four.
Funeral arrangements for Mr.
Brewer have not been made. S.
W.: Qualls is in charge.
WEARY STUDENTS — The
first' day of school on the
Memphis State university was
lust like it turns out to be on
most campuses around t Is e
(Continued from Page 1)
City Council of, Civic clubs; and
Mrs. Maxine Smith, on behalf of
local women.
Reports from various commit-make the change. 
tees will be given on SaturdayAt noon, Dean Robinson said the morningNegro students had followed the 
and a second workshop
held on the topic, "Economic and
Legal Aspects of our March to
Freedom." Attys. R. B. Campbell,
sr., and H. T. Lockard will be in
charge.
(Continued from Page I)
ommunity organization develop- Z. Alexander Looby of Nashville
merits which preceded the elec- serving as general consultants.
non aAd to analyze the election An hour long program with theresults in a special workshop sea- youth will begin at 7 p.m., andsion during the conference, will be followed by the FreedomFRANK TALK Fund banquet, with Mrs. HurleyOfficials of the leadership meet- as main speaker,
ing in South Carolina said the ses- The final address will be givension would probably be closed to by Dr. Edward J. Odom, jr., see-the press since it is designed to retary of national church workpresent a frank and full evalua- during the final session starting atlion of the Memphis campaign for 2.30 p.M.
the benefit of leaders from other
Southern cities and states who are
Conference are Rev. J. F. Grim- 
' NewOfficers of the Tenneasee State LakeviewsInterested in changing the lit y-
Mrs. B. H. Netherland will pre-
side at the Saturday afternoon ses-
sion, and "Educating for t h e
March to Freedom" will be the
subject at the third workshop.
Dr. Vivian Henderson of Nashville
and W. C. Patton of Birmingham,
Ala., will be the leaders with Mrs.
Ruby Hurley of Atlanta and Atty.
and finding
rooms and taking down the ini-
tial assignments soon becomes
a tiresome task. Here Negro
students return to dean of stu-
READY FOR STUDIES, four
Negro students who were
scheduled to enter Memphis
State university in the Fall of
1958, but who were kept out
when MSU prexy, J. Millard
Smith said he feared violence,
pose before entering side en-
White complexion of political elec- mett, president, Nashville; Mrs., •
the and Mrs. F. R. Gordon, treasur- 
Sales ChiefB. H. Netherland, vice president:lions in their communities. • •The opening workshop of 
er, both of Knoxville.Columbia meeting on Wednesday
afternoon, Sept. 29, will feature a
panel discussion on voter-registra-
tion. Members will be Earl W.
Davis, COPE. AFL-CIO; James T.Cops
McCain, field secretary of CORE
who has done voter registration
work in South Carolina; and Miss
Ella J. Baker, executive director
of SCLC.
Mr. Sugarmon will be accom-
panied to Baltimore by his wife
and two children. Mrs. Sugarmon,
who took an active part in her
dents office after class. From
left are Misses Rosa Blakney,
Laverne Kneeland, Bertha M.
Rogers and Eleanor Gandy.
trance of administration build-
ing. From left, they are Miss.
es Marvis Laverne Kneelend,
Sammie Burnett and Eleanor
Gandy and Ralph Prater. Mr.
Prater, a sophomore, attended
Tougaloo Southern Christian





SHE WAS EVE IN A
DfSERTED WORLD . BUT









CRITTFNIDEN (O( STY t air
--The 18th annual Crittenden
County Fair drew thousands
to the numerous events which
The appointment of Samuel
Peace as vice president in charge
of sales and sales manager was
announced this week by Wolfe
Homes, Inc., the builders of the
(Continued from Page
new 614-home Lakeview Gardens
1) . .
er determining the policy of the A graduate of LeMoyne college,luncheon counter was clearly dis-
criminator and Mr. Peace has done graduate workft
with management showed no pos- 
at Tennessee A and I State uni-
sibilities of a change in 
policy' 
ve_rwity in Nashville. He was for-
Participants in the sit-in at the 
merly employed at the Tennessee
luncheon counter reported custo-
Department of Employment Sect!.
irity,,mer reaction to be in general un , and is a past president of-,
'sympathetic to management poli-
the Negro Junior Chamber of
cy and a willingness to accept non- Commerce,
discriminatory practices. , The new Lakeview Gardens sub- 1
The seating at the lunch coun- division is going up in the vicinityl
ter by an integrated group result- around the 4800 block of Horn]
Lake road. When completed, theed in its closing on Thursday.
cSaturday and Monday. On Toes- ommunity will have an up-to-
day, September 15, the luncheon state shopping center, two church-
counter did not open at all, ap- es and a school.
'parently in anticipation of contin-' The community already has a
ued action by the CORE group, country club, and a number ofThe Miami downtown depart- recreational facilities includingment stores do a large amount of Swimming pools, tennis and bad-trade with Negroes but refuse to minton courts, and a miniatureserve Negroes seated at luncheon golf course are being added. Nearcounters in these stores. This is the clubhouse is a picnic area,the present target of Miami and the clubhouse itself has aCORE's effortt to establish better bar, dining room and meetingrace relationships in the commu..roonla—nity.
Mr. Peace is very active- in
I CIVIC affairs. His wife is the form-
husband's campaign, will remain er Miss Maggie Lynom and a
there and work on her master's teacher at the Ford Road etc.
degree at John Hopkins univer- tnentary school. They are the par-
sity. ants of six children.
highlighted the yeasts event
One of the highlights of the
fair was the parade which
brought color and pageantry
but were happy that no students
had been uncivil to them.
During vacant periods, they re-
turned to the office of the dean
of students, George Pratt.
When they arrived on campus at
7:30 a.m., they were met by the
tall dean who ushered them to his
office for a conference. He is the
former principal of the South Park
elementary school, and a native
of Little Rock, Ark.
DEAN OFFENDS
Dean Pratt's frequent use of the
word "nigger," during his talks
with the group was their most de-
pressing experience of the day.
Two of the girls noticed that
they were followed from classes
by a man above the age of most
students and thought he was a
faculty member, but they later
learned he was a policeman as-
signed to the campus to protect
them.
White students, for the most
part, were indifferent about Ne-
gro students attending classes a
the university.
One friendly male student, who
made by Prof. Floyd M. Camp-
bell, chairman of the executivelin sight of nay home when l'pass-








































president and Negro County Agent, ftosepre. ak,. one of the officers
DeSoto County; Miss.; J. S. Me- said, "Shut up, nigger," and hit
bane, assistant manager of the him over the head.
fair, and vocational agnicultureI At the time, he said his feet
teacher at Mount Pisgah Hi gh were bound in chains and his
school, Cordova, Tenn.: Ernest hands cuffed behind him.
Beanie, director, Livestoek a n d BANDAGE HEAD
Poultry Division of the fair and Before transferring him to theNegro County Agent Shelby Coun- main station, Mr.
 Williams said
the officers bandaged his head.
His clothes were soaked in
blood. In court last week, he
showed the bloodstained g a r-
asked that his name not be. used,
said, "I have no objections to Ne-
gro students going to school here.
I have been in the Air Force, and
You have a different view aboilt
integration once you have been In
service."
Students were unaware. .at out,
siders had drove onto the-entraps
with a placard and rebel 11a
tit they Aeard about the in
from newsmen. Commented two: LeMoyne
"They are a disgrace to the Con- record - bre
federate flag." now a fact.
Another white student, a little registrar, re
older than the average, register. mg that 551 s
ing late, said he hoped nothing rolled for th
would happen to delay classes at largest num
the school. at the colleg
"I have waited long enough for The total
my education," he mild, "and I higher this
hope nothing occurs to delay it line for late
any longer." te ber 21.
It remained for a gird to make Largest e
the most sensible comment of the heshman eta
day about integration: "There are rolled 212
a lot of foreigners going to school lump of 63
hmeurech. Whihsys ashboluiltd Atmhereianbes rnJu any of gst65er.o
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ty, Tenn.; Lewis 0. Swingler, di-
rector of public relations and vet-
eran journalist.
Similar meetings, attended by
Tri-State Fair officials, have been: ments to Judge Beverly Boushe,held at Somerville. Tenn Marion. but was fined $11 for disorderly
conduct.
(Continued from Page I)
and they let ins go.
"I had been to the seeks
friend's mother at J. 0. Pa -
son's funeral home and wait with.
Mr. Williams has made a corn.
plaint about his trealmint to the
local branch of the NAACP.
His complaint about polictex;
tatity—Was the third One'
brought to light in recent weeks.
All three incidents have occurred
in the north Memphis area,
an, principal of Central high
school, Hernando; Mrs. H. C.
Warfield, Sardis; and Clifton Cot-
trell, Hernando.
In the eonntg. With struggIng
majorettes, floats decorated
in multihued .,splendor a n
music by the Wonder City
Ruby Green
Beautician
Final rites were held Sunday
for popular Mrs. Ruby Mae
Greene, of 918 Lane ave. The fu-
neral service was held at the St.
Matthew Baptist church, C43
Wicks, pastored











Memphis society Mrs. Greene..
circles and a dynamic member of
the Eastern Star Baptist church.
She was also a member of the
Beautician's Alumni Association,
a national organization.
Mrs. Greene suddenly became
ill at her shop on Sept. 15. She
died shortly before she was ad-
mitted to John Gaston on th a t
same day.
BIOLOGY CLASS — Student,.
at Memphis State university
appeared to be more amused
with the coverage given inte-
gration at the school by news-
men and television photogra-
•
phers than they were concern-
with the appearance of Negro
students In classrooms. One of
the Negro students, R al p h
Prater, said he was impress-
ed with the friendliness mini
fested on the campus. Get
el &sere° m &Women
straight as they sit in their
first class are Mine Rosa
Blakney and Laverne Kneel-
and. Both students are grad•
talcs of Hamilton high school.
Students Declare First Outirg
At Memphis State 'Wonderful'
"This has been a wonderful
day:"
That is the way Ralph Prater,
one of the eight Negro students
who began classes at Memphis
State university, described h i s
first day at the school.
"The students have been very
friendly, both boys and girls, and
I believe there were as many who
snoke to me as did during my
first day at Tougloo Southern
Christian college," he said.
Asked by a group of newsmen
to give his opinion of the univer-
sity, Mr. Prater answered: "I
think it's a wonderful institution,
and now I am a part of it."
Mr. Prater and Luther McClel-
lan, who attended LeMoyne col-
lege last year, were the only soph-
omores among the group.
The five others, Misses Sammie
Burnett, Laverne Kneeland, Elea-
nor Blakney, Bertha Mae Rogers
and Eleanor Gandy and John
Simpson, all freshmen, were not
as enthusiastic about their first
day on the campus as Mr. Prater,
She is survived by a daughter,
Doris; brother," Autry Fleming;
two sisters, Mrs. Carrie Williams
of Chicago. and Mrs. Irma Davis
of Cleveland; and several nieces
I and nephews, relatives a n d
!friends.
Interment was in Mt. Carmel
cemetery. Lewis Brothers Funeral
'home was in charge.
high school band o f West
Memphis and the J. S. Pitcht
high school drum and bugle
corps, the parade was describi
Farm and educational leaders of
North Mississippi, se r v in g as
hosts to officials of the Tri-State
Fair during a special meeting
Friday night at Sardis gave full
assurance they will help make the
46th annual exposition next month
the greatest in the history of the
fair association.
Spokesman for the group was
Rev. A. J. Warfield, Negro Coun-
ty Agent of Panola County and at
whose office the meeting was held
in Sardis. As he scanned the walls
where nearly 20 prize-winning
ribbons from the Tri-State Fair
hung.
Rev. Warfield said that his 441
Club boys and girls and New
Farmers and Homemakers of
America would again be on hand
to compete in the livestock show,
the registered pig drawing, can-
ning exhibits and home econom-
ics contests, and general agricul-
ture competition.
"Panola County boys and girls
have been greatly encouraged by
the cash prizes and premiums
they have won at the fair. Mr.
Warfield said. "They try to come
up with better exhibits and dem-
onstrations each year."
Brief talks regarding this year's
Tri-State Fair which opens f o r
three days Friday, Oct. 9 were
ed as one of the finest in
years. 11. 0. Whittaker, scout-
master of the West Memphis
troop was parade marshal.
The parade committee con•
slated of Jesse W. Mason, Sr..
chairman: Mrs. Jaltlef F.
Dawson, D. 0. Whittaker and
Ark., and the U. S. Experimental
Station at Marianna, Ark.
Other Mississippi leaders pres-
ent were Joe W. Gates and Mar-
vin Hayes. the latter a vocational
agriculture teacher at Walt
Chapel school, Sardis; Mrs. Grif-
fin M. Randle, home demonstra-
tion agent, Hernando; Mrs. Ber-
tha L, Ward, home demonstration
agent. Senatobia; F. J. Sanford,
and J. L. Lowe, of Como; T. J.
Cooper and Edward Th om a s,
Batesville; Mrs. Esther W. Reed,
of Jackson; Prof. J. T. McGlow-
Mr. Albert Williams. L. S. An-
thony is president of the board
of directors of the fair and
Vendee Gamble is lair man-
W“t's in
The 13th
there is a I




















































































































bilittom of a well.
Mind you;,I just said something
;shoot the "domestic arts." Keep-
ing house IS an art and any wom-
an who has mastered it — be
saie a housewife or a maid — well,
brpther, she's a gem of a jewel
and you'd better not let her go.
ABT AIN'T ART
Vent 'Stelling the other day and
I Saw *hat happens when the art
ein art. My friend and his wife week long I had been searching
the inner recesses of my mind
trying to uncovtr an idea for this
column, and lo and behold. I had
just walked into one.
A FLOPER00
Here was a woman who had
the highest respect in her profes-
sion, A charming conversationalist
A challenging mind. And a flop-
eroo housekeeper.
leaky faucet? Can a plumber fix H
Stith. Ruth is not thought of as a leaky appendix? Heard For
So what? Can a doctor fix the
maid in the traditioeal sense. To each his own art. And take ,
She just "helps" keep louse. Of it for the gospel truth — keep- ,Dr WoodsCourse, she doesn't help, t h e ing house is one of the finer arts.sues w rote hog — cleans, cooks, So if you are a maid Or a do- a
takes rare of laundry and 1,365 mestic worker of any kind and a
othee little hangs which just good one — don't •you dare feel,' 
Funeral services were held for
seem to come to her naturally. inferior. Stick out your chest and''Dr. Clarence C. Woods Thursday,
Well, VJU probably know what's walk proudly. Sept. 17, at Second Congregation-
tenting, On the nay of this par- 'You're an artist. al church. Rev. J. C. Mickie con-
ticular visit, Ruth was sick and ducted.
Miss Jessie Mahan, a public wet- teas", the needed $10,000 was on— Dr. Woods was born in Water
A. fare worker who advanced the hand.Valley, Miss., and came to Mei
had been out three days. My
friend's house resembled my own
at five minutes after my three-
sear-old gets tucked into bed
Her house waset a wreck. It
was a collision.
BURNING ODOR
see k, She is generally known as
one of the top female personali-
tit s (ovm.
Well, Abair home is always —
and I dle mean always — spotless,
'vet adin. There is never any
in that the hostess doesn't
want you to set in her overstuff-
ed chair or drop ashes in her
ash trays But everything is al-
ways in place and just shining.
She has help — we'll call her
• So you're a maid?
Well, take it from me, you're a
mighty important person. So don't
SAIlvund with any kind of ideas
aWbeing a "menial" laborer or
;"servant" or somebody who' let nobody.
I've talked to too many men And my friend was a nervous
and women employed in the do- accident loesine 'or an intersesteestle arts who consciously or un- lion to happen. Which, of course.consciously wear an inferiority is totally 'cut of character for her,
complex that shows up like a Su, the fact remained there was
Christmas tree all lit up in the a burning odor trailing from the
kitchen, the washing machine
bad overflowed and I had already
written this COIttnin in the dust
an the picks
When / walked in, my friend
looked at me through glazed
eyes and mumbled something
about Ruth being ill so excuse
the confiL.'on. Well, I didn't mind
the confesion at all. In fact I
could hardly zetain my glee. All
A atter ecor • phissk oafs ha is bediicalticon receivedo N I  o 1 pthhtes Ltdge a aftermoth ear I:teNegrorts childperished to f a Work-fire. The
PTA CONGRESS - The Ten-
nessee Congress of Colored
Parents and Teachers recent
Board of Managers meeting
was held at the Holy Tiinity
Parish house in Nashville. The
LeMoyne college's anticipated
record • breaking enrollment is
now a fact. Miss Margaret Bush,
registrar, revealed Friday morn-
ing that 551 students have been en-
rolled for the first semester, the
largest number ever registered
at the college.
r e total enrollment may be
higher this week since the dead-
line for late registration was Sep-
teirber 21.
Largest enrollment is in the
freshman class. LeMoyne has en-
rolled 212 first-year students, a
jump of 65 oe rvt ysears-shef'rla
Jump of 65 over last year's fresh-
man roster. There are 97 sopho-
mores, 106 juniors, 70 seniors, 37
evening students and 29 who are
unclassified.
• Most of the freshmen are gradu-
ates of high schools in Memphis
and Shelby county. liowe‘. r, sev•
eral are here from the 'Tri-State
'area and fro, as far a 'ay as
Michigan, North Carolina and
Florida.
The new dean of the college, Dr.
Marvin L. Head, said he is very
much ,impressed by the qualifica-
tions of the first-year students.
What caused the sudden jump
in the freshman enrollment has
lbeen a subject of dis,ussion. Some
reason that World War 11 babies
have now became oi college wet,
'while others believe more young-
sters are beginning to attend
college to prepare themselves for
teaching posts in the city and
county schools.
Other factors are the federal
loans now being made to students
and the enticing scholarship and
aid funds set up by the college.
What's in a name?
The 13th Ward Civic club thinks'
there is a lot in a name, especial-
ly if it's to be the name for the
housing project beint, erected at
Latham, Crump, South Fourth and
Ala= streets.
The club members would like to
see it named after their president,
Lester Robinson, Something like
the "Lester Robinson Gardens"
would suit them fine.
The civic club is in the midst
of a campaign on the Memphis
south side to get citizens to solicit
Mr. Robinson's name for the proj-
ect, title.
But their chances are slim un-
less a deluge of requests in favor
of the club president find their
way into the office of the Mem-
phis Housing Authority.
r M. Simmons, director
of. Housing Authority said that
only—once in a blue moon is a,
housing project named after a liv-
ing person. The titles are usually
commemorative. "Usually we run
into a lot of restraint when we
propose to name a project after
a person who is still living," Mr
Simmons said.
Mr. Simmons said his office had
received "10 or 12" requests for
the project to be named after men
who are still living. Names such
as Blair T. Hunt, Matthew Thorn.
ion, Ashton Hayes and the afore-
mentioned Lester Robinson have
been solicited.
"Of course, there is no doubt
that these men have contributed
much to their community. Take
Blair T. Hunt for instance. But
The majority frown on these names
se the men are still living.
Simmons said the names
are submitted to his office by .citi-
zens in the community and they
(Simmons' staff and housing
board), break the list down to
three or four likely prospects.
Then, if the choice is hard, the
names are sometimes submitted
to leading Negro citizens. This is
--15r. Simmons wild, so that a
*ins Sure Bet-By
Landing In Jail
I and has practiced medicine in the
last location, before his demise,
180 S. Main, for over 40 years. His
lab was formerly knotAn as the
"Old Ilumphrey Lab." He had al
house at 1096 Lauderdale but liv-
ed with Mr. and Mrs. Will Gob.o:
of 65; Alston ave.
Dr. Woods had been in failing
health for the last three years.
'Ile succumbed Sept. 15 at E. H.
Crump hospital.
He is servived by three sons,
Dr. Clarence Woods, jr., Atty.
Williard L. Woods and Dr. Robert
L. Woods, all of Los Angeles;
,daughter, Mrs. Beatrice Jackson
of San Bernardino: sister, H r s.
'Beatrice Morris of Gloucester,
Va.: dear friend Mrs. Emma Clay-
brook and other relatives a n d
friends.
Interment was in Elmwood cem-
etery. Lewis Funeral home was in
charge.
fair and impartial choice can be
made.
In the meantime a name is still
hanging somewhere in the
realm of the unknown for the hbus-
ing project at Latham, Mr. Sim-
mons said all citizens should send
in names of their choice. Per-
haps you can make his job easier
if he gets an overwhelming vote
for one man.
-totvtR CITY, Cate — (UPI)
— Clayton Cooper landed in jail
and there *Rh won his bet. Coop-
er was found in - perking lot last
yee: swinging a scythe, which he
admittr,' he had stolen. Cooper
•s oritles he'd made a batbe in jail by a. m. He
OKLAHOMA CITY — (UPI) —
About 3,000 Negro young people
will try each of the next 300 Sat-
urdays to obtain service at a
luncheonette which denied them
entrance.
Barbara Posey, 16, president of
the local Youth Council of the
NAACP, announced the plan Sun-
day.
She said Negro young people
will make weekly appearances at
the John A. Brown Co. Luncheon-
ette, which refused to admit about
50 of them Saturday. She did not
say how many would appear at
a time.
was one year old on Tuesday,
Sept. 15.
The center is also available for
children who need group living.
With Mrs. H. II. Jones as direct-
or, and Mrs. A. J. Dancy. and
Mrs. Willie Ester as co-workers,
the center opened its doors on
Sept. 15, 1858 with only four chil-
dren.
Only one year later, the center
Is now filled to capacity.
"Our children come from all
parts of the city, and from as far
away as Raleigh," Mrs. Jones
explained.
Weekly fees for the youngsters
ranging in ages from three to
almost six years range from 50
cents to $7.50, depending on the
income of the family.
"We make no distinction be-
tween the children," Mrs. Jones
said. "We treat them all alike."
The children arrived at the cen-
ter at 8 a. m., and for two hours
indulge in a free play period.
When 10 o'clock arrives they are
given a mid-morning snack of
either cereal and fruit juice or
cereal and fruit.
FULL MEAL
Following their snack, the chil-
dren participate in creative plays
and arts until 12 noon, and then
get a full meal.
After lunch, youngsters take a
two-hour nap. Each child has his
own individual canvas and alumi-
num cot and brings his own bed
linen.
Snack time comes again at 2
p. m., and from then on it's game
time and dancing to recorded mu-
sic until someone cells to pick them
up at 4:30.
Few tears were noticed on the
anttiversary day, as the yount-
stern seem to be having the time
of their lives. Mrs. Jones and
Mrs. Dancy are no strangers to
been engaged in working with tots
for some 13 years.
Mrs. Ester is in charge of the
food department, and she keens
the kitchen as spotless as any
army mess hall preceding a gen-
eral inspection.
MATCHED MONEY
Miss Mahan's proposal for the
center would still be in the
dream stage had not some anony-
LACING SHOES is a fascinat-
ing subject for little Hariett
who approach the task under
the supervision of Mrs. H. IL
busy one-day session was pre-
sided oNer by Mrs. W. H. Wil-
liamson of the capitol city.
The meeting emphasized
"Quality Parent • Teacher As-
sociation: A Need For Maxi-
mum Growth." Twenty-seven
officers, standing committee
chairmen and district presi-
dents were present from a I I
over the 'state. Putting in an
appearance from Memphis
were Mrs. G. M. Rumpus, im-
mediate past president; Mrs.
M. S. Draper, Mrs. Lillie
Branscomb, Mrs. Priscilla
Smith, Mrs. Medic Sullies
and Mrs. B. A. E. Callaway,
publicity chairman.
Mahan Day Care Center So Busy
first Birthday Almost Forgotten
facing the local branch of the Ten-
nessee Department of Public Wel-
fare is finding suitable homes for
orphaned and homeless Negro chil-
dren.
Last year, according to Miss
Sarah Quenichet, senior child wel-
fare consultant, only 12 of some
40 available Negro children were
adopted, and of these, three were
sent to other sections of the state.
"We don't have any difficulty
placing the white children," she
said. "There is always a long list
Hard To Find Homes
For Orphaned Negroes
One of the biggest problems income. For such persons to call,
Mrs. Davis emphasized, would be
just a needless waste of time.
"Adoption is a two-way affair,"
Miss Quenichet explained. "Before
it can be effected, the child has
to accept the couple, and the coup-
le has to be satisfied with the
youngster."
Mrs. Davis stated that in the
selection of a child for a home,
great care is taken to see that
the child has the facial features
and a complexion similar to that
of some member of his prospect-
of applicants, but with the Negro ice family.
children it's a different matter " NO FEES
Staff members of the Jessie Ma- mous donor offered $5,000 for thelfunds, and plans for its annual
han Day Care Center at 929 Del- project with the stipulation that drive will be announced in a few
mar pl., in the Dixie Homes, were each dollar was to be matched days.
so busy taking care of their dime- with one from another source. Several organizations have can-
es last week that the center's Sororities, fraternities, civic or- ed, Mrs. Jones said, and asked
first anniversary almost slipped ganizations, churches and private for permission to take the center
by unnoticed. individuals rallied to the cause, as its project.
The center, named for the late and following a number of "green "I have granted them permis-
sion," Mrs. Jones said, "and any
club which wants to do likewise
is invited to do so."
Jones at the Jessie Mahan
Day Care Center. 'f he cen-




LeMoyne college students, facul-
ty and staff declared a holiday
Friday afternoon and journeyed
to Fuller State Park for a picnic.
Buses and private cars moved the
large group to the recreation
area.
There was plenty to eat, includ-
including fried chicken. Nu-
merous games were played and
many of the youngsters and old-
sters were nursing sore muscles
Friday night.
Since the purpose of 11S0 is to Volunteers are key figures in a
serve the religious, spiritual, so-
cial, welfare, recreational and edu-
cational needs of the young men
and women in the Armed Forces,
USO provides a means for these
young people in the Armed Forc-
es to become a part of community
life, church activities, cultural
and educational activities and the
recreational activities t he com-
munity already has available.
Mrs. Ethel Harrison, director
of the Memphis branch USO pro-
gram at 514 Vance ave., plans an
active well -supervised program for
military personnel who are sta-
tioned near Memphis. Activi-
ties will include parties, classes,
414 s discussion groups and other re-
ligious and recreational programs.
PLANNING FOR ltS0 — Mrs
Ethel Harrison. director of
USO branch program, confers
with Miss Dorothy Finley,
executive of the USO division.
National Board of YWCA of
New York city, es Mrs. liar-
risen moves forward with
plans to extend activities for
servicemen who are station
Pd near Memphis. Program
will be centered at the YWCA
branch on % ance
USO operation. Through their
participation in USO activities, the
serviceman is placed in an en-
vironment similar to that of his
church, high school and family
group back home.
Mrs. Harrison is working with
church and community groups who
will aid in providing a true wel-
come into 1 he community. She
plans to bring about an aware-
ness of this need for servicemen
and women to be included in re-
ligious, cultural and educational
activities within the communi-
ty.
Her program will be held on
Saturday afternoon front 2-5. USO
is a member of SUN.
BIG PAINT SALE
SAVE $2.00 ON GALLON
Wallpaper Up to 50% Discount
INSIDE PAINT AND OUTSIDE PAINT
Free City Delivery — Orders Appreciated
NOW IN NEW LOCATION
H. A. Carroll & Co. Paints and Wallpaper
405 MONROE — Same Phone — JA 3-1626
14•.19•0 Strovii • Since 1871 • Waiter Stroull
Orders 3rd Negro
To Durham School
DURHAM, N. C. — (UN) — The
C;ty Board of Education Saturday
ordered admission of a third Ne-
gro pupil to newly-integrated Dur-
ham High school.
Parents of the pupil, Jocelyn Mc-
Kissick, 16, filed suit after her ap-
plication was denied in 1057. A fed-
eral judge said proper administra-
tive remedies were not exhausted
and the parents re-applied to the
education board.
Words of the Wise
One woman's polite is an-
other woman's poison.
—(Katherine Hawah)
While the organization was able
to find homes for only 12 Negro
youngsters, it was successful in
placing 73 white children.
HOW TO ADOPT
Just how does one go about
adopting a child, and how long
does it take?
The first step is to call either
Miss Quenichet or Mrs. Ruby Day;
is, another Senior child welfare
worker, at JAckson 5-2731 and ask
for an appointment.
After the office interview and
the filing of an application, a case
worker visits the prospective
Income and makes a study.
The agency, which charges no
fees for its services, provides un-
limited information on the child
— his likes and dislikes, talents
and aptitude — but does not give
any clues as to his background, or
who his parents were.
"Adoption means the child 4
losing his identity," Miss Queni-
chet said. "However, we do en-
courage the new parents to tell
the child he is adopted."
Couples who seek to adopt chil-
dren are usually those who have
not been able to have any of their
own, and as a rule, Mrs. Davis
said, they specify what type of
Action is then taken on the ap- child they are looking for.
plication, a child suitable for that BEST CHANCE
particular home is selected and Babies and pre-school children
the placement is made.
Usually, from four to six months
elapse between the time of the ap-
pointment and the placement of
the child.
"Unfortunately," Mrs. Davis
added, "the majority of those per-
sons who call to ask about adopt-
ing a child are ineligible to do so."
SOME INELIGIBLE
The "ineligible," she said, in-
cluded single men and women,
elderly couples, maladjusted fami-
lies and any one without a steady
have the greatest chance of being
adopted.
"After a child reaches his teens,
hardly anyone is interested in
adopting him," Miss Quenichet
said, "because he is almost ready
to go out on his own "
Unlike the average parents.
those who adopt children e in
bring them back if they are not
satisfied with the deal.
"It almost never happens," Miss
Quenichet and Mrs. Davis chorus-
ed.
Add Two To Staff At
Highlander School
Mrs. Septima Clark, Director of
Education at Ilighlander Folk
school, has announced that two
new members are being added to
the staff of the school.
They are Miss Vera McCamp-
bell, a resident of Grundy county
schools for nearly 28 years, and
Miss Alice Cobb, who is on leave
of absence from Scarritt college
in Nashville, where she is assist-
Do you know of a person who
nails to le irn how to read '
when tell th .m •Irttit the read
ing classes which began last
Monday night over WKNO-TV,
"ti's Mid-South s SV:i.clow of Kn..wl-
edge" over Chanset 10.
Course I ;s gives at 7:30 aid
urse 11 ht• iron advanced
readers starts immediately af-
t?rward at 8 p in. The only cist
involvet in tsking the course is
4iit expense fee tells.
:upervisine teacrers and tel.-
on sets have herr, nrovided at
the following centers:
Florida St. School, 1360 Florida
at.
Hamilton School, 1474 Wilson at.
Manassas School, 781 Firestone
blvd.
Booker T. Washington high
school. 715 S. Lauderdale at.
Bethlehem Center, 749 Walker
ave.
If the demand for classes is
great, centers will be set up in
other sections of the city.
Students may enroll for the
courses between 9 a, rr.. and 9
m. at WKNO-TV, 268 Jeffer-
son ave.
ant professor in the sociology de-
partment.
Miss etccamphell is a graduate
of Maryville college, and has a
master of science degree from 114•,"
University of 'Tennessee. Miss,
Cobb has an A.B. degree front
Western college, and an M.A.
from Union Theological Seminary.
She is a writer of children's books
in the field of inter-cultural rela-
tions.
A workshop on community serv-
ices is being planned for minis-
ters and social workers, to be held
in October or November
Myles Horton, founder and di-
rector of the school, stated that
the temporary padlocking of the
administration building following
a decision by Judge C. C. Chitlins
will inconvenience, hut will n o t
stop the school's program. "It will
be a blow," he said, "but we can
manage."
The Sea Island program of cid-
zenship schools in South Carolina,
which is conducted by volunteer
local leaders, and supervised by
Highlander, will be extended to a
period of four instead of three
months during the winter. The
longer period this year is planned
at the request of members of the
citizenship groups.
Research on a new Projected
program for Indians in the South,
which was begun early in the past
summer, will be continued.
The one gin that tastes great
"chasea :or sftaight.."
'Feel like a etraight or a mixed drink!
Dilbey's is the one gin that's great, either
way. Just enough flavor to spark up the
mixed drinks, yet no smooth and mellow,
the taste is great straight That's why •
it's the great favorite, all around the world.
the one gin distilled in
15 countries and served‘
around the world!
a
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Christian Education Week will
be observed at the St. J oh n
Baptist church of 640 Vance ave.,
Sept. 27 through Oct. 4. The spon-
sor of the anxiously awaited oc-
casion is the board of Christian
Education.
The dynamic workers of the
auxiliary have set aside certain
nights during the observation for
special emphasis. They are "A
Model Workers' Council' on Sept.
30 and "Recognition of Daily Va-
cation School Workers, Baptist
Training Union Worker and Nurs-
ery Workers" on Oct. 2.
Special tribute this year will be
paid to Mr. W. E. Johnson for his
participation in church and com-
munity work. He finds time for
many of the church projects but
he is particularly known for his
competent teaching of the Young
Men's Bible Class. His notable
community service is rendered at
the Oakville sanitarium.
Last year, the sanctuary honor-
ed Mrs. Statira Rayner for rend-
ering the longest service in the
primary department.
The principal speaker during
Christian Education Week will be
Mrs. M. J. Owen. She is the wife
of the pastor of the Metropolitan
Baptist church, Rev. S. A. Owen.
Mrs. Beulah M. Williams is the
general chairman of the observa-
tion. Assisting her as co-chairman
is George Gassett. The publicity
chairman is Mrs. B. J. Baskin.
Rev. A. M. Williams is the pas-
tor.
EASTERN STAR BAPTIST
With the theme, "Sow For A
Good Harvest," the dynamic
membership of the Eastern Star
Baptist church will again observe
its Harvest Day.
The observation will be held
Sunday. Sept. 27. All activities for
the entire day will be built on
that theme.
Robert Pamphlet, a layman of
the church, will speak during the
morning worship service. The pas-
tor of Hyde Park New Light
Church, Rev. L. 0. Taylor, and his
congregation will be guest at 3
p.m.
The Eastern Star Baptist church
is located at 1334 Exchange at.
Rev. W. M. Fields, sr.. is pastor.
Mrs. Moselle J. Starks is the
reporter.
CENTENARY METHODIST
The first of its kind and destined
to take its place among the most
outstanding celebrations on the
church calendar is the Class Lead-
ers' Program. The Fellowship
program will be held Sunday, at
5 p.m., in the lower level of the
Centenary Methodist church of 878
Mississippi Blvd.
The pastor, Rev. D. M. Gris-
ham, has prepared an especially
stirring s ermon for the event.
Other features will be prizes for
the class leader who brings the
most members and for the one
who answers the most questions
from the Bible. A number of re-
quest songs will be sung by the
church choirs.
The choirs have practiced con-
siderably on the song, "Tramp-
ing." It will be directed by Mrs.
1. E. White.
Refreshments will be served
Immediately following the p r
gram.
The general chairman of the
Fellowship program is Mrs. Myr-
tle Horton. Mrs. Mary Jane Wil-
llama is the co-chairman. The
president of class leaders is Grov-
er C. Burson.
The public is invited.
FIRST BAPTIST LAUDERDALE
First Baptist Lauderdale church
invites the general public to its
annual observance of Sunday
Church School Day, Sunday, Sept.
27.
A very interesting program has
been planned. A special feature
will mark the Assembly Period of
the Sunday School hour. The class-
es will be taught by guest teach-
era.
The afternoon program is cen-
tered around the guest speaker,
Miss Cornelia Sanders of First
Baptist Chelsea. Miss Sanders is
the principal of Douglas Elemen-
tary school. The devout religious
worker will speak from the theme
for the day, "The Role of the
Sunday Church School In the Life
of the Community."
Mrs. Fannie Woodson is the gen-
eral chairman. J. W. Rhodes is
the Sunday School superintendent.
Rev. H. Clarke Nabrit is the
pastor.
CASTALIA BAPTIST
The tenth anniversary of the
Rev. Calvin Mims as pastor of
he Castalia Baptist church will be
observed Sept. 24-27.
The theme is "Our Pastor, A
Man of Progress."
The chairman and co-chairman
f the affair are Mrs. Laura Bow-




hold their annual choir day song
service the second Sunday in Oc-
tober. Muck T. Barnett, Miss Ev-
erlena Patrick, Mrs. Hattie Cole
and Mr. Herman Mathis are the





The Usher Drive will begin Sept.
30 through Oct. 4. On the Wed-
nesday night prior to Oct. 30, Mrs.
Florene Epperson will be in
charge. Rev. Minn will be the
speaker Thursday night. M r a.
Anna Woods will be in charge with
the Church of God In Christ and
their pastor, Rev. W. Chandler,
Friday night. Bells Baptist church
and pastor, T. L. Maylin. Mi. Ben
Ed Cobb will be in charge.
The Usher Union will convene
Oct. 4. Rev. C. W. Allen of Mem-
phis will be the guest speaker.
Mrs. Floret* Epperson is presi-
dent. of nine, when Rev. Cottrell was
St. John Baptist church will the pastor, he said, "and I have
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Vann had as
a recent guest, their son. Lee that group.
Vann and his son of California. RANKING MEMBER
As a ranking member of the
church of which Rev. David S.
Cunningham is pastor, Mr. Davis
serves on both the trustee and
after spending the entire Summer the stewards' boards.
in their home. A native of Memphis. Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Profit Epperson Davis worked in the motor ve.J
had as Sunday guests, Jack hide section of the post office
Hayes and Mr. and Mrs. Lewis for 29 1-2 years before retiring
in 1949.
Si thhhdtd h
55TH ANNIVERSARY — Mr.
and Mrs. William Brazzlel, Sr.
recently celebrated their half-
century-plus-five years wed-
ding anniversary at the lovely
home of Prof. and Mrs. R. H.
Morris of 1024 S. Parkway.
The couple lives in Millington,
Tenn. Mr. and Mrs. armlet
are the parents of Mrs. R. H.
Morris and Mrs. Allawrence
Turner of Memphis. A delici.
He's A 70-Year
urch Member
Leroy Davis of 75 Lane ave. is
not the oldest member of Collins
Chapel CME church.
But at age 79, he has no peer
when it comes to seniority in
membership at the city's oldest
Negro house of worship.
"I confessed religion at the age
Also Mr. Vann's brother, Tys
Vann.
Mr. and Mrs. N. C. Hills' fos-
ter daughter, Shirley Reams of
Racine, Wis., has returned home
Epperson.
Mrs. Pearl Kenney, Mance Mur-
cheson, Charles Cobb, Mrs. Dola
Branch and Eddie Lee Cole spent
been attending church regularly
for 70 years."
He recalled that Rev. Cottrell
was later elevated to the office
of bishop. Mr. Davis is proud to
relate that he served Collins
Chapel church for 37 years as
chairman of the usher board, and
Is now "chairman emritus" of
nce en e as evo e muc
time to his hobby of raising flow-
ers The hedges around his flow-
the day on last Wednesday er garden are artistically trim-
*tog
Radio 148, It's Great
LISTEN TO THE GOLDEN GIRL
8:30 A.M. --- 9:30 A.M.
2:30 P.M. --- 3:30 P.M.
HEAR HUNKY DORY
6:00 A.M. --- 8:30 A.M.
11:00 A.M.— 1:30 P.M.
YOU'LL ENJOY BROTHER BOB
4:00 A.M. --- 6:00 A.M.
9:30 A.M.---11:00 A.M.
1:30 P.M. --- 2:30 P.M.
DON'T MISS
DICK "Cane" COLE
3:30 P.M. --- 6:15 P.M.
FREE! FREE! FREE!
See WLOK FROLICS at
Chelsea ---Hollywood Shopping Center
Saturday, Sept. 26 at 2 P.M.
med to resemble fancy green
sloping pillars.
Mr. Davis, despite his '79 years,
is extremely active and mounted
ladders not too long ago to paint
his home a dazzliing white.
A WIDOWER
A widower, Mr. Davis lost his
wife on last Oct. 12.
Even though he is chairman,
emeritus. Mr. Davis still likes to
help out in the "doorkeeping" de-
partment of the sanctuary, and
Ritigley, Tenn.
Mrs. Betty Boykins is now at;
home and doing well.
SICK LIST:
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Simmons'
daughter has returned from the:
hospital.
Mrs. Lee Helen Noel is bacIt!
home after having her leg ampu-I
tated.
Mrs. Mary Jean Twitty is In
Jackson hospital
Mr. and Mrs. James Taylor has
as guest, their mother, Mrs. Vin-
etta Polmer of Chicago.
whenever ushers gather
meeting, he is more than
to be in their midst.
He Is a member of the Men's
Bible class in the Sunday
schopl and never stays at home
when he is in town.
"I love church work, and I
am always there," he said.
for a
likely
Words of the Wise
He who is his own lawyer




old one and re-
turned t h e fol-
lowing day. Is your present
Dental Plate embarrassing you,
Is it loose, cracked, teeth chip-
ped? Our new professional
method will give you a perfect
fitting upper, lower, or partial,
from your old plate, made of
the newest durable plastic.
SEND NO MONEY, just your
name and address, and we will





DEPT SD - P.O. lea $001
Chicago 7,
Men and Women Over 65
Can now qualify for hospital insurance, that pays for MS days
or 83,850 Life and Burial Insurance to age 70.
No Medical Examination Is Required
It costs you nothing to find out — call day or night including
Sunday. Phone JA. &SUS or mail a card with your name,
address and nearest phone number to:
The Century Insurance Agency
734 Vance Avenue
Memphis, Tennessee
Bonded underwriters and brokers for the Melee rating com-
panies in America. W. A. Adkins, Life Insurance Counselor
with 21 years experience.
Part TITO Agents Needed — Good Pay.
one dinner was enjoyed by
more than 16 guests including
Prof. Morris' mother, Mrs.
Julia Morris and his sister,
Miss Migonette Morris of
Memphis.
"And 0 Lord, through Thy mer-
cy give us strength for every or-
deal; Give us courage to face
up to this life and all of Its
problems Help us in hours of
temptations of all kinds in this
world; Make us Thy servants is
spirit and in truth, and start
with Inc." Amen.
This in part, is the prayer of
an old man I recently heard. With
the last phrase I feel that he ex-
pressed the sentiment needed by
each of us today. There are far
too many of us today who can
always see the molt in someone
else's eye but never see anything
wrong with ourselves. I am hearti-
ly in agreement with foreign mis-
sions but on second thought
eel that in the words of this old
soldier we need here and now to
start with ourselves.'
We live in worlds, in com-
munities, in houses where peo-
ple's minds are filled with greed,
hatred, malice, confusion, a n d
worldly lust. It is my firm be-
lief that if we were to start
here and now to get some of these
things straightened out and this
world wou!d he better off.
This .week I was quite surprised
to learn that there are some people
who claim to be religious and don't
know what religion is. In this same
vein of thinking some say they
know God but cannot tell In simple
language who God is: And I go on
and on finding people who have
failed to come to grips with the
social, moral and spiritual de-
mands of this life and I see far
more vividly day by day that this
man who said, "And Lord start
with me" actually had something.
Oh yes, I know that there are
!many people today who feel that
they are righteous. I corns in
!contact will some of them .•
day. I mean those people who
like that rich young ruler, look-
ed at himself and then looked at
Jesus and said, "What lack I
yet?" Nothing has hurt this world
so much as self righteousness.
Thereare far too many of us who
go about through the world under
the illusion that we are every-
thing that God calls for. What
could be further from the truth?
Sometime ago I heard the great
leader, Martin Luther King speak.
During the delivery of his mess-
age he spoke of the price people
were paying for his none-resist-
ance program.
As I listened to him I started
questioning myself, how much of
a non-resistent person am I? I
believe tnat in the process of
quiet meditative thought many of
us will soon realize that we are not
near perfect as we sometimes
think we are and in the truest
sense of the word we must change
our ways of doing things.
World evangelization, world mor-
al rearmament and world social-
ization will never start with some
group way off yonder somewhere
— it is going to start with us.
Day by day and dollar by dollar
we are trying to buy something
that cannot be purchased in terms
of dollars and cents. THERE ARE
STILL SOME THINGS IN THIS
WORLD THAT CANNOT BE
BOUGHT. Most of us live in a cap-
italistic society and we think
only in terms of buying things —
cash or on credit. But much of the





Mrs. Gussie Young, will be
guest speaker at Avery Chapel
AME church Sunday, Sept. 27, as
it celebrates its Annual Women'i
Day. Mrs. Young will speak at 11
a.m.
Music will be rendered by the
ladies chorus under the direction
of Miss Alberta Mickens.
The afternoon service, begin.
fling at 3:30 p.m., will be a "Flor-
al Tribute Program" called "What
I Think Of You."
A delicious dinner is being pre
pared to serve in the dining room
Rev. Loyce Patrick is the pas
tor. Mrs. Erma R. Cook, genera
chairman with Mrs. Hattie Harri
son the program chairman.
When we look at world condi
lions many times we think
of what a good world t 
cm.
ul
be if you could get our hands o
enough money or enough of tiii
or that but when it breaks dowi
to the final analysis God has giv
en each of us power whereby w.
can make noble contributions ti
our day and time. When most o
us get to the real point of examin
ing ourselves in terms of what w.
have done and what we cop'.
have done we will be shocked .
Yes, when that old man go
ready to /get up off his knees am
said, "And Lord, start with me,'
he said something that in thi.
day of confusion and chao.
each of us should be saying. II
the final analysis our world is go
ing to be better and more desi
able only in proportion that we a
individuals are better and mor






Yes Mother, You'll cheer for Quality Stamps
too, when you know how helpful they are
for those back to school items. Need a brief-
case or pen? Visit your Redemption Center I •
today!
Yes Madame,
For all types of breads the
modern housewife uses Jack
Sprat enriched wheat flour. It
contains extra vitamins as well
as the correct amount of gluten
that assures perfect baking.
Be smart and always keep a
supply of Jack Sprat enriched
wheat flour on hand to help you
make every meal for your









5 C. Jack Sprat enriched flour
1 tsp. salt
Ya C. seedless raisins
Vs C. chopped canned cherries
PLAIN WHITE ICING
Dissolve yeast in water,
cream shortening and sugar,
beat eggs. Add milk and yeast;
add 1 cup of flour, mix well
and cover. Let rise in warm
place one hour. Add salt, rai-
sins, cherries and remaining
flour; knead thoroughly.
Put in a well greased 1 inch
round pan; cover and let rise
until double in bulk. Bake in
moderate oven at 350 degrees
F. about 1 1-4 hours. Remove
from pan.
Frost with plain icing. It is





IT'S AN EXPERIENCE that is long remembered by the talented
young performers who step confidently le the microphone ne
the Big Star Food Stores' talent show and show a vast Mid-
South audience the excellence of their talent. Yes, it's a happy
occasion. You literally find stars In their eyes and it could well
be that these young boys and girls are thinking of the day when
their names will be written In huge lights on Broadway or in the
other entertaining capitols of the world. Pictured above, 
appearing
oil a recent WDIA siring, are: (l-r, front row), 
Shirley Jones,
Josephine McClellan, Annie P. Falls, Verdell Jackson, Blanche
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cagosns Cecil Hill and Don Wright
aiding?
Foreign Film, Ella Fitzgerald Awaited
Cole?. .LATEST WORD on the
TURF is that "there ain't a bull
out here who ain't SCARED TO
ARREST a peddler" since that big
narcotics blowup...The Woodlawn
area is AGAIN being OVERRUN
by peddlers and junkies are mov-




who was once celled the AMA-
ZON, when she was making the
rounds at Killer Johnson's Arch-
way, and who was once one of
the most popular of the church
fashion models, is finally coming
back to her SINGING CAREER
• • •
HAROLD PARKER, the B o y
Wonder of Peoria, whose interra-
cial night club in Peoria's LOOP
is the hottest thing THIS SIDE
OF KHRUSHCHEV, is in town
shopping for talent and stopping
at the Manor house . . . He's mar-
ried to former Larry Steele Smart
Affairs chorine CARMEN DUTAL-,
LO, a Chicago-bred good-looker
. • . Harold named his boat, "PrIn
cess Carmen," after her. _That'
tall, REAL COOL BLONDE you
see walking around in the Wedge- — --
wood lobby who the guys say is
STACKED BACK, is SHERRY
HUDSON, onetime Harlem night
club Linger and playgirl. •
• • •
NICE CARDS FROM Ed sad
Louise Richey now on tour of the
world. — THEY WROTE FROM
Paris, London, Geneva and 
al other points after arriving over
there. — THEY'LL BE BACK In
states (New York first) early next
month and then home to Chicago.
—"DEAR NOSEY," says mall
MAVERICK NITS SOUTH
trophy for 'best coached team.'
SIDE. One of the South Side's
happiest families is the Alan'
son Jones family, 7719 South
Indiana ave., who were sur-
prised Sunday evening, when
ABC-TV's "Maverick Walking
Man" paid the Jones family
a surprise visit. Family was
presented with a saddlebag
of gifts, including a portable
transistor radio, pen and pen-
cil set, football, games, toys,
food products and household
wares. Maverick, portrayed by
ABC-TV employee, Nick Rea-
bus congratulates Alanson
Jones and his attractive young
daughter.
'Queen Of Song' Hits
Opera House Sept. 27
On Sunday evening, September
27th at 8:30 p.m.. Ella's "One
Woman" Show will be presented
at the Opera House for one per-
formance only.
Norman Grans' "An Evening
With Ella Fitzgerald," represents
a new challenge to the popular
and critically acclaimed Verve re-
cording star. Ella will perform
virtually a 'One Woman' show as
part of this musically-historic na-
tion-wide tour.
Those who have followed the un-
paralleled Fitzgerald career know
that the gifted and buoyant sing-
er, long considered in the musiel
world the undisputed First Lady,
of Song, will fill every momene
with musical delight.
Ella will appear at the Opera
House fresh from a resounding
success in the special 'Ella Fitz-
gerald Night' concert at the Holly-
wood Bowl where she sang an all-
Gershwin program to an audience
of close to 20,000,
Max Roach Next Sock
For The Sutherland
Sutherland Show Lounge, cur-
rently presenting the socksational
Herbie Mann will feature the tal-
ents of Max Roach as its next
bandstand attraction.
Max Roach, usually featured in
the loop conies to the southside
scene as part of an allstar pa-
arry Moore Show To Feature
Top Sepia Talent This Season'
The Garry Moore teievision pro-1 The program has presented spy.
gram, a regular CBS-TV feature eral Negro performers in the past
reaching Chicago Tuesday nights
over channel 2 at 9:00 will spot-
light a number of sepia greats dur-
Singers, dancers and musicians at
the top will be top guests on most
but starting this fall the interraci-; of the telecasts Garry will pre-
al spotlighting will be inereased.1 sent. 
Imitation,
of grcJis an tile Sutherland
stand. There is no attraction trav-
eling today that boasts a better
following in Chicago than M a x
Roach. His music style and per•
sonality rate the tops with night.
cry fans along the southside stem.
In meantime Herbie Mann, his
combo and music, combine to
make the hot spot a huge favorite
with stay-out.lates. Like Roach,
Mann boasts a unique style mat
is extremely popular with Suther-
land patrons.
Roach conies to Sutherland for
a limited engagement. On previ-
ous appearance at the Drexel
blvd., nightery Max was held over
through two additional weeks.
tween Kenwood 'end Dorchester snn Carroll, Ella Fitzgerald, the s
but this wasn't true Friday nleht. Jonah Jones combo, Martha Davis 
Eartha Kitt Ns/1th .J tie bag: "It's always hard t• fhid Listed for stints on the show are •
Sonny Wilson of Detroit with Chi- — REASON? COPS WERE ON and Spouse and several others. uccess In Three, Set
move from bar to bar Picking IIP Garry, incidentally, will be in Chi-
iProving Bigparking space en 53rd street be. Louis Satchmo Armstrong, Dish-' •
DEFENDER
Set., Sept. 26, DS,
be
WHAT PRICE ROMANCE? No-
sey is thinking about the little ma-
tron, wife of a bus driver, who
SPENT SEVERAL DAYS in Idle-
wild RETURNING HOME 1 a at
week and leaving very next day
for Detroit to see sick sister (who
actually lives in Motor City but
isn't sick) and making hubby be-
lieve her story. — OLD NOSEY
HAPPENS to know from good
authority that the attraction isn't
a sick sister at all but a certain
Detroit sportsman who was the
Chicago CUTIZ'S COMPANION
day after day and night after
night during her stay in the Mich-
igan resort town for two weeks
just prior to Labor Day. —OF
COURSE, WHAT TIIE a bsent
housewife doesn't know is that
hubby is pleased to have her
away. — NOW HE CAN call mete
larly on one of his passengers he
takes to and from work daily on
his route along Drexel.—SOUTH-
SIDERS ARE talking plenty
about that club "G's and D's" that
broke up recently with treasury
doing same thing so far as major-
ity of members have been able
to learn. — SPEAKING OF AB-
SENTEES those 43rd street Man-
hattan Boys are said to be very
much disturbed OVER WHAT
MAY well be financial matters.
• • •
—JEAN JONES PROVED quite a
jovial hostess for visitors to Idle-
wild this season. — NOSEY IS
among those wondering what goes
with that long distance call to
Marguriete Tate that came se
late and lasted so long.—AMONG
THE TOP parting parties for vise
'tors is Idiewild was the one toss-
eel by Rooker and John Springs
WITH MINNIE E. Horton and Ar-
thur DeVilla assisting as hosts. —
AND WHAT ABOUT THE one
tossed by Walter Johnnson and
"moochers" and within a few
• • • minutes cars were (even high pow-
SPEAKING OF APPEALING that ered -meg) pulling out like mad.—
little fine one who works in beauty Result, a second chock, some half
parlor on 61st street is just that hour later found space enough to
to a certai nprofessionsl w h o park a car load of Mack trucks.—
parks his car as near her shop as "DEAR NOSEY," says mall bag:
is possible each and every day. "SHOULD HAVE seen that plump
HOWEVER, NOSEY, the snooper, brownskM and girl friend, the
knows guy is married and fathers blonde from northstde doing Dreg-
two youngsters in ADDITION TO el with young gigolo 'tether night.
having a very soft spot in his —HOWEVER THEY did not fail
heart for the caretaker in that to make that certain Drexel aye-
Pekin Cleaners place on ?? street cue fine one, also a blonde, topic
who i. also married, of their conversation at all times.
• • • playboy has gone back to the
—"DEAR NOSEY," cute one they consider main rival.
says mall bag: "Certain group of • • •
ladler are very much upset over "DEAR NOSEY," says mall
coolness of their male leader of bag: "Two weeks ago you men-
late. — NOR ARE THEY over. tioned a fight in a certain apart-
looking attention he is showing on ment along 3Sth street scene that
certain lady with the title, even it south of 31st and north of 35th.
to encouraging her to make trip —WELL, NOSEY 'TWASN'T ex-
to the convention. — HOWEVER, Jetty a fight. — WHAT HAPPEN-
THAT WILL all be over soon as ED IS husband of one of the la-
the little titled person will sooner
or later learn about her latest and
new rival for the group leader's
attentions. —
VIVIAN FITZHUGH,
wife of McKie of Disc Jockey
Lounge fame is in Oakland, Calif.,
and will follow with visit to Holly-
wood in Southern California.
ONETIME SINGER RAY-
CELLE SMITH, on of those
chicks you have to look at
TWICE to DIGEST what you're
looking at, is planning a come-
back as soon as she can put down er person was in attendance. —
a play for a NEW APARTMENT THE OTHER PARTY, Nosey? Oh,
. . Speaking of singers DIDJA the widow of a very prominent
KNOW that Eddie Fisher is tak-iand well known gentleman who is
log drum lessons by mail (r o m' quite often mention in social col-
New York from the school run umns of your paper." Just thought
there by Gene Krupa an dCozy you'd like -to know this, Nosey.
dies involved came on the scene
just in time and told off his own
spouse and plenty. — AMONG
THE THINGS he told her was his
love for the other party and that
she'd be wasting her time fight.
Ing ..iver is love that had long
since been lost. — HE SPOKE
LOUD enough for all to hear him
and what was bad, he told why.—
HE REMINDED HER that she
had been "attending too many
bridge parties and club meetings"





Visiting in New York over Lab-
or Day naturally brought the urge
to witness as many plays being
staged on Broadway as time
would allow. (Aside to the boss:
won't be an expense account since
the tickets were all Ann Oskleys.)
Denies Calling
NAACP 'Commies'
Stepin Fetchit, pioneer moy•
ie comic denies published re-
ports that he referred to the
NAACP is a "Red" organiza-
tion.
The story appeared after
Stepin had guest starred on a
OM television show "The Mid.
night Ticker," along with Peg-
gy Ring, Four Step Brothers
and Liberace as guest.
The references to "Step's"
bad to do with the comic's
appearance before the Wail,-
stool Severn Commission at
the Miss. State Capital back
Is May. The comedian says
the charges that he liii the
NAACP as being Communistic
involved were false and that
he will demand • retraction.
There are plenty shows to see
since the fall season has started
and new plays are arriving almost
every day. Some are good, a few
great and others are just marking
time awaiting the ultimate—clos-
ing shop.
Of the shows attracting packed
houses each and every night as 
well as Inc matinees twice a week
"A Raisin In The Sun" and "Flow., Ocean
er Drum Song" standout Again,
it is pleasing to note that "A Rait-
in' is all sepia (except for' one
extra and added person) and Flow.
or Drum Song is interracial. We
saw "Drum Song", passing up "A
Raisin because we had twice wit-
nessed its performance during not
too long ago Chicago run.
Reports from bourne* attend-
ants suggest both "A Raisin's and
"Flower Drum Song" will be
around for quite a long time. Big
question concerning "A Raisin"
was what effect departure of Sid-
ney Poitier would have on its box-
office. Apparently none. Davis who
replaced `tollywood bound Pottier
Is goiel a swell lob and the critics
are giving him full credit for has,
ing talent and the know how to
Carry On.
cago this weekend and it is very io I ry
likely he will take time out to oh- NEW YORK — Earths Kitt, who
serve the performances of some has already appeared on Broad-
of our local talent. He is due to way in a trio of productions,
reach Chicago Friday morning. "New Faces," "Mrs. Patterson"
Satchmo To Join
Telecast Sept. 29
A classy, glassy showcase of
notable talent will mark "The
Bing Crosby Show," • Tuesday,
Sept. 29, when the groaner pre-
sents his 'live' special from the
ABC-TV Hollywood Studios.
Feetured guests on the program
will be Louis "Satchmo" Arm-
strong, jazz pianists George Shear-
ing and Joe Bushkin, songstress
Peggy Lee, dancer Jane Turner,
Axel Stordahl's orchestra — apd
Crosby's special guest star, Fratk
Sinatra.
The return of Satchmo to Bing
Crosby shows, television and mov-
ies is to be expected. Bing has
long ago found Satchmo to be
valuable as guest
FIONI COLE AND CHOLLY
Atkins, shown with Anita Alva-
rez when trio starred in Broad-
way version of "Gentlemen
Prefer blondes, were seen on





Despite the fact theatres
are showing an inclination to re-
turn to the "live" show kick the
practice of artists invading Eu-
rope for summer work continues.
Today there are no less than
half dozen "names" appearing on
the European scene, among them
Lena Home, Billy Eckstine, Mu-
riel Rahn. Golden Gate Quartet,
most of whom annually make the
trip across the pond.
In addition to those already
over there others are preparing to
leave or have left the states. Duke,
Ellington sailed last week and I
Count Baste is due to leave the
'U. S. for foreign engagements
soon.
The artists mentioned above are,
abroad on tour but there are num-i
that erous others now Making their
home in Paris and London. Babe
Wallace, June Richmond, the
Nicholas Boys, the Ravens quar-
tet. and many others are abroad
with no immediate plans to return
to the U. S.
Others just about set for re-
turn to Europe are Dizzy Gillespie,
Louis Satchmo Armstrong, Doro-
thy Dandridge who is expected to
enjoy belated honeymoon over
there, Sarah Vaughan, Ella Fitz-
gerald who lust returned to the
states and Billy Daniels plans
early trip to Europe
Yes the return of theatres to
live shows has meant much to
"name sepians but has not end-
ed the trek over ocean for en-
gagements and long tours.
Another Play
and "Shinbone Alley" is due back
on stem this fall in a play titled
"Jolly's Progress."
In the proposed production Ear-
ths will be cast along with Fran-
dot Tone should the famous Hol-
lywood star accept the role he is
being offered. The other plays
Miss Kitt appeared in, especially
"Shinbone" and "Mrs. Patterson"
were only partially successful. In
case of "New Faces" Miss Kitt
Was part of a socksational cast
that brought critical raves aplen-
ty.
"Mrs. Patterson," opening on
road appeared in several other cit-
ies before it reached Broadway
and received split decision praise.
Some thought play solid; other
critics figured it lacked too much
for a lengthy rini. When it arriv-
ed on Broadway the critics had
already written their opinions and
made little change in their pre-
dictions for play in reviews of the
New York opening. "Shinbone Al-
ley" opened in the east, invad-
ed Broadway and got no further.
However, predictions based on
hope rule the early discussion of
"Jolly's Progress" due to open la-
ter this season.
Those familiar with the script
say the story is far superior to
"Shinbone Alley" and "Mrs. Pat-
terson" and feel that play cannot
fail to hit. They also point to clas-
sy acting Franchot Tone would
bring to the play, an additional
argument for its success.
As to Miss Kitt's acting ability
there need be no doubt. She has
proved in "New Faces," the pic-
tures, "Anna Lucasta" and "Mark
of the Hawk" that she has talent.
Then when later asked to "carry"
her own musical comedy in leng-
thy theatre tour she was a def-
inite hit. Thus it is safe to say
whatever failures may be leveled
at "Shinbone" and "Mrs. Patter
son" must exclude Earths Kitt
-
She handled creditably what she
A
Was given to 43 in both plays.
Most certainly the shortcomings
came in the stories and over all
production of the plays. Not the
acttg of Kitt.
Boxoffice
Universal's "Imitation of Life,'
which appears headed for a $5,
500,000 domestic gross, has the v
earmarks of equaling that figure
in its foreign engagements. On
the basis of reports received from
abroad by the film company, for-
eign general manager Americo
Aboaf is predicting that "Imita-
tion" will emerge as U's top for-
eign grosser, surpassing the near-
ly $5,000,000 racked up by "The
Glenn Miller Story."
Film has been in release only,
eight weeks in the general foreign
market. It is just getting under
way in Europe and has yet to play
Germany, Italy, France and Spain.
Jumps Nit ely
Things are jumping these days
out at "Big Jim" Caruth's Rhum-
boogie lounge, 809 E. Oakwood
blvd.
Big Jim features live on.o. ;5
cool atmosphere as well as an all-
star lineup of talent.
The Rhumboogle Is open until
4 a.m. nightly.
VIVIAN FITEHUGP, wife of Mc
Jockey Lounge, owner, waves good-
bye to friends as she boards plane
for California where she'll visit
with relatives for few weeks.
States at Chicago's Cinestage
thel!ie on W.-.I. Sc'-;. :3. Pis
is a murder thriller on inter-
aria] kick.
Sapphire, Imported
tiller, Here Sept. 30
of Alfred Hitchcock has a motion
picture won such unanimous praise
from newspaper film reviewers
over there as has the murder-
mystery-thriller, "Sapphire" which
will begin its local engagement at
the Clnestage Theatre on Sept. 30.
Starring Nigel Patrick, Yvonne
Mitchell, Michael Craig, Paul
Massie and Bernard Mlles, "Sap-
phire" in Eastman Color, was
produced by Michael Relph and
Basil Dearden for The Rank Or-
ganization and is being sponsored
for presentation in American the-
atres by Universal-International.
" 'Sapphire' being just the kind
of film the faceless ones are lia-
ble to call controversial, and so
stifle at birth, it is pleasing to
Not since the first great success report that it has slipped through
the net. On the face of it, this
is a sharp and brisky moving
whodunit in which the law endeav-
ors to track down the murderer
of a pretty girl named Sapphire
who is found on Hampstead Heath
foully done to deals. But the ex-
tremely well-written screenplay is
concerned with more than mere-
ly providing an entertainment
thriller — though it does that
most efficiently. It has a few pert-
inent things to say about the col-
or problem in London, for this
happens to he at the heart of this
particular murder. By the time
the sleuths have completed their
work an assortment of Anglo-Sax-
ic color thing have been exposed1
and often exposed amusingly.
The Cab, Old Satch Hit
News In Comeback Vein
NEW YORK — Ray Shaw and Formerly called El Toro, a,iere Harlem on Broadway . hut
manager Bob Blick were b u s y they had imported authentic Mex done up in elegant 
style. Cab Cal-
painting all the doors copper them- 
andn.a d n and Spanish dishes, silver loway headlines the first show with
selves for their grand opening. 
popreartr opnos r— 
and
 s into: s tcraicl ltelyd ian gl i nbeacokf 
the




HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) — Ar- fort' tae cameras on Sept. 30.
chie Moore, world light heavy- Neither Moore no MGM would
weight champion, signed to make 
release the terms of the boxer's
his motion picture debut as a star 
movie contract.
of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's n e
FAY CRAIG, beautiful West
Indian dancer is featured in
"sappi.lre" Enaltsh picture
making its debut in United
so
production of "The Adventures of 
0 
frier Simeon Ossie Davis went into the Sid-/ ney Poitier role in "A Raisin In
Huckleberry Finn." 
Sol C. Siegel, head of production Top M 
The Sun" without much fanfareusician/ — and he's doing a grand job
once again . . The Copper Door
is right in the center of town: 51st
and iiroa.iwa'•
for MGM, announced the signing .
after a "remarkable" screen test. Lîtes In East
Moore will play the role of "Jim" Omer Simon. one of the world's
the devoted companion of Huck ereatcst clarinet players died in
Finn and Taneway slave in Mark New York Thursday night, in Hat,
Twain a adventure story of the 'cm hospital. after a lingering ill.
ness. Ile was a victim of throatMississippi.
cancer.
"Archie puts onto the screen the S imeon who began his big time
warmth and poignancy of Jim so
vital to the character of the role,"
said Samuel Goldwyn jr., who is
producing the latest version of
Huck Finn.
Moore, already back at his San
Diego home following the signing,
said he was "thrilled" to be se-
lected for the role.
"And I hope I can have the
success as an actor equal to that Party staged in Ghana for Vice
I've had as a boxer," he said. President Nixon during the Ghana
Freedom Celebration.
"I've always tried to do my best
The body worshipped to Chicago.
in anything I've undertaken, so 
Simeon
, 
s home town for burial.
I aim to do my best now." Survivors inclue the widow, Eina-
nor; daughter Leilarte, two sis-
ters. Lillian and Ethel and Albert
a brother.
Child star Eddie Hodges will por-
tray the role of Huck when the
Goldwyn jr, production goes be-
career as featured artist with Earl
Hines band here in Chicago later
Joined Jimmy Lunceford with
whom he played until the leader's
death. After the Lunceford hand
split following the leader's death
Simeon went with Wilbur de Paris.
Simeon was with de Paris on re-
cent tour abroad that took them
Into Ghana and other counrties.
The band supplied the music for
• • •
Red Nichols has made a grand
comeback to the musical world —
and he can thank his good friend
Louis Armstrong for helping . . .
Ever since Louie starred in the
picture about Red — "The Five
Pennies" it's been clear sailing
for great formet star .
Which all proves — the public will
certainly forget you when your
naina i n't S'.,'., fl liahts .
wl,ich wasn't easy. Ossie's a natur-
al actor — fresh from laurels in
"Jamaica."
Dot Dandridge. whose new hus-
band Jack Dennison. has been
managing her, now will wave un-
der the banner of Joe Glaser :Ind
Associated Booking Corp . Chi-
cago is home for Dot Donegan and
she'll he doing 3 weeks at the Lon-
don House next January, while
resting up after Christmas holi-
days . . Nina Simone's "I Love
'You, Porgy" rising . Mauri
Leighton doing a wonderful job
headlining the exclusive show at
Churchill's in London. And Abbey
Lincoln, who has been doing the
Lena Horne role in "Jamaica"
now doing a single in Detroit at
the Show Bar .
Dinah Washington at Pep's MU-
sical Bar, Pinny . . Louis JON
clan goes in soon . . , Harry Bela.
fonte may he sure his "The World,
The Flesh and The Devil," a
little too rich for most people's
blood — will he well seen when
coupled with Mario Lanza in a
tee:mita-dor =Mel for local
showings.
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Babies Require 3 Times
As Much Food As Adults
By PETRILIA McCORMACK
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Twen-
ty-three c enturies-ago, Hippocra-
tes, the father of medicine, said:
"Growing bodies have the most
heat; they therefore require the
most food."
Modern c re.1.-arch into
the energy metabolism of infants
OF THE NEARLY 3.00 fresh.
men and transfer students in
the fold at the Fayetteville
State Teachers college, N. C.,
seven of them shown here
take a "breather" as they go
through the rounds incident to
the Freshmen Week activities,
and young children tcrifies t he
accuracy of Hippocrates' observa-
tion.
It has been shown that in calor-
ies per pound of body weight, the
energy requirements of young
babies might be three times that
of an active adult.
By the end of the first year of
Their coat suits, stripes a n d
smiles could indicate that they
are getting off to a good start.
They are (left to right), front
row, Norwood Mating°, Golds-
boro: Dawn Diggs, Tarboro;
Jerusha McCoy, Larinburg,
and William Raker, Tukahoe,
N. Y. Back row, left to right:
life, the rate drops to about 'dou-
ble that of adults.
The high caloric requirements
of babies is the result of three
factors: Relatively high basal me-
tabolism: • perpetual motion and
rowth. •
A SCIENTIFIC BENCHMARK
Basal metabolism is a scientific
Ander Dunham, jr., Elizabeth'
town; Ramona Turner, Phila•
delphia, Pa., and Kathryn
Whittaker of Enfield. Shown
in front holding booklet is Eva
Cordon of Jamesville (one of
the 42 upper-class counselors)
who points out the "n e xt
chore- on the program.
Longer Classroom Stints
Ahead For U.S. Children
By LOUIS CASSELS
, (United Press International)
American children who now at-
tend school for about 1,000 hours
a year, are headed for longer
stints in the classroom.
School districts throughout the
Country are taking steps to length-
en the school day, the school
year, or both.
"This is one of the most impor-
tant trends in American rcloca.
lion," says Dr. Lawrence G. Der'
thick, U. S. Commissioner of Edu-
cation.
Prolonging the total period of
Instruction his become "almost a
necessity." according to Dr. Shir-
ley Cooper, associate secretary of
the American Association of
School Administrators.
"Children today have more to
learn than ever before — in cul-
tural subjects as well as the sci-
ences," says Dr. Cooper. "More
time in the classroom is an essen-
tial condition of better educa-
tion."
YOUR ALTERNATIVES
There are four ways in which
extra teaching time can be add-
ed, and each hag its advocates.
The first is to lengthen t h •
school day, which now averages
shout slti hours of classroom work
Dr. Uoyd E. Blauch, assistant
Us is COMmIssionsr of Educataop,
proposed recently .that schools go
on a regular 8 hour day. He said
all homework could then be done
at school, under far better study
conditions than prevail in the av-
erage home.
Dr. Illauch's suggestion for a
9 to 5 school day has not stirred
widespread enthusiasm. But a few
school districts are experimenting
with a longer day. High schools
in Wilmington. Del., Gorham, Me..
and Rellefontaine, Ohio, added
one classroom period this Fall.
Lansing Central School system
near Ithaca, N. Y., scheduled a
-voluntary" period at the end of
the day for children who want to
work on special projects in sci-
ence or business education.
Alternative No. 2 is for Ameri-
can children to attend classes six
days a week, as Russian children
do. Most teachers and parents,
not to mention children, take a
dim view of this idea. But some
experimentation is taking place.
Rock Island, Ill., for example, has
begun to offer special Saturday
classes, on a voluntary basis, for
talented youngsters who want to
do extra work.
The third alternative in to leng-
then the Ike hoof year, which now
averages 180 days. Many educa-
tors believe this ix a long-overdue
reform They point out that the
twie.month schook term is simply
a hangover from the lath century,
when children were needed on the
farms during the summer.
ADD ONE WEEK
Washington, D. C., schools are
adding one week to their term
this year. Montgomery County,
Md., is adding four days. Other
communities that have lengthened
their school terms in recent years
include Atlanta. Ga., Champaign.
Ill., and Hayward, Calif.
The fourth alternative is to pro-
vide real educational opportunities
during the summer for children
who need or want additional
teaching. More is currently being
done on this front than any other.
A survey by the research divi-
sion of the National Education As.
soeiation shows that major sum•
mer school programs were offer-
ed this year in nearly all of the
nation's big cities, and in hun-
dreds of medium-sized and small
communities.
SUMMER SCHOOLS
While most summer schools of-
fer remedial and "make-up" cours-
es for lagging students, this is no
longer their sole function. Increas-
ingly, the summer months are he-
ing used to enrich the educational
diet of bright and average stii-
dents who attend on a voluntary
basis .
Cedar Rapids, Is., for exam•
pie, offers special math and so
benchniark meaning energy spent
in barely keeping the body alive
while at rest. About one-third of
this is to power the involuntary
practically automatic actions —
heart, respiratory system, diges-
tion, kidneys.
The rest powers the body's
chemical factories maintaining
muscle tone. In calories required
per pound, basal metabolism is
higher in infancy and childhood.
Perpetual motion, the second
factor behind a baby's enormous
energy requirement, is seen in the
random arm and leg movements
during an infant's waking hours.
When a baby does strenuous
work —crying and kicking — the
rate of energy expenditure might
be boosted by 200 percent over
the basal level!
Growth, the third factor ac-
counting for energizing needs in
infancy, is most rapid during the
first year of life.
BIRTH WEIGHT TRIPLES
During this short period, t h e
The added body proteins and
fats accumulated during growth
represents calories consumed in
,xcess of those expended for the
'nasal metabolism and voluntary During the first months, t h e
muscle activity, mother must give her child as
The daily caloric needs of in- surance through the tone of her
(ants from one month to t w o voice. When she feeds him, she
ears of age, for checking pur-
poses. follows:
—One month, 500 calories: two
months, 600; four months, 700; six
months. 800; nine months, 900;
one year, 1,000; two years, 1,200.
Carbohydrates, proteins and fats
are the main sources of energy-
calories. After ingestion, these
bring about changes leading to
their ultimate oxidation-burning.
It is through this combustion
that energy stored in foods is re-
leased to power body activities.
Carbohydrates are the most
readily available sources of ener-
gy, requiring the fewest chemical
changes before oxidation.
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
to heal from men in the service
and pullman porters between the
ages of 29 and 35 years of age.
Will exchange photos and all let-
te!s promptly. Mail to Osie Arm-
strong, 811 N. Rivers St., Batavia,
• • •
Dear Mm. (2hante: I wool'. like
to correspond with gentlemen of
all ages. Will exchange phot o s.
Write to Miss Eloise Cheatem, 108-
12, 143rd St., Jamaica, N. Y.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chanter I would like
to find a male companion in his
late Ell's. I ant a good cook, neat
dresser and would like a clean
man who is willing to work. Will
answer all letters. Mrs. L. Garth,
613 Columbia St., South Bend, Ind.
s r •
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
to hear from a nice lady. I am
gainfully employed, fond of chil-
dren and have the utmost respect
for women. James A. Thomas, 309
High Si., Benton Harbor, Mich.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I have been
in the United States for one year
now and as yet I have not met
any respectable gentlemen. I
woulo very much like to corre-
spond with a nice man in the
states. I am 5 feet, 4 inches, 145
lbs. Please write to Miss Eloise
Cheathem, 1312 Harbor Road,
Long Island, N. Y.
• • •
Dear Mme, Chante: I am a girl
of 18 and I would like to 
conespond with boys between the ages
of 19 and 23. Please send photo
la. Miss Shirley Tatum, 3115 W.
A baby's desire to speak can be
awakened as early as the fifth
week of life, according to a New
York speech expert.
Writing in the current (Septem-
ber) Today's Health, published
by the American Medical Associa-
tion, Flora Rheta Schreiber said
parents can and should get their
child ready for good speech long
before he speaks his first words.
They should begin on the first
day of the baby's life, when the
mother's arms, the softness of her
voice, the aura she creates sets
the stage for the child's future
mental health and his successful
speech and language development.
APPRECIATIVE AUDIENCE
To learn to speak, a child must
birth weight usually is tripled, have an appreciative audience. If
the mother responds to the sounds
the baby makes, his desire to
speak will be awakened in the
first few weeks of life.
ence seminars for "highly gifted
students" during its six weeks
summer school. Cleveland pro-
vides foreign language classes for
elementary school children. Mil-
waukee children can get automo-
bile driving instruction, remedial
reading classes or advanced sci-
ence courses. Chicago's summer
schools offer all courses that are
available during the regular term.
Although summer school attend-
ance is voluntary, schools which
offer attractive programs are of.
ten startled at the response. The
famed New Trier Township High
school at Evanston. III., which
has a regular term enrollment of
3,800, drew 2,400 students to its
summer school this year,
might say "dogs say bow-wow. . •
Or she can just coo. The words
mean nothing, but the sound of
the mother's voice means a great
deal, Miss Schreiber said.
As the child begins to babble,
parents should recognize this as a
rehearsal for true speech and they
should babble with him, the auth-
or said.
'BABBLE ANYTHING'
"Babble anything during these
first seven months; it's not 1k e
sense that counts, but only t h e
sound of love," she said.
Between six and nine months,
when the baby begins to reach for
a cup or a toy, the parent should
babble its chief sound and follow
It with the name. If the baby
reaches for a ball, first say
"awl," then "ball," Miss Schreib-
er said.
By the ninth month, the baby
may be starting to mimic the
words he hears. Then the parent
should begin to talk real words
to him —words that are short
and contain sounds he can easily
form.
NAME OBJECTS
Between nine and 12 months.
when the baby begins to stand and
poke around, name each object as
he touches it and encourage him
to make sounds, she said. Awaken
his sense of rhythm hy getting
him to move to the tick-tock of a
clock or to music.
As the child enters his second
tisu-r Tuts





Dear Mme. Chante: I am a sin-
gle man of 34 years., and would
like to correspond with a nice
young woman between the ages of
2,5 and 30. Will exchange photos
promptly. Charles Bacon, jr., 705
At.antic Ave., Savannah, Ga.
• • •
Dear time. Chanter I am 29
years old and I would like to meet
a very nice young lady between
the ages of 25 and 30. Please
write to Leroy Bacon, 705 Atlantic
Ave , Savannah, Ga.
Dear Mme Chanter I am a
quiet young man and I would like
to correspei d with a similar young
lady. I left England a very short
while agc and I am very lonely.
Charles Ahrens, 827 Home St..
Bronx at, N. Y.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am seek-
ing companionship from serious
mou'ed gentl2men around t h e
ages of 35 or over. Must be in
good health, have a steady job
and is willing to accept life and
the responsinitity of a father. I
have a 7 year old son. Please
write to Miss Loretta Robinson,
Lincoln Hotel, Toledo, Ohio.
FOR GOOD HEALTH — Mary
Jo Howell, left, Asheville, N.C.
receives a pressure reading
by Dr. Annette Franklin, New
London. Conn., a part of the
physical examinations given
CALLING ABOUI TkIE MISTAKE You'VE MAC71-0
141S is PRoFEsSoR txx)OLE ...4140
oN 11-16 BILL ‘rOU SEMI ME
miSiAl(E? -NW
CouLDN'T BE!,?ouSEE
miENE BEE.N trAORtvr IN
oN OuR WS-TAKES!
1- -.-AccOMNG lo 1AESE EALLS 4oU'vE
BEEN SENDING ME EACH MON1H—MOU'RE
CERTAINI.N( )tAPRoNitNG ON NoSIAKES..,
4ou'RE. MAKING MORE OF THEM/
recently at A&T College fresh-
man orientation. Shirley
Young. center, New York City,
another freshman, looks on
while awaiting her turn. Dr.
Franklin, a senior medical
student, was a member of an
examining team from the How•
ard university School of Med-
lcine.
Syracuse Establishes New
Dept. Of Slavic Languages
SYRACUSE, N. Y. — A new
Department of Slavic Languages
and Literatures has been estab-
lished in S'yracuse University's
College of Liberal Arts.
year, he should be given many
opportunities to see the connection
between things and experiences
and the words for them.
"Give him new words in a re-
laxed manner. Make speaking the
most natural thing in the world.
At 12-15 months there is a speed-
up of words; at 15-18 months a
slow-up replaced by a grasping of
m...nings, and after IS months
there's another speed-up," s h e
said.
NEW WORDS
When a child searches for a
new word, accept the search as
even more important than t h e
word itself. In this way, his as-
surance is built. A child gets ex-
cited about new words if he has
been stimulated to do no and if
he has been provided with a mo-
tive for speaking, she said.
If the early months have been
used to stimulate a child to talk,
he will start speaking his first sen-
tence betWeen 12 and 27 months.
By three years he will be going
great guns, chattering all the time,
Miss Schreiber said.
Dr Clayton 1,. Dau-.0n, former
chief linguist for Air Force Lan-
guage instruction in the United
States, has been appointed depart-
ment chairman.
The newly-created department
will offer language and literature
courses in Russian in conjunction
with the University's Russian Stud-
ies program. It will also offer
an intensive first-year Russian
course for the serious Russian ma-
jor as well as a beginning course
in scientific Russian expressly de-
signed for science majors. It is
expected that the department will
expand to include the study of oth-
er Slavic languages and litera-
tures such as Bulgarian, Polish,
Czechoslovakian, and Serbo - Croa-
tian.
OTHER POSITION
In his new position, Dr. Daw-
son will continue as associate di-
rector of the language programs
conducted by the uhiversity for
the Air Force Institute of Technol-
ogy. Dr. Dawson taught languag-
es at Syracuse university from
1953 until 1957 when he became
language advisor for the A Ir
Force.
He received his bachelor of arts
degree from the University of
Washington, Seattle, majoring in
Far Eastern Studies. He holds a
,tasters and doctoral degree from
Harvard university in Far East-
ern Studies.
One of the first undertakings of
the Department of Slavic Lan.
guages and Literatures was an in-
tensive six-week summer Russian
Language Institute held at the
University and financially sup-
ported by the New York State De-
partment of Education for some
30 elementary and high school
teachers.
SPECIAL PROGRAM
This special program will con-
tinue during the fall and spring
semesters of the current academ-
ic year, allowing these teachers to
continue their study of Russian.
A second program in Beginning
Russian for area teachers will be
launched this fall by the univer-
sity and the State Department of
Education.
Dr. Dawson described these pro-
grams as "an intensified effort to
stimulate the teaching of Russian
at both the elementary and sec-
ondary levels."
He added, "A dearth of Slavie
language experts combined with
an immediate need for 60-70 per-
cent more Slavic language trans-
lators makes study in this larp
guage field one of the best college
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Our Opinion
A Disappointing Congress
Congress has adjourned, leaving behind
a number of burning questions which, ob-
viously, it was unwilling to settle at this
session. Goaded by the White House, it act-
ed only on those issues whose political con-
sequences it could not gracefully escape.
Eisenhower, a lame duck President, al-
most single-handedly whipped the boastful,
breast-beating Democrats into doing his
legislative bidding. Yet this was the strong-
est partisan Congress in fully a quarter of
a century. It had an overwhelming numeri-
cal superiority, it had the issues which
were close to the hearts of the people, and
it had popular support. In other words the
86th Congress had all the high cards, but
failed to play them correctly.
Thus the initiative passed into the hands
of the President who seized the opportunity
to heighten his drooping prestige while ad-
vancing at the same time the fortunes of
the Republican Party. This sort of involun-
tary abdication by the Democratic leader-
ship helps the GOP to regain the ground it
had lost through a policy of indecision and
drift that had characterized the Eisenhower
Administration up to the death of John
Foster Dulles.
Either through ultra conservatism, or-
ganized pressure or natural bent, Eisen-
hower heretofore had been halting, unclear
and indefinite on all major public questions.
Even in h i a weekly press conferences
where he was afforded a splendid forum for
airing his views, the President was more an
object of pity than of inspiration and guid-
ance.
Things have changed. The death of
Dulles and constant fumbling of the ball by
the Democratic Congress have at last
awakened Eisenhower fully to the nature
of his responsibility as the nation's Chief
Executive and the kind of leadership ex-
pected of him.
No one can doubt that he is giving per-
sonal direction to U.S. foreign policy. His
invitation to Khrushchev, his tour of Weat-
Adjourns
ern Europe have established in the public
mind the image of a new Eisenhower de-
termined to give new impetus to trend to-
ward co-existence, peace and international
goodwill.
Though he has yet to give his personal
blessings to the Supreme Court's moment-
ous integration decision, he has lately con-
demned the denial of the right to vote as
undemocratic and intolerable. And his civil
rights proposals, which Congress virtually
ignored, though not as strong as we would
like them to be, had considerably more teeth
in them than those proposed by Democrats
in both hbuses of Congress.
The Southerners had their way. Con-
gress adjourned without taking substantive
action on civil rights. It was Lyndon John-
son, Senate Democratic leader. '-ho promis-
ed that the Senators would not go home be-
fore taking affirmative action on a mean-
ingful civil rights legislation. His prediction
did not come to pass. Thourh a decision on
the matter is scheduled for February, 1960,
there is nothing, we can see, that can pre-
vent the legislators from ignoring the issue
in the session.
This is the Congress that admitted Ha-
waii as the fiftieth state and enacted the
first significant labor law in twelve years.
This is the Democratic Congress that shelv-
ed any real showdown on extension of civil
rights laws until after it second session
convenes January 6.
This promise was virtually forced out of
the Democratic leadership as the price of
avoiding a brutal and uncontrollable fight
over this issue at a time when Congress was
desperate to adjourn before Premier
Khrushchev arrived. This closed the books
on the session's last unresolved problem.
The decision may have unpleasant reper-
cussion in 1960. And we predict that the Ne-
gro vote will be far more potent a factor in
the coming presidential election than ever
before.
History- Making U. N.
The Fourteenth Assembly of the United
Nations convenes in the midst of history-
making developments on the international
scene. Fillet of all, the visit of Russia's
Premier Nikita Khrushchev which carries
with it great possibilities for lessening world
tensions, and Eisenhower's projected trip
to the Soviet Union. Add to these two dra-
matic events, the spectacular "moon shot"
by Soviet scientists, you have the sense of
emotion that ushered in the opening days
Di the Assembly.
There are, of course, some controversial
problems to be faced, namely Algeria, Tibet,
Laos, tke Palestinian refugees and the ad-
mission of Communist China in the United
Nations. The Algerian question, perhaps
the most delicate and explosive problem to
be tackled, hes already created an atmos-
phere that crackles with emotions.
There are twenty-five Asian and African
nations which have indicated their determ-
ination to throw their support behind the
move to get a vote in favor of complete
autonomy for Algeria. Most of the Afro-
Session
Arab-Asian bloc which totals n o w forty-
two of the eighty-two United Nations mem-
bers, will be arrayed against France.
Though President de Gaulle rromised the
Algerian nationalists the right to choose
their independence four yeais after the
rebels have laid down their arms, this will
hardly keep the matter from being debated
at this session of the General Assembly.
The question of Algeria, however, is not
the only one that might have a disruptive
effect on the Assembly. There is yet the
unresolved question of the use of the Sa-
hara as testing ground for the French A-
bombs. Ghana, Liberia, Ethiopia, Nigeria
and Algeria are opposed to such A plan.
However, these issues are not insoluble.
It is a source of profound satisfaction that
the United Nations will carry on its great
mission of seeking to evolve a formula that
will eliminate friction and bring about man-
kind's fondest dream: peace and brother-
hood among all men of whatever race or
clime.
Say Man Can Survive
*Greater Doses Of A-Rays
t •
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Man That was the
can survive a much greater dose
of radiation than scientists at first
believed he could on the basis of
experiments with animals.
eminent and private doctors and
research men at the end of a two-
Scientists once felt that 300 or
Quits Germany
FRANKFURT,sh Bias
111 erma .— Yllili(u pf was scheduled to
— A Jewish restaurant owner, leave for the U. S. tate this
who is quitting his homeland be month.
cause of what he terms "persist. However, it was learned he
ent anti-semitism," will stay here plans to stay on in Germany to
long enough in testify against 12 testify at the trial of 12 men ac-
of his accused persecutors, it was rutted of assoulting him solely
disclosed, because he is a Jew.
Consensus of goy- 400 Roentgens was the maximum
amount of radiation any human
could take, one participant said.
But radiation treatments of can-
cer patents in about a dozen clin-
ics across the nation now Jodi-
cafe that the lethal dose may be
much higher, he added.
The conference was told, for ex-
ample, of one cancer patient who
had received a total of 1,500
Roentgens. Thus, radiologists may
become bolder in using such treat-
ments for vietims of leukemia,
cancer and other diseases.
These views were exchanged at
a discussion of radiation injury
and transplantation of bone mar-
row sad other organs. It was an-
other in a a ries of working meet-
ings, started in 1958 by Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, to stimulate
the exchange of ideas Among re-




Sy FRANK L STANLEY
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — The U. S.
Commission on Civil Rights re-
cently made a report to President
Eisenhower. A total of fourteen
recommendations were proposed.
REGISTRATION AND VOTING
. . That the Bureau of the
Census be authorized and direct-
ed to undertake, in connection
with the census of 1960 or at the
earliest possible time thereafter,
a nationwide and territorial COM.
pilation of registration and vot-
ing statstics which shall include a
count of individuals by race, col-
or, and national origin who are
registered, and a determination of
II.. extent to which such individ.
uals have voted since the prior
decennial census.
". . .That the Congress require
that All State and Territorial reg-
istration and voting records shall
be public records and must be
presented for a period of live
years, during which time they
shall be subject to public inspec-
tion, provided that all care be tett.
en to preserve the secrecy of the
ballot.
". . .That Part IV of the Civil
Rights Act of 1957 (42 S.S.C. 1971)
shall be amended by insertion of
the following paragraph after the
first paragraph In section 1971
(b):
'Nor shall any person or group
of persoas, under color of
State law, arbitrarily a n
without legal justification or
cause, act, or being under
duty to act, fall to act. Us such
manner as to deprive or
threaten any individual or
group of individuals of the op-
portunity to register, vote and
have that vote counted for
any candidate for the oMce of
President. Vice President,
presidential elector. Member of
the Senate, or Member of the
House of Representatives, Del-
egate or Commissioner for the
Territories or possessions at
any general, special, or pri-
mary election held solely or
In part for the purpose of s,.
lecting or electing any such
candidate?
". .That in case of contumacy
or refusal to obey a subpoena is-
sued by the Commission on Civil
Rights (under sec. 105 In of the
Civil Rights Act of 1957) for the
attendance and testimony of wit-
nesses or the production of writ-
ten or other matter, the Commis-
sion should be empowered to ap-
ply directly to the appropriate U.
S. district court for an order en-
forcing such subpoena.
". . .That upon receipt by the
President of the United States of
sworn affidavits by nine or more
individuals from any distric t,
county, parish, or other recogniz-
ed political subdivision of a State,
alleging that the affiants have un-
successfully attempted to register
with the duly constituted State
registration office, and that the ;a-
gents believe themselves qualified
under State law to be electors,
but have been denied the right to
register because of race, color,
religion or national origin, t h
President shall refer such affiday-
its to the Commission on C i v 11
Rights, if extended.
"A. The Commission shall:
1. Investigate the validity of
the allegations.
2. Dismiss such affidavits as
proved, on Investigation, to
h. ..nfounded.
3. Certify any and all well.
founded affidavits to t I. e
President and to such tent.
porary registrar as be may
desiccate.
"B. The President upon such
certification shall designate an
existing Federal office or employ-
ee in the area from which corn-
olaints are received, to act as a
temporary registrar.
"C. Such registrar-desIgnate
shall administer the State sushi-
cation laws and issue to all indi-
viduals found qualified, registra-
tion certificates which shall entitle
them to vote for any candidate
for the Federal offices of Pres'.
dent, presidential elector. M e
here of the Senate or Members
of the House of Representatives.
Delegates or Commissioners f ii r
the eeneral. snecial, or primary
election held solely or in part for
the purpose of selecting any such
candidate.
"D. The registrar - designate
shall certify to the responsible
State registration officials t h e
names and fact of registration of
all persons registered by him.
Such certification shall permit all
such registrants to participate in
Federal elections previously enum-
erated..
"E. Jurisdiction shall be re-
tained until such time as the
President determines that t h e
presence of the appointed regis-
trar is no longer necessary."
"We believe that the time has
come for the United States to take
the last of its many steps toward
free and universal suffrage. The
ratification of this amendment
would be a reaffirmation of our
rlith in the principles upon which
this nation was founded. It would
'reassure lovers of freedom thru
out a world in which hundreds of
millione of people, most of them
colored, are becoming free and
are hesitating between alternative
paths of national development..."
Philander Smith
Expands Staff
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — Setting
the pace for the College's 92nd
year of continuous service, t ire
Philander Smith faculty recently
held its fifth annual Institute-
Workshop, with the theme "The
Pursuit of Excellence."
The Institute was designed to
implement the New Program ini-
tiated in 1053, which emphasizes
Quality Education, personality de-
velopment, and training for lead-
ership.
As a further means of strength-
ening the new program, the fol-
lowing persons have been added
to the staff: Wallace Bly, B. A.,
Morris Brown; M. S., University
of Indiana; director of athletics
and head coach; Arthur Dennis,
B Sc , and graduate work, Univer-
sity of Arkansas., instructor in
chemistry; Baron Duncan, B.A.,
Philander Smith, chief counselor
to men and director of the dormi-
tory for men;
Carl G. Harris, B.A., Philander
Smith; graduate work, University
of Missouri, choir-master; Virgil
Hall Hodges, B.A., Morris Brown;
M.A., New York university; assist-
ant professor of Social Science
and associate football coach;
SO WHAT?
"I JOSS Discovered That The
Isn't A Scheel In Russia.-
'Little Red Scheel House'
LANGSTON HUGHES
Week By Week
"Well, they say," said Simple,
"that the other day a white man
in New York brought his little son
uptown from downtown to see
Harlem. Being a nice liberal
white man, he wanted to show his
son where colored folks live in
New York. So he took him up on
Sugar Hill, you know, where the
nice apartment houses are, like
409 Edgecombe and 515 where Joe
Louis used to live. On the way
back downtown, do you know what
that little white boy said to his
daddy?"
"No," I answered.
"That little boy seen so many
fine Cadillacs. Jaguars and for-
eign sports cars going up and
down Sugar Hill that he couldn't
get them off his mind. He said,
'Daddy, I wish I was born in Har-
lem.' "
"'His papa said, 'Why?'
" 'So I could grow up to be a
rich Negro,' said the little boy."
"The way I heard that story," I
said, "it was about • little white
GIRL. And the tag line was, 'So
I could grow up to marry a rich
Negro.' "
-You are carrying a joke too
far," said Simple. ''If a little
white girl said that, her paps
would probably slap the daylights
out of her. That is, now he would
That old question about, would
you want your daughter to marry
a Negro? But I think the time is
coming soon when that question
Will be turned around.
"In the world of day after to-
Bull Session At The Bar
morrow, with the colored races
on top, it will be just the other
way around. Negroes will be so
rich that white folks, instead of
saying 'Would you want your
daughter to marry a Negro?' will
be asking instead, DON'T you want
your daughter to marry a Ne-
gro?' Marrying Negroes will be
rood business in the world to
come In fact, SOME white girls
have found out it is good business
already — if the Negro be's a rec-
ord star or a race leader WAY
up in the money. If I was a poor
white girl, I would marry a rich
Negro any day.",
"Just for his in0;141/ I asked:
"For shame!"
"Love and money Is not unmix-
able," said Simple. "And, thank
God, In the North there is not
much the Dixiecrats can do about
it. But I hear tell down South the
Citizens Councils done scared so
many Negroes out of Mississippi
and Alabama that there is a
shortage of labor in the cotton
fields. So the whits folks have pro-
posed to bring in monkeys from
Africa to help pick the cotton.
But they tell me one old Southern
senator is dead set against it. Do
you know why? He says 'Would
you want your daughter to mar-
ry a monkey?' "
"Absurd," I said.
"Right," said Simple. "H o w
does he know monkeys might he
interested in them poor white
southern girls? On pay days the
monkeys might head r I g ht
straight for Beale %meet or Rani'
part when they go to town.
"In Africa monkeys is used to
black faces. Over here white fac-
es might scare them to death. I
once heard tell of a pair of mon-
keys they bought from Africa for
the Bronx Park Zoo that never
would come out of their cages un-
til they peeked through the hole
and saw some colored folks Stand-
ing in the crowd. Then they would
come out and say, 'Howdy!' "
"You can really make up some
chauvinistic tales," I said.
"I don't know what you mean
,by your show-offistic word," said
Simple. ''But animals have got
plenty of sense. Them monkeys in
that zoo knew that not a Negro
in the USA would send way over
to Africa for a pair of monkeys
to put in a cage. Colored folks
have neither the time nor the
money for monkeys."
"Baw!" I said,
"Bat is right," said Simple.
"That is what one sheep said to
the other sheep one day, 'Bea!'
'Baa!' the second sheep re.
plied.
"Whereupon, the first sheep an-
swered. 'Moo!'
" 'Moo?' said the second sheep.
'What does MOO mean?'
" 'BAA in a foreign language,'
said the first sheep. 'Don't you
know I am going to college?' "
"I guess that sheep was major-
ing in French," I said.




ACCRA, Ghana — Standing near
a window in a bedroom of Chris-
tiansberg Castle, which up until a
few days ago was being made
ready for the Queen of England,
I looked out open the roaring,
blue-green sea and speculated on
the sudden turns of African his-
tory.
Just a decade ago, no one dar-
ed believe that events in Africa
could have moved so swiftly. This
famous old Castle with Its 15-foot
wide stone walls is now the resi-
dence of Dr. Kwame Nkrumah
who must be addressed as "Right
Honorable" since his appointment
by the Queen to the Privy Coun•
cil. A few years ago this was a
symbolic monument of colonialism
and white supremacy. Some
thought perhaps the symbolism
would remain forever.
Today the Castle and all of Ghs•
na and its five million citizens are
in the control of black hands. Its
meaningfulness seemed to h i t
with special force in roaming
around the Castle which juts out
Into the Atlantic ocean in magni-
ficent defiance of all the elements.
It is now, as the residence of the
head of state, a symbol of black
supremacy in a black land,
Less than 300 miles down the
coastline looms Nigeria with 35
million people, the largest nation
in Africa, getting ready for its in-
dependence next year.
This is my first visit to Ghana
and I have been sightseeing and
shooting pictures like a tourist.
MY wife and daughter, who share
my enthusiasm for travel, were
close behind, taking better pic-
tures.
I can understand easily why so
many Americans have been excit-
ed by their visits to Accra, It is
more modern than half the towns
in Mississippi and the races of
mankind mingle in harmony and
peace. The most humble little ur-
chin on the street knows that the
future belongs to him. ,There is no
racialism and no one is taught
to hate.
We in America, of course, are
familiar with all the pictures of
the impressive and beautiful gov-
ernment buildings. Pictures of peo-
ple and places have no capacity,
however, for exciting the eye and
mind as one experiences in see-
ing for himself. The smile and
furtive look of a Ghana girl or of
some regal gentleman in a bril-
liantly colored kenti toga some-
how have to be seen to be appre-
ciated. The magnificent buildings
of the University of Ghana built
on terraced tiers up a hill that is
topped with a tall, majestic tower
are not the same at sunrise and
sunset.
Perhaps the most exciting time
I have had in Ghana, however,
was at the football match between
two keen rivals, the Hearts of
Oaks of Accra and the Kotoko
team of Kumasi, the big city in
Ashanti. It was soccer or socker
football, the English variety.
There is no tackling and it is ille-
gal to use the hands. The head,
stomach, feet get a real workout,
however, and the boys seem to be
able to kick backward almost as
(Sr as they kick forward.
An immense crowd piled into
the stadium on Sunday afternoon
and nobody seemed to want to
stand in line to gel in the gates.
You just threw yourself into a
surging group and those in the
rear pushed you along in a tidal
wave. Save for the loss of my
tobacco pouch, I got inside with.
out injury.
I found a seat a step below elite
Ghana radio commentator in the
press section and had an excellent
view of the football field. This tki.
my first football game in Africa
and I could not resist thinking of*
school days in Ann Arbor, watch-
ing the Wolverines mow down the
best in the big ten. Here in Ghana,
however, the rough American
type football would be a real
shock. Like the English who taught
them, the players are almost too
polite to one another.
The big football classic was half
over before I finally understood
what the players were doing. I
watched the cheering, screaming
crowd almost as much as I did
the playing field. Everytime a
score or touchdown was made,
the partisans rose from their seats
and voiced their loud approval in
several languages incluling Ens
lish. Accra won, beating the team
from Kumasi 4 to 3.
When the signal for the end of
the game came, several thousand
fans rushed into the center of the
playing field and hoisted the win-
ning players on their shoulders,
shouting and singing with delight.
It was a hometown victory that
the radio commentator behind me
told his listeners was richly de-
served.
The experience of the game im-
pressed me with the fact that
mankind is much the same the
world over however different they
may appear or however strange
the setting. We all belong to one
race anyway, the human race.
Ambassadors Of Fashion
Fall Fashionables Choose Classic Lines In Dramatic Fabrics
VA,
• MILADY WELL-dressed will build her Fall waru-
robe around elegantly classic fashions in casual or lux-
urioue fabrics that key them to appropriate occasions,
luncheon-and-onwards. The couture look in a satin-
touched crepe costume shaped by Young Viewpoint,
New 'York, this figure-praising dress solos with elegance
.. • covers more occasions with its cover-up. Black
with pastel blue or pink, purple with pink.
/./
• EMBODYING A world of fashion news, Young
Viewpoint designs the fluid crepe dress with feminine
strategy in its drape. Soft curves ahead. . . the set-
Ilk grosgrain yoke accentuated with glitter. Black only..
• SOPHISTICATION and fashion individuality check
into Fall with a weightless wool costume, its drama
subtle as its shadow check. Tissue faille blouse matches
lining of jacket shaped with skill for the women who
wear sizes 121/-221/. The strategic, classic designs by
Young Viewpoint are young and vivacious even when
subtly covering the top of the arm or elongating a neck-
line.
/ 4,
• IT'S AN OPULENT FALL and the luncheon or
"little dinner" guest who likes slim elegance wears sup-ple rayon crepe flatterers by Young Viewpoint. Left:
Costume suit with gently incurving jacket is deftly cut
to reveal lace and marquisette yoke of the co-starring
dress. Oriental teal, black and mink. Right: Flattering
• SCHEDULED FOR compliments, gracefully-skirted
silhouette above in new, imported "Broche". . . mid-
night satin roses on black chiffon floated over emerald,
nude or royal taffeta. Fabric, French for emboss gives
the effect of a fabulous brocaded sheer. Young View-
point's creative president, Nat Abelson was inspired to
create this Fall's "Ambassadors of Fashion" collection
while "on location" in the Far East. isit '
dress with new sleeve interest created with chiffon and
satin applique. To an admiring world, it turns a dis-
creetly bared back and softly gathered pleats. Black,
navy; both in custom sizes 121/-ZZ1/2. (For local store
handling these fashions write or phone the Woman's
Editor, Chicago Daily Defender).,,,,
• PLAUDITS IN any language for a soft crepe by,
Young Viewpoint of New York. Its simply stated lines
are sparked with bits of brilliance; neckline is curved
for flatter. Designed for women who glow with the
beauty and poise of sophistication it comes In green,
blue, mulberry, black and like all of the classic and
dramatic fashions shown on this page may be found is121/2 to 221/2, itta
• A NON-STOP dress created by Young Viewpoint
takes fashion honors in sheer wool, The softly bowed
collar is widened for new flattery. . . slim row of but-
tons completes the pure-line sheath. Thistle, blue, green
and mink.
•
FACULTY of the Christian Workers institute
More Than 100 Years Of History
Give Collins Chapel Unique Status
Collin Chapel Christian Metho-
dist Episcopal church, 678 Wash-
ington St., holds a unique place
in the history of Negro Methodism
in the city of Memphis. Its one
hundredth anniversary was cele-
brated in 1952 which according to
record, makes it the oldest Negro
Methodist church in the city. It
is generally styled the Mother
Methodist church, especially
among C. M. K's.
It offers to all who enter its doors
an opportunity to share in an im-
portant phase of religious life. It
offers also a spiritual home, a
place where one can partake in
the worship of God and get the in-
spiration and the stimulus we find
so necessary to our daily living.
Collins Chapel is equipped with
'several class rooms, ladies lounge,
nursery with a nurse on duty
each Sunday, library and reading
room, pastor's study, secretary's
office, Fellowship room for small
group conferences, playground for
the children, a bus and station
wagon for transporting our chol-
dren and elderly members.
The present pastor, Rev. Dav-
id S. Cunningham, was assigned
to the pastorate of Collins in Oc-
tober 1954. He has continued to
carry the church forward. Many
improvements have been made un-
der his leadership. An annex with
class rooms and office space was
built. A new piano and organ
with melodious chimes have been
installed and a complete remod-
eling and rehabilitation job has
been accomplished at a cost of a
little over $25,000.
Rev. Cunningham was born in
Memphis. While still a child his
family moved to Kansas City, Mo ,
where he grew up. He received his
elementary and high school edu-
cation in the public schools of
Kansas City. He did his college
work at Central and Union col-
lege of Chicago, his seminary
training at Eden Seminary of Web-
ster Grove, Mo.
The Degree of Doctor of Divini-
ty was conferned upon him for his
outstanding contributions in t It e
field of human relations while
serving in St. Louis by the Mis-
sissippi Industrial college. While
in St. Louis he served also as
chairman of the Executive Board
of the local branch of the NAACP.
Ile is president of the Memphis
branch. Rev. Cunningham has en-
deared himself in the city of
Memphis, both in the church as
well as in civic movements.
The pastor and members of
Collins Chapel Christian Methodist
Episcopal Church welcome all to
visit with them, You will find an
atmosphere of Sacred worship. As
you sit in the comforts of the
pews in Collins you will get the
inspiration of the Apostles who
said, "Seeing we are surrounded
by so great a crowd of witnesses
. . let us run with perseverance
the race that is set before us."
For Collins is historical in its
background, spiritual in its fullest
anticipation, and liberal in its of-
fering. You will find a fellowship
that cannot be surpassed. A glad
welcome always awaits you.
Around local hearths. . .families
are settling down to life without
sons and daughters, away at
school. For others, with children
attending local schools, schedules
include homework periods . . .
while in the adult department, so-
cial pace is building up around
Saturday bridge parties. . .fash-
ion shows featuring dream crea-
tions of the world's famed design-
ers. . .and also there's the activi-
ties of the younger set — who
have a full social life of their
own.
SWEET SIXTEEN
Last week saw Mr. and Mrs.
L. F. Briscoe entertaining for
their lovely oldest daughter, Jun-
ienne, who has reached her six-
teenth birthday. And to make the
occasion one to be cherished for-
ever, scores of the sub-deb set
were invited to Junienne's "Sweet'
Sixteen- party at the Briscoe's
home on Boston at.
The lovely contemporary home
was indeed inviting with its pink I
and white decorations featured in
a floral centerpiece on the dining
table. . .and arrangements of;
flowers throughout the living and
family rooms.
The pert honoree was radiant in
a dress of white nylon, highlight-
ed with blue embossed velvet ros-
es. . .and naturally the delight of
the stag line that danced to herj
attention.
Enjoying the golden moments
and its refreshments, dancing and
conviviality were Jean Letting,
Jana Davis, Sylvia Williams,
Jeanie and Edward Harris, Art
Gilliam, Malcolm Weed, Walter ,
Hall, Lynn Marie Howell, Chris
Booth, Tommye Kay Hayes, Re-
gina Thigpen, Mary Alice Bland,
Curlene Hamilton, Kenneth Hayes,
Floyd Shavers, William Hampton,
Bernetta Nelson. alelvin Hill,
Ralph McCoy, Carolyn Randle,
Gwendolyn Fife, Maydell Smith,
William Holmes, Morris Woods,
Joan Hargraves, Raymond Neal
Henry Moss and Charles Yates.
BACK TO SCHOOL SURPRISE
'Twas a shocking surprise for
iDr. and Mrs. Vasco Smith, Mrs.
Thelma Whalurn, Mr. and Mn.
Harold Whalum.
Also Mr. and Mrs. Will
Hampton, jr., Mrs. Nora Morgan
lJones, Mrs. Gladys Webb, Miss
Barbara Jean Mathis, Mr. a n d
Mrs. John Wilson, Mr. and Mrs.
John Cox, Miss Jim Ella Cotton
and escort Isaac Martin, Mrs.
Myrtle Crawford, Mrs. Mildred
Hodge, Miss Lonnie Hardy, Miss
Yvonne Hawkins, Mrs. Cora
Blackmon, Mr. and Mrs. William
E. Johnson, Mrs. Mary Alice
Smith — mother of the honoree—
Joseph Atkins, Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Qualls, jr., Miss Delores Smith—
sister of the honorees — and her
escort Eugene Coleman, Miss Bet-
ty Smith, Mrs. Helen West, Mr.
and Mrs. Floyd Newman, Miss
Lucille Hawthorne, Miss E. L.
Goldsby, Mr. and Mrs. Elisha
Ward and Mrs. Margaret Patter-
son.
MOONLIGHT EXCURSION
The Fun Makers club has en-
gaged the steamer "Avalon" for
Wednesday night, September 30,
for a moonlight excursion. Well-
known William C. Weathers and
Dr. E. Frank White are chairman
and co-chairman respectively of
the excursion. The "Avalon" is
the only large excursion boat to
dock in Memphis. Its capacity is
over 1,370 and it is the most beau-
tiful boat plying the Mississippi—
featuring glass enclosures, heated
and air-cooled, valued at more
than a half million dollars.
The steamship will come to
Memphis directly from Cincinnati,
Ohio, featuring the 10-piece Rhy-
thm Makers orchestra. The Ava-
lon will leave the foot of Beale
Avenue at 830 p.m., and will re-
turn at 12:30 a.m. Advance tic-
kets are $1.50, and $1.75 at the
boat — tax included.
SEQUINS CLUB
Mrs. Beverly (Bootsie) Ford
was the gracious hostess to the
Sequins Bridge club and scores of
guest last Saturday night at
Tony' Inn. Greeting all in a stun-
ning blue floral silk organza cock-personality-plus Jean La ttin g, I tail dress, everyone received tok-daughter of Atty. and Mrs. A. A.
Letting, to arrive at her home
with friends, following attend-
ance at a movie...to find a large
gathering of friends shoutin g,
"Surprise!". . .and Mrs. Letting
ready with the movie camera to
catch the look of genuine confu-
ens of personalized leather match
covers. Cocktails and delicious
chicken dinners help spread the
cheer of the delightful affair.
Beautifully be-wrapped prizes of
assorted household appointments—
the connoisseur collectors' item
type — were won by guests Mrs.mon, awe and finally "dumb- Martha Galloway. Mrs. Ann Wil-foundedness" registered on h e r lis and Dr. Vera Anderson—den-face. It was the manner chosen by list wife of our own Dr. Ray An-a group of Jean's friends to bid demon. The club's prizes were
garnered by Mildred Williams,Mrs. Thelma Harris and Miss Al-mazine Davis.
Other guests included Mesdameser, who is attending the school Alice Kilpatrick, Minnie Davis,also. Nell Northcross, Julia Collins, Vi-Host and hostesses at the Lat. vian Willis, Laurie Sugarmon, La-ting home were the Misses Jana mans Robinson, Carolyn Rhodes,Davis, Junienne Briscoe, Mary Cecelia Westley, Tillie Whalum,Alice Bland and Sylvia Williams, Nina Brayon, Helen Batts, Maryand William Hampton and Ken- Ethel Jones and Ruby Jean Lew.neth Hayes Refreshments of IS."cold cuts" 'n' cokes whetted The Sequins attending were Men-young appetites. .and the honor- dames Juanita Poston. Ruth Mims,ee, hosts and guests — who were Gloria Howard. Ida Mae Walker, The table was overlaid with afrom Father Bertrand and Hamil- Helen Prater, Grace Collins. Mary beautiful lace table cloth on theton high schools — had a 'Scrump- Pruitt and Rubye H. Gadison. center of which a fruit basket withtiously gay time. Wearing a black • • • tall tapestry candles rested.and white jacketed sheath dress, Heartfelt sympathy goes out to .A delicious menu was servedJean will long remember the fun the family of the late Dr. Clar- with punch.of it all — had with Melvin Hall, ence Woods and the late Mrs.Floyd Shavers, Fred Coffee, Arm Rubye Green, both of whom pass-Williams, Jeanie and Edward Har. ed away last week. To Dr. Woods'ris, Malcolm Weed. William and children. Dr. Clarence Wood s,Jacqueline Brodnax, Juanita Atty. Willard Woods, Dr. RobertRobinson, Eleanor Fay Williams, Woods and Mrs. Beatrice WoodsArthur Green, Lucinda Stovall, JackSon, former alemphians whoJoseph Stovall, Savoyd Beard, now reside in California, we exHenry and Carl Williams, Clyth, tend our sincere prayers for com-ene Peterson, Henry alosss Ron- • fort in the loss of their father;me Hayes, Melvin Hill, Frank. and to Miss Doris Green, daugh-Reynolds, Lynne Marie Howell, ,ter and other survivors of Mrs.Tomrnye Kay Hayes, Chris Booth, Green, our prayers and sympathy
her adieu on the eve of her de-
parture for Oakwood Preparatory
school in Poughkeepsie N. Y.,
along with her cousin Tony Walk-
LOCAL AKAs kiss Summer
goodbye and prepare a wel-
come for Fall as they gather
at the Gammon estate in Ma-
rion, Ark., for their annual
Autumnal Roundup. Sorore
chatted, ate, sipped cold
drinks and relaxed after busi-
ness discussions. The project
committee revealed plans for
the presentation of the Louis
Johnson dancers who will ap-
pear at the city auditorium
in the near future. Mrs. Callie
A surprise Congratulation Tea HONORED GUESTSwas given recently in honor of The honored guests were Grandthe elected Grand Officers of Ex- Worthy Matron of Excelsiorcelsior Grand Chapter OES Prince Grand Chapter Mrs. Rosa B. Whit-Hall affiliation. Tennessee Juris- son, who was being honored fordiction at the resident of Mr and her efficient serv'ee. and The Hon.Mrs. Manuel Tuggle, 1155 Spring-
dale St.
The honored guests arrived at
6:20 p. m. escorted by Mrs. John-
nie Jenkins and Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Hamilton. The Honor-
able G. Con, was dressed in a
beautiful beige chiffon over taffeta
after five, beige shoes with jew-
els of topaz and rhinestones.
orable G. Com. Mrs. Elizabeth
Russell, for her newly elected of-
fice.
A short program was rendered
by the Pride of West Chapter
No. 69 and the climax of the show-
case from Chapter No. 71 OES.
Prayer was offered by Jimmie
Taylor of Union Lodge No. 32.
The song, Blessed Assurance, was
enchantingly sung by Mrs. Ju-
lia Pleas,
Mrs. Earnestine Jenkins, Pride
of West Chapter No. 69, present-
ed the telegrams and letters from
the various sections of the state.
Civic Clubs To Present
Fashion Show At Owen
A benefit fashion show will be
presented Friday night, Sept. 25,
in the Owen college auditorium.
It is being sponsored by the Bluff
City and Shelby County Council of
r Hallknd others, for the loss of a mother and tele- Civic Clubs and proceeds will be
Jean and her cousin, Tony Walk- live who as an astute business donated to local charities.
er, left with their mothers the fol- woman and beautician, had eery- Directing the affair will be Miss
lowing Monday for registration at ed a unique niche in the hearts Kathleen C. Irby, a music teach-
the exclusive preparatory school, of the Memphis community. er and writer of plays and poetry.
HONOR VISITORS • •
Children's fashions will be dis-
Mr. and Mrs. Charles G. Brown As we go to press, we are eag- played in 'the first section of the
entertained in honor of their niece erly anticipating the Maryland show. The theme fur adults will
and her husband, Dr. and Mrs. Club's Fashions for Coffee show be "Fashions for Parties" with
Hopeton Hibbert of New York being sponsored by the J-U-G's Mrs. John Sermons as commen-
City and their nephew and his Inc., at Ellis auditorium's beauti- taintswife, Dr. and Mrs. Charles E. ful amphitheatre. . .to he high- PARTY FASHIONS
Smith of Hattiesburg, Miss., at lighted by the presence of "The Models will be seen in dusters
their lovely home at 1111 Neptune Queen" Dinah Washington. .. and and swirls for breakfast parties,
last Friday evening, famed pianist Eddie liaywood.  casual wear for vacation parties,
Mrs. Hibbert is the former Miss aFor the past week, personable street dresses and suits for lunch-
Julia Smith, and is Dr. Smith's and suave Bill Graham, public re-sister. Dr. and Mrs. Ilibbert have lations director and member ofjust arrived from Germany after Los Angeles' W. B. Graham and five and formals for other events. 
eon, or party rocks for garden
affairs and cocktails, and after.having spent four years there. Associates firm, has been in town Fashions will be seen with a
Mrs. Hibbert and Dr. Smith are making ready for the stellar show background of broad-leafed green-
the daughter and son- of Mrs. that has spared no expense in ge- ery and sprays of shimmering
Mary Alice Smith of 241s; Vandals thering American and Europeanst. gold fern flowing forward. Color-designs in clothing that will be fu/ Autumn flowers will form a
Sherry and frappe was served the conversation-piece for days tofrom the dining room table. re- come.sp/endent with an arrangement of All the details will be forthcom-white gladioli in a silver vase,ang next week.flanked by silver candlelabra 1 
front er while a soft glow ofamber lights illumine the scene.Mrs. Gertrude Turner will re-port on the latest fashion gossipand Wardell Johnson will escort
Attending the lovely party were jMrs. Frace Parker, Mr. and Mrs.! The Arkansas Press Associa• the models from the stage.Nathaniel Jackson, Mr. and Mrs. lion. formed in 1873. is believed THE MODELSTaylor Ward. Mr. and Mrs. John to be one of the oldest organi Modeling children's wear will beMcKinney, Mr and .Mrs. Roya, za. William Winston, Florence Brad-Flagg, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Me- lions of Its kind in the United ford, Velma Bowie, Barbara flaw-bane, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Jones, States. !son, Joyce Harris. Sharon GaryMr. and Mrs. Leon D. Foster, Mr.  and Geraldine Myers.and Mn. Clarence limier, Mrs. ' Adult models will include MissTheresa Perkins, Miss Naomi Gni- There are 3.000 species of liz- es Louise White, Gladys Parkerdon, Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Springer, l ards in the world. 113trtie Thomas, Eunice Williams
Do you remember:
The first ice cream cone?
When oranges came only at
Christmas time?
Along about 1950 you bought
your first package of brown 'n
serve rolls?
Well then, you must remember
when the "food experts" turned
their attention to food for our sen-
ior citizens. They said the older
men and women as well as the
young ones should continue get-
ting certain foods. For a while
the older adult still requires nour-
ishing foods to keep feeling in tip-
top shape; calorie needs are con-
siderably lower than in earlier
years when a more active life was
pursued.
Remember these four groups of
food should be emphasized if you
are to continue to be younger than
your years.
DAIRY FOODS
L. Stevens Is basileus of the
Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority.
Hostesses for the Aunumnal
Roundup were Mrs. Leoda
Gammon, Mrs. Bebe Fingoll
and Mrs. Lillian Crowder.
Those in attendance were: \ .
Mrs. K. D. Currie, Mrs. Ophella
Porter, Mrs. Bessie W. Davis,
Mrs. Lillian Bearden, Mrs. Susie
Banks, Mrs. Minnie Hudson, Mrs.
Lizzie Hollimon, Mrs. Mattie Haw-
kins, 'Mrs. Rosie C. Yancey, Mrs,
Rose Williams, Mrs. Julia Ann
Plea s, Mrs. Johnnie Jenkins,
Sirs. Ernestine Jenkins, Mrs. Lu-
cille Townsend, Mrs. atalissie Ab-
ston, Mrs. Mildred Porter, Mrs.
Other Tee Brown, Mrs. Hattie A.
Taylor,
Also Brothers from the Prince
Hall Lodge C. E. 'sable, Jimmie
Taylor, Jamie C. Pleas, Manuel
Tuggle and George Isabel.
The hostesses were Mrs. Hattie
Tuggle, Mrs. Odie Brbwn, Mrs.
Mattie A. Taylor, Mrs. Melissie
Ahston and Mrs. Earnestine Jen-
kins. The sponsors WM of
Pride of West Chapter, No. 69:
Mrs. Hattie B. Tuggle, and AM
of Climax Chapter No, 71, Mrs.
Odie Lee Brown.
Mrs. Mettle A. Taylor is the re-
porter.
Juanita Robinson, Norris True-
man, Janice Clement, Patricia
Johnson, Janice Fitzgerald, Eliza-
beth Lewis and Jacqueline Lang.
Others will be Mesdames Mary
Branch, Dorothy Branch, Judy El-
land, Virginia Holmes, Lena Tay-
lor, Martha J. Steinberg, C o n-
stance Bullard, Robert Vales, Ge-
neva Mays and Conine Curry.
Modeling male fashions will be
Roosevelt Parker and Robert Irby.
CREATE MOODS
Singing models will be used in
some scenes and will create the
mood for other participants in the
show, All musical numbers will
be classical, and Mrs. lrby will
accompany the group.
Appearing in the ensemble will
he Misses Esther Pulliam. Glen-
da Harvey and Jacqueline Gip-
son. James Alexander, Joseph
Jackson, Ulysses Harvey, John
Bunton and Robert Powell.
Aside from Mrs. Irby, the mem-
bers of the steering committee for
I the fashion show are Mesdames
Gertrude Turner, Gracie Parker,
'Lydia Robinson, E. L. Cody, An-
nie B. Coleman, Gertrude Carter,
Ruby Speight and Arlene Patton
Robinson.and Lester 
Tickets for the show, which
promises to be one of the most
'entertaining as well as most cul-
tural events of the Fall season,
may he obtained from any mem-
ber of a junior or senior or civic
:club, and the public is urged to
be present.
- Rev. Alexander Gladney is pres-
dent of the Bluff City and Shelby
County Council of Civic clubs.
Pack •loc ric applianc•e in crum-
pled - not hroddrid - 'newspaper.
Shredd•d paper may work its way




• Contains pure, imported Olve Oti
and /mule DI of Bergamot!
• Perfect as a pressing. too,
• Keeps the "Love Look" in year
hsio
I. Dairy foods. Drink at least
two cups of milk daily and some
days add cheese or ice cream.
Dairy foods are our best source
of calcium. Even though you are
adult, for upkeep of bones and
proper functioning of nerves you
need this element, If you don't
get enough calcium, your body will
use calcium from your bones, and
they may become weak and
break easily — Remember, brok-
en bones are a number one haz-
ard of our senior citizens.
These foods also furnish lots of
brotein which as needed by every
cell in your body. If daily meals
don't provide enough protein, the
body will use some of its own
tissue for upkeep and you become
tired and listless.
Milk foods have an important
ft-vitamin, too, called "riboflavin."
It functions as a helper in your
body so that all foods are used
to best advantage.
MEAT
2. Meat. Eat at least two serv-
ings of lean meat, fish, poultry,
eggs or cheese daily. You may
alternate sometimes with dry
beans, peas and nuts.
This group of foods should not
be omitted because it is high in
nrotein. Many of them are rich
in iron, a nutrient so important
In keeping blood healthy.
VEGETABLES, FRUIT
3. Vegetables and fruit. Remem-
ber to eat at least four servings
daily and be sure that one is a
dark green or deep yellow vege-
tables such as broccoli or carrots.
One nf the fruits should be a cit•
run fruit like grapefruit. During
this season you may want to
substitute tomatoes for a citrus
fruit.
I am sure you haven't forgotten
that we rely heavily on fruits and
vegetables for vitimins and miner-
als.
BREAD, CEREALS
4. Breads and cereals. Eat at
least four servings daily and be
sure the bread or cereal is en-
riched, whole grain or restored.
This group furnishes B-vitamins,
iron, and some proteins. When
'bread is made with milk it gives
You the additional values of the
milk.
Surely, yyou remember h ow
the doctors joined the nutritionist
and advised moderate amounts of
exercise for adults of all ages.
They said that it is silly to meas-
ure ane in years, heraese interest
in others, keeping busy, and a
cheerful outlook on life keeps us
young.
They underlined the fact that
adults need fewer calories as the
years pass. since there is a grad-
ual reduction in activities. Again
we were told tn keep what was
With summer practically only a
dream at this point, everyone is
getting back in the stride of us-
ual activities. The criterian Bridge
Club began its regular meeting in
the home of Mrs. Lula B. Mar-
tin on Hayes ave., who is the presi-
dent. The lovely Labor Day after-
noon set the pace for the begin-
ning of a new fiscal year since
the club was disbanded for t h e
summer.
Present to enjoy the delicious
repast of Labor Day barbecue and
bridge were Mesdames Georgia
Hughes, Annie M. Bond, Fannie
Dobbins, Miss Phonoy Grandberry
and your scribe.
Two regrettable vacancies were
reported. That of Mrs. Maye
Perpener who has moved out of
the city and Mrs. Royal E. Glov-
er who is now employed with
the Memphis School System. Mrs.
Julia Sheegog could not be pres-
ent due to illness in her family.
Mrs. Lucas started off the year
by taking first prize for high
bridge score with Mrs. Adkins
liming up for second. The booby
went to Mrs. Bond.
GREEKDOM
The first fall meeting of t h e
Jackson Alumni chapter of Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority was held in
the home of the president, Soror
Alfreda Martin with Soror Janie
Pruitt serving as co-hostess. The
business side of the meeting con-
ducted by the president included
plans for the year and one of the
first on the agenda is the Mental
Health program which is one of
Delta's National projects.
Beginning the first of October,
mentally retarded and handicapp-
ed children enrolled in the special
class at Washington-Douglas
School will receive milk free daily
made possible by the sorority.
Keep alert for another very im-
portant project which will be an-
nounced in the very near future.
SOCIALLY
The French atmosphere was
seen and felt throughout as Soror
Martin who went abroad this sum-
mer had so artistically arranged
her table decked with a French
menu. I dare not try to tell you
in French what it included but
I can say it certainly was tasty.
Those present were Sorors Hol-
lis Jordan, Mildred Hay, Chris-
tiana Mitchell. Crotell Thomas,
Clara Bond, Ernestine
Coop-sr, Ernestyne Jeffries, Cyn-
thia Rawls, Bertha Collins, Essie
M. Perry, Elizabeth Glover, Sa-
rah Barnes, Grace Hunt, Lillian
Harrison, Johnnie Reid, and your
scribe. Each soror received a sou-
venir from London.
with pink corsages. Mrs. Matti*
Donnell was general chairman of
the day. Program chairman was
Mrs. Ora Reid; chairman of dec-
orations was Mrs, Zula Williams
and Mrs. Mary Perkins served as
chs,rman of the finance commit-
tee. The total amount raised for
the day was $1,325.
Woman's Day will be celebrat-
ed at Liberty CM E church Sun-
day. Sept. 20, with Mrs. Mary
Lane as guest speaker. The first
Sunday in October will be the ob-
servance of Macedonia Baptist
church when Miss Lucy Campbell
of Memphis will speak. Both
churches are asking that you share
the day with them.
Miss Lois Lovett*, now of New
York City, is visiting in the home
of her brother, and wife, Mr.
and Mrs. S. N. Lovette on Be
street. Enroute to Jackson,
Looette spent several days in Mem-
phis, Tenn., as guest of Mrs. Ber-
nice Williams and took in some
of the golf tournaments.
IN SPORTS
The Merry Hornets lost two im-
portant games recently. They bow-
ed to Manassas from Memphis
in a 20 to 0 loss on Friday night
and a thriller of a game was
pinched in the last few seconds
on Wednesday night when they
lust to Dyersburg by a score of
13 to 7. It sets the record now
at one win and two losses. The
next tame is scheduled for Sep-
tember 27 with Paducah, Ky., in
Paducah.
LANE CELEBRATES
The largest Woman's Day in the
history of Lane Tabernacle CME
Church was celebrated on
last Sunday. The sermon at the
regular 11 o'clock service was giv-
en for the 3136 p. m. service to
hear Mrs. Ozielle Drains who was
'the afternoon speaker.
Mrs. Daisy R. Shaw accepted
the welcome on behalf of visitors
with the welcome extended by
Mrs. L. Bledsoe. The noted First
Baptist church choirs under the
direction of Mrs. S. Bichelor with
Mrs. Elizabeth Glover serving at
the piano, furnished the beautiful
music for the occasion.
The ladies who composed the
Woman's Day committee were
very attractively dressed in white
our ideal weight at 25 through life.
Remember, it's never too late
to improve your own well-being
by improving your diet.
Millions of women* wouldn't
dream of using home•style
douches! They knowithat
"Lysol:, is so much surer!
Because "Lysol" kills gerfis
contact—the very germs thde
cause odor!
Because "Lysol" keeps youi,
sun of yourself—sure you're
sweet and nice inside!
Try "Lysol" brand disinfectant.







4.5., • Fmk Prodsel
THE NEW LIQUID  FOOT MEDICINE
MADE BY A DOCTOR TO HELP YOUR FEET 5 WAYS:
• EASE ACHE • RELAX FATIGUE
• QUIET NERVES • TONE SKIN
• SOOTHE THE STING & BURN
NOW
S°ON SAL! P 
AT DRUG AND BEAUTY COUNTERS OR
OR MAIL TO
VIGENE PRODUCTS, BOX 5727 Clige. 110, III.
tech....i is 85 eo (plus 20. ter pesiiiees
















































































































































































Hup two, three, four. There haa
S been a great change in the fellowshere at Manassas. There was a
time, when they walked, they
would drag their feet, and would
Just poke along as if they had all
day to get to class or to where-
. ever they were going. But this
• year there is quite a change in all
of the fellows. All fellows who are
taking this course are all in step
. with this branch.
•— We, the students and faculty
•—are very proud of our own George
Robinson, who has been selected
Major over all of the branches
hare in the high schools. Mr.
Robinaon is a vcry fine person
and teacher, and those persons un-
der him should be proud to have
a leader such as he. While here
at Manassas, Mr. Robinson
taught tenth grade biology, ancr
also had a tenth grade home room
class. We know that he must do Agsigtint secretary miss Bar'this work, and will not be able bars Kinnardto stay with us this year, but we
know that •he must go onward.
Our hats are off to Major Rob-Ikon and to all the leaders of thisanch. While talking to some of
the fellows, their remarks about
the NDCC is that we should have
had this long ago, and we do like
it very much, and will do every-
thing that we are told to do.
BAND NEWS
The high stepping hand of Ma-
nassas High school, under the di-
rection of E. Able has greatly im-
proved during the last four years.
Mr. Able has taught the band new
pieces and new marching steps.
bast year we selected a drum
major, namely, James Lecther.
This year our fine stepping drum
major is Daniel Brown, a junior
at Manassas. Brown proved to the
student body that he could step
as well as the last drum major.
We are very proud of bins and
also dur drum majorette, namely,
Hattie Smith. The other major-
ettes are: Claudette Williams, De.
0 Purdy, C. Burnside, Annierl Backer, C. Claxtion, Kay
Clerk, Mary Johnson, Addle
Holmes, Annie Ruth Phillips, Bar-
bara Bowles, and Irene Johnson.
These young ladies are perform-
ing well, and look good in their
suits.
During the game Thursday night,
the hand performed beautifully
during half time. This year the
band has new suits, which they
performed in during the game.
The new steps have brought the
band up front of all of the Negro
bands in the city. The 85 piece
greup looked good in their gold
suits with blue strips, and white
shoes, and white belts. The drum
major and drum majorette were
dressed in white suits with gold
and blue strips.
We, the students of Manassas
are very proud of our band. You




e Student" Council has gotten
to a grand start this year,
Clinton Taylor as their presi-
dent. Mr. Taylor is proving to
the student body that he will and
can do a good job with the Student
Council.
He has now installed hall moni-
tors which come from the student
council. These monitors took their
positions Wednesday to direct the
students in the hall. The students
have gotten in step with the hall
monitors very well, and know
which steps to go up and which to
IP
e 11th Annual Crittenden
y Fair was underway Friday
A In a. m. with the judging of
all exhibits. The livestock and
poultry show was held in the
County Livestock Barn on High-
way 64 and other events took
place at J. S. Phelix High school
in Marion. Judging and showing
of livestock were scheduled for
11 a. m.
Added attractions at this
year's event was educational ex-
hibits by the County Health Coun-
cil, Phelix High school home eco-
nomics department, and the Coun-
ty 4-H Club Council.
• On Friday night a talent show
wan held in the gym, followed by
a dance party for teen-agers by
Hunky-Dorey of Radio Station
WLOK. Highlight of Saturday's
events was a parade. Music for
to
arade was furnished by the
er High school hand of West
phis. In connection with the
faw was a carnival from Jones'
tome down. The monitors are
from the eleventh and twelfth
grades.
Mr. O. T. Peeples, who is the
advisor over this group, saya this
Will be one of the best studen,
council's that has ever passed
through here. All of the teachers
are talking about the way Mr.
Taylor is running the Student
Council. We are very proud of Clin-
ton, and know he won't let Ma
11113$113 fall.
The sisters of the Ole Timers
club has gotten off to a trend
start this year. They have elected
their officers for the year to serve.
They Will hold their first night
meeting Monday, Sept. 21, at the
home of their advisor, Mrs. G
V. Harvey. The officers are as
follows:
President — Miss Freddie WII-
llama
Vice president — Miss Patricia
Bowles
Set nary — Miss Evalena Ja-
cobs
Treasurer — Miss Carel Bass
Buiness Manager — Miss Edna
Madison
Chaplain-5tiss Maggie Hankins
Parliamentarian — Miss Rosie
Wilke
P.eporter — Miss Vera Henderson
Assistant Reporter — Miss Dor-
thien McKair
TOP TEN FELLOWS
I. Clenton Taylor 2. Eugene Da-
vis 3. Billy Doss 4. Warren Jones
5. Daniel Brown 6. James Hill 7.
Billy Jo Mitchell 8. James Mc,
Gown 9. Robert Simpson 10. John
Carlos Harris
TOP TEN GIRLS
1. Hattie Smith 2. Friddie Wil-
liams 3. Bobbie Hayes 4. Delois
Cash 5. Georgia Bohanner 6. Mag-
nolia Clark 7. Rubystein Clark I.
Maggie Hankins 9. Vera Hender-
son 10. Patricia Bowles.
The Counts Serial club is pre-
senting a dance at Curries' Fri-
day night, Sept. 27. The time is
from 9 to 1.
By BENNIE RUTH McCORKLE
Mrs. Pearl Willie Hunt has been
chosen Crittenden County "Wom-
an of The Year." Mrs. Hunt was
honored by The County Council of
The Home Demonstration Club of
Marion. Mrs. Hunt is a member
of the White Rose Home Demon.
stration club of Earle, Ark. The
ladies served a full dinger. The
meeting was held in the Extension
Office, Marion, Ark.
Mrs. Hunt also modeled a gar-
ment that was modeled a the state
meeting in Pine Bluff, Ark. The
head hostess was Mrs. Alberta
Mabry. The dress Mrs. Hunt wore
was the fashion of 1900 and made
by Mrs. Ruth Neely of Earle,
Ark. Mrs. Hunt sang one of the
songs of the 1900's.
Funeral rites were held for
Mrs. Mary Harris at St. Luke M.
B. church, Earle, Ark. Mrs. Har-
ris died in Memphis, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace McGee of
St. Louis, Mo., spent the week
end with their parents. Mrs. Mc-
Gee is the daughter of Mrs. L. E.
Anderson and Mr. McGee is the
son of Mrs. T. McGee of Earle.
Mr. leis Williams was guest of
hit sister and brother-in-law for
the week end. Mr. Williams is
from Chicago, Ill.
Mrs. Elosie Rodgers, of 429 S.
at., J. W. Rodgers, and El-
der Lazell Rodgers, from Mem-
phis motored to Little Rock, Ark.,
Sunday to attend the state con-
vention. Others atteending were
senior Bishop C. H. Mason from
Memphis. Missionary Jessie Mae
Oliver, Mrs. Mary Hillard, • Mrs.
Annie B. Hammond. Missionary;
Crea a Thomas, Mrs. Hannah
Berry, Mr. Rodgers and Miss Oli-
ver Mae Tate. Sermon by Bishop
M. Jones, of Little Rock.
Mrs. Ellen B, Gillum of 108 S.
15th at., is spending her vacation
in Meridian and Columbia, Miss.,
visiting relatives and friends.
The Beautifying club of New St.
Paul M. B. church of 326 S. 8th at.
met at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
George Jefferson of S. 15th at.
Mrs. Annie Mae Ridgly, presi-
dent; Mrs. Pammie Lacy, vice
president; Mrs. E. McClinton,
pastor.
GO BY BUSHniiiiiing-a,-5 • It's Convenient
1 • Fast
1 • Safea NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
I MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.
Ii° FormerlyMEMPHIS STREET RAILWAY CO.Allini1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i1111111H1111a
St'RPR1SE FETE — A grand
time Was had by all present
at the recent surprise birth-
day party given for Ransom
Wirt by his lovely wife, at
their 2397 Cable ave., home.
Mrs. Oversenia Wirt was aid-
ed in preparing the sumptiour
Your scribe has been so busy
trying to keep up with nations
events until the local happenings
hays gone a little un-noticed. First
there's Mr. Khrushchey and his
itinerary. Then there was the Miss'
America pageant that kept me on
the edge of my chair Until Miss
Linda Lee Mead came through,
and ole Natchez started whoopin''
It up. And before I Could realize
just what was going on, the Rus-
sian missile was landing near
the sea of tranquility on the moon.
As if enough hadn't already hap-
pened, an airplane had to go and
crash just a few miles north of
Ripley, killing the only occupant.
the pilot. This is the first time I
have ever known an accident like
this to happen near here. It was
some accident! Sorts hard to re-
lax through here. Better hang on
to your hat.
On the local scene, Miss Doro-
thy Carter and Miss Catherine
Pitts have joined the student
body at Lane college, while Al-
phonso Taylor is at LeMoyne. MISS
Ellena Gooch left last week to be-
gin her junior year at Fisk, While.
her sister, Norma is entering
Meharry Medical college later this
week.
Talked with Mr. Walter Wilson
last week and confirmed the re-
port that his daughter, Elcenure
and her children have been strick-
en with polio. Caught in the early
stage, it has not been too severe.
For this we are all so thankful.
Mr. Joe Simpkin has been dis-
Missed from the Lauderdale Coun-
ty hospital.
Mr. Sam Garrison was a pa•
tient last week in Lauderdale
County hospital.
Mr. F. T. Malone is much im ,
proved.
Did take enough time off to do
a little birthday celebrating With
Beverly Johnson last Wednesday
Seven years old isn't anything to
keep quiet about. Joining in on
the party fun were: Vincent and
Kevin Campbell, Linda Faye Ad-
ams, Angela Robinson, Cleatrice
Campbell and D. C. and Patrice
Johnson.
Rev. E. G. t arroll, Rev. J. D.
Thomas, Rev, W. K. Seals, and
Rev. R. J. Page motored to San
Francisco, Calif, to the National
Baptist Convention.
Visiting in the home of Mrs.
Viola Carroll Sunday were: Mrs
Cherry .from Detroit-. Mrs. Clark
and children from East Chicago
Ind., and Mrs. Taylor from Peince-
ton, Ind. Recent week end guests
in the Carroll'; home were: Mrs.
Francis Johnson, Mr. James Ov-
erall and Mr. Ted Webb of De-
troit. Recent dinner guests were
Mrs. Ella Murray, Mrs. Mettle.









meal that was served In the
yard. The guests included
Mrs. Brunette Tyson, M r s.
Margaret Jackson, Mrs. Ber-
nice Henry, Mr. and Mrs.
Paul McKinney, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Durham. Mr. and Mrs.
David P. Garrett, Mr. and
ask
Mrs. Samuel Lee, '11r. and
Mrs. James Black, Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Nelson and daugh-
ter, Mr. and Mrs. David
Shanks and children, Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Todd, Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie Campbell, Mr.
and Mrs. Echols, Mr. and
James Harris. Mr. and Mrs.
Ross, Mr. and Mrs. James
Braddock, Mr. and Mrs. Jeff
D. Stewart, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert F. Allen, Robert Bond,
Louis Rutledge, James W 11-
a00 of Terrell, Texas, Grady
Jones of Nashville. Eddie Phil-
lips, Miss l'erdell Echols, Mrs.
Jewish Group Slates
Symposium On Rights
A report by the Civil Rights
Commission calling for strong
Federal laws to assure Southern
Negroes of their right to vote was
applauded by three organizations
last week.
Praising the organization for
the report were the NAACP. the
American Jewish Congress and the
National Urban League.
In a statement on Sept. 8, N. A.
A. C. P. Executive Secretary Roy
Wilkins said the commission's re
Saturday, three bus loads of
NHA'ers from Fayette chapter of
the NHA attended the first dis-
trict meeting held at McKenzie,
Tenn. at Webb public high school.
This is a very lovely school and
it exhibited a hearty welcome to
some 954 girls and advisors from
the West Tennessee district.
The District officers Presi-
dent, Nancy Pierson; Vice Presi-
dent, Bettye Howard, of Bolivat;
Secretary, Helen Marie Bolden,
Earlean Hallihurton of Ripley, Mr.
and Mrs. Emanuel Quells, Mr.
and Mrs Elijah VOSS and Mrs
Jennie Green of Milwaukee, Wis.,
and Mr. and Mrs. Willie Fuller of
Austin, Ter.
Thank you for sending in your
news. Let's keep our column
going!
More next week. On the local
front — that is.
IN FaSHTON SCOPE — Mrs
Thelma Jefferson, Mrs Ethel
Farrier and Mrs. Merin' GM-
commendation for the appoint-
ment of Federal registrars to re-
place prejudiced state officials
who refuse to register Negroes is
"particularly significant."
Mr. Wilkins said the recom-
mendation "may provide the ans-
wer to present vexing evasions
through which registration of Ne-
gro voters is kept at a minimum
to some areas of the South."
He said the proposal should
be implemented immediately so
Somerville; Assistant Secretary
Charlene Ewell, Union city; Mary
A Haynes, treasurer of Douglass
Memphis; Reporter, June Rlp•
or of McKenzie; Sr. At Arms,
Sandra Rarham of Lexington; his-
torian, Willie M. Howard, Lexing-
ton; and Parliamentatians, Shir-
ley Haynes of Paris and Kath-
leen Moffitt of Milan.
Last Saturday, Sept. 19, top
ininds in the FC'T student b'.1Y
will battle agLinst those of ths
Mt. Pisgah High school of Ear:e
on radio stalion INDIA. It prom;,-
es to be well worth the listening.
The local chapter of the NBA
on Fayette county training high
school will p'esent a elosiar,o of
school dance to celetrate the Ham.
...st time closing set for Sept 25.
The exact dale hss not yet ben
set. It promises to be a swinging
alfair.
gory were three of the
top four models appearing In
the Seventh Annul Faith's
Southern Negroes could vote in the
presidential and congressional
elections next year.
In a statement hailing the re-
port, Shad Polier, chairman of the
AJC Commission en Law and So-
cial Action, declared: "Our Repub-
lic came into being because Amer-
icans were denied the right to par-
ticipate in their own government.
The right to vote is the very foun-
dation of our American democ-
racy."
Mr. Pollee added that "when
certain states are derelict in their
obligation to carry out the letter
and the spirit of the constitutional
right to vote, the Federal gov-
ernment hag the responsibility to
intervene for the protection of
this right."
The National Urban League, in
Washington for its three-day 1959
conference, voted unanimously to
endorse the recommendations of
the Civil Rights Commission. The
conference was held at the Shera-
ton Park hotel with almost 800
persons in attendance.
The league resolved to "dedi-
cate and make available to the
Commisssion on Civil Rights and
to the city, state and federal ag-
encies called upon to carry out
the recommendations, on a prior-
ity basis . . all of its facilities
of a technical and professional na-
ture."
Theodore W. Kheel, president of
the league, said he was disappoint-
ed that the commission's report
made no recommendations on
equal employment opportunity.
In its finding on housing, the
Urban League declared that the
Federal highway and urban re-
newal programs have displaced
many middle and lower-income
families without providing for
their rehousing.
Scope sponsored hv the Se
phistleated I.avarette Social
and Civie dub recently la
Neilsen. MI's.
A. I,. Thompson, Mrs 6 a r•
field Stephens, Mrs. Martha
Jackson, Mrs. Sally Macon,
Lois Bryant. Mrs. Janie Mull,
Mrs. Jackson of Oxford, Miss.,
A. J. Colston of Cleveland,
Hugh Manus and C ha rife
Clark.





7:00 EYEWITNESS TO HIS
TORY. The cameras will he turn
ed on Nikita Khrushchev as he in
'peels Roswell Garst's farm in
ed convict who is stalking a blind
er Hoby Gilman hunts for escap
Coon Rapids, lows.
8:00 TRACKDOWN. Texas Rang
boy he has sworn to kill for re
vans*.
9:00 SPECIAL BROADCAST.—
President Eisenhart', will make
an appeal for the Community
Chest
9:08 UNITED STATES STEEL
HOUR. "Hour Before Dawn:"
Fear is generated by mysterious
woman whose mastery over an
Infant threatens to terrorize and
destroy a family's happiness.
Thursday. Sept. 24
6:30 BORDER PATROL. Deputy
Chief Don Jagger borrows on in
fra-red "sniperscope" from the
"Night Target."
8:00 BANE GREY THEATRE.
"To Sit In Judgment:" drama con-
cerning two brothers who swear
vengeance on sheriff responsible
for death of their father.
8:30 PLAYHOUSE, no. "Child o
Our Time:" Story of a boy search
ing for love and understanding
in troubled Europe — before, dur
ing and after World War II.
Friday, Sept. 25
8 : 00 DESILU PLAYHOUSE
Show premieres at new time per.
Milton Berle is featured in
show.
10:00 15. S. MARSHAL. "A Mat
ter of Friendship:" an escaped
killer threatens to ruin happy do-
mestic life of his sister who has
married wealthy citizens by re-
vealing they are related.
10:30 LATE MOVIE. "Lloyds of
London:" History of fomous in
sonnies company during the Na-
poleonic period and lives and
loves of its employees.
Saturday. Sept. 26
11:55 GAME OF THE WEEK.
Kansas City Athletics take on
Cleveland in Indian territory. This
I; last game of the year.
6:30 RECKONING. Story of for-
mer FBI man turned security of-
ficer w h o pursues mysterious
man with no fingerprints in the
belief that he is wanted for mur-
der.
9:30 SILENT SERVICE. More
than 20 flyers are rescued by
daring submarine while operating
under heavy enemy fire off island
of Truk.
September Is the month for
Fairs and Harvest Festivals.
Many in this area are looking for-
ward to The Gibson County Fair,
West Tenn. District Fair and the
Tri-State Fair. They will be hap-
py occasions for the children, es-
pecially. We are still busy with
church work, clubs and Civic or
The Outlook Club held its regu-
lar meeting Saturday, Sept. 12,
in the home of Mrs A. B. Roe
on 9th avenue. There were eight
members present. Miss E. B.
Sects, president, presided. After
the business session sunshine gifts
were passed out. Also birthday
members, Mrs. A. B. Roe and
Mrs. L. B. CrOOM which is a reg•
ular custom for Septembe r.
Barbecue chicken. slaw. Spanish
Casserole, Coco-colas, and choco-
late cake was enjoyed by all.
Thursday Sewing Club met
Ferrell. The president, Mrs. A. B.
Roe was in charge of the business.
The members engaged in needle
work the first part of the hour.
The last part of the time was
Vent Playing games. The hostess
served southern style fried chick-
en with all the trimmings.
The City Federation of W o m-
en Clubs met with Mrs. O. F.. Sti-
gall Monday night with The Liter-
ary Art and Music Club as hostess.
Mrs. Emma Donald, president,
was in charge. Those present en-
joyed an evening of pleasure as
well as business. The members
were happy to find Mrs. Stigall
all smiles and in good spirit after
her recent illness.
The next meeting will be the
second Monday night in October.
Officers will be elected at that
meeting.
OFF TO COLLEGE
This season of the year finds
young people entering colleges. Re-
turning to A&J State university for
their sophomore year are Mies
Ruth Jean Young and Miss Bren-
da Jones, Austin Hughley and
Robert Banks Elliott. Entering as
freshmen are Misses Lavern Car-
ter and Ruthis Ellison.
• To Tuskegee Institute goes Miss
Sylvia Webb, a senior, and Miss
Yvonne Sims, a freshman.
Entering Lane college are Mrs.
Georgia Warren Anderson, Misses
Charlie Frances Fisher, Doris Ma-
rian Croom and Frank Beard.
Miss Croom is Miss Debutante for
1989.
Mien Juilit Landers will enter
S. A. Owens Junior college, Mem-
phis. Miss Landers received a
scholarship from The Outlook club.
,STIGALL HORNETS
On Friday night, Sept. 11, the
Hornets played their 3415 game
and won by a score of 19 to 14.
The game was played against An-
derson High of Booneaville, Miss.
The lads from Mississippi Inter-
cepted two passes for their scores.
On the first play of the game
Charles Campbell ran 85 yards to
be pushed out on the two yard
line. Thomas Sherron scored on
the next play. Robert Pack scored
the next two TD's on runs of 15
and 25 yards. Willie Fitzgerald,
Jimmie Donald, Bobby Smith,
Sammy Cozart, Mack Lacey and
Finn Ross were outstanding on
the line while Rutur Stewart,
Charlie Campbell a n d Johnny
Ransey were outstanding In the
back field.
VISITORS
I regret that the following vis-
itors failed to appear in the col-
umn two weeks ago; Mrs. Annie
Payne, sister of Rev. George Por-
ter, and Mrs. Nina M. Porter,
daughter of Rev, Porter of In-
dianapolis, Ind., were called home
because of the illness of Rev. Por-
ter, While ehere they were house
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Croom.
Visiting recently in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Williams,
912 McLin St., have been Mrs.
Mary Adkison and grand-daughter
Sandra. Mr. and Mrs. Julius Wel-
ford, Mr. and Mrs. Edison Har-
man all of Jackson, Mich., Mrs.
Leora Wortick of Benton Harbor,
Mich., and Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Shane and family of Chicago, Ill.
Words of the Wise
Our greatest glorf °co-
sies not in never falling,
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Illini Seek Move
Up In Big Ten
By ED SAINSBURY
CHAMPAIGN, Ill. — (UPI) ;—
Illinois couldn't make the Big
Ten's first division with a win-
ning record last year, so coach
Ray Elliot, i n his last season
doesn't see how he can finish in
the top five this year.
"I don't know that this year's
team will be as good as last
year's," he said. "We could be
as good if the kids get together
and make a hell of a try. If we
have any success, it's going to be
because of cohesive effort by ev-
eryone."
Elliot was pleased with his first
team line, but he said it would
be "hard to tell" about defense.
"Our overall speed is not good,
our passing is adequate and our
punting average. Unless (Johnny)
Counts is it, I don't think we have
any breakaway speed," he said.
His chief problem was at end,
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — It
looks like big Pack Jess Willard
may never see those movies of
his historic 26-round heavyweight
championship victory over Jack
Johneon at Havana in 1915.
If there are any motion picture
films of the famcus fight still
existing, the government can't
ARCHIE THE ACTOR — Box-
ing's light heavyweight tham•
pion Archie Moor.? is shown
in the screen test that won
him his first movie role. On
the strength of the test, Archie
KEY SUPPORTERS for the
St. Augustine's ((three t al
eons" are from left to right
Dick Bass Spearheads
College Of Pacific Hopes
By DON BECKER
STOCKTON — (UPI) — When
you talk about College of Pa-
cific mister — you're talking
about the fabulous Dick Bass.
Bass, in his senior year and
already ticketed for the Los
Angeles Rams (No. 1 draft
choice), is the explosive key LA
what appears to be the best
Tiger team since the days of
Eddie Lebaron.
The shifty, swift and power-
ful Bass isn't the whole team,
but he's so good that before
you discuss anything else, you
have to talk about the amax,
lag Richard.
He led the nation In total of'
tease last year despite the fact
every opponent stacked its de.
tense against him. He packed
the hall 205 times for a net of
1391 yards gained and a 6
average.
Bass pulled a leg muscle
during fall practice and ha,,
missed 11 days of work, but
coach Jack Myer says he en -
peels Bass to be ready when
the 'Tigers open their season
against Colorado State.
If Bass' leg doesn't quite
heal, Myers said he is ready
to throw up a powerful, well
rounded offense at the Rants
who used to be known as
Colorado A&M.
Myers says his team ought
to be better than last year's
crew which after a swift start
with victories over California.
Arizona state and Brigham
Young, tailed off to a 4-4 rec.
ord. Injuries were mainly le
sponsible.
HHOURNIMOOHNOOMONHUUMMINUMOINOWNIMIHOMMINOWIHIftw
TO THE WINNER — Holding
the Seagram Vanguard Tro-
phy presented to him as the
1959 winner of the United
Golfers Association National
Tournament held here recent-
ly at the Langston Golf Club
is Dick Thomas, center, of
Baltimore, Md. Presenting
their congratulations are A. Y.
D. Crosby, left, tournament di-
rector, and Joseph Christian,
representing the Seagram Van.
guard Society. In winning the
Seagram Vanguard Award
Mr. Thomas led a field of over
500 contestants with a 16 Un•
der par score of 212.
WASHINGTON LOVELIES ad'
mire the Seagram Vanguard
Trophy awarded to the 1955
national women's amateur
golf champion, Mrs. Ethel
Funches, center, who won out
over a large field of women
WASHINGTON, D. C. — How-
ard university opens its 66th sea-
son of varsity football Saturday
when it meets Virginia State col-
lege in a Central Intercollegiate
Athletic Association game at Ett-
rick, Va.
This will be the 19th meeting of
the two schools in a rivalry which
dates back to 1913;. however, it
wig mark the renewal of a series
which was interrupted following
the 1940 game. State leads in the
Bill Stern Discloses Long
Siege With Drug Addiction
By NORMAN MILLER
Un,ted Press Intereidional
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Famed
sportscaster Bill Stern has dis-
closed that he was a drug addict
for more than 16 years but is
completely cured now.
Stern reveals his addiction and
the harrowing details of his long
fight back to health and new suc-
cess in radio and television in
his autobiography, "The Taste of
Ashes," written with UPI sports
columnist Oscar Fraley and pub-
lished by Henry Holt.
For years one of the nation's
top sportscasters, Stern collapsed
while televising the Pitt-Georgia
Tech Sugar Bowl Game from New
Orleans on New Year's Day of
1956. The American Broadcasting
CO. announced that he had been
shaken up in an automobile acci-
dent.
But Stern, w h o subsequently
disappeared from the broadcast-
ing scene, says in his autobiogra-
phy that his crackup actually
came from an overdose of mor-
phine.
He writes that his addiction
stemmed from the amputation of
his left leg as the result of an
automobile accident in 1935. He
had an overdose of morphine at
that time, he says, and continued
using drugs during subsequent
and repeated kidney stone at-
tacks.
The broadcaster says that he
frequently at various,
"cures" through the years but
that nothing worked until finally.
after his Sugar Bowl breakdown,
be entered the Institute of Living
at Hartford, Conn., for medical
and psychiatric care.
to be released. But then, after
another kidney stone attack and
morphine injections at a hospital
to which he was removed, he be-
came violent. The threats of his
wife, Harriet, to have him com-
mitted legally and the horrors of
the isolation ward awakened in
him the final realization that he
was at a "be-killed-or-be-cured''
dead end.
Clearly a n d dramatically he
tells of the nightmares of drug
addicition and of attempts to de-
stroy himself before finally re-aliz-
ing that cooperation with Is i s
psychiatrist was the only way out.
Three months later he was dis-
charged from the Institute of Liv-
ing as completely cured.
There is more to the story, for
which movie interests already are
dickering, than s tale of dope ad-
diction and a courageous come-
back. Stern details I n ti mate
stories of the stars of sports, stage
and screen with whom he was ar-
sociated and the humorous aide
of his career even while he was
suffering from addicition.
How does a man apologize and
explain his too human weakness
SARATOGA SPRINGS. N. Y. —
(UPI) — Mighty Tarr, 9-year-old
gelding, came home strongly last
night to win the $1,000 Saratoga
Harness Writers pace. Mighty
Tarr took command 30 yet:cis from
the finish to score by a half over
Moor. He paid $4.90 as favorite.
PHILADELPHIA — (UPI)—The
National Football League has
voted to increase the player limit
He admits frankly that during from 35 to 36. Commissioner Bert
the first three months there his Bell said the owners had request.
only aim was to get well enough ed the increase.
191
TOP BACKS — Depth, exited
ear* sad speed see lacking in
key line positions at Gramtd
log this fall. hut becks, head
ed by All American Jami•
Caleb, a draft choice of the
Cleveland Browns, have de
inonstrated their class. Caleb
MARSHALL STARKS
where he lost Rich Kreitling to
the professional Cleveland Browns,
and now he plans to rely on Ger-
ry Wood and Gerald P atric k,
whom he said weren't of top Big
Ten caliber.
Another problem was at center,
where his top two boys, John Par
rilli and Dave Ash, never tried
the position until spring practice.
But tackles, he said, should be
adequate and guard good with
Bill Burrell, a guard who also is
e linebacker, a "real fine football
player."
The traditional Illinois halfback
speed will be missing because two
boys, Dick McDade and Bernie
Clay, were lost through ineligibil-
ity. Thus he will go with veterans
Marshall Starks and Doug Wal-
lace on his first team and prob-
ably Joe Krakoski, who is "prone
to injury," and sophomore Counts
on the second eleven. His two full-
backs will be the brothers, Bill
and Jim Brown.
The player who might make the
Illinois season is quarterback
Johnny Easterbrook, one of the
find them, Sen. Thomas IS. Kuchel
(R-Calif.) reported
He said the library of congress
at his request had turned govern-
nent files inside out and found
no trace of the films.
Willard, the giant "White Hope"
who knocked out Johnson April 5,
1915, to end the swabbackling Ne•
won a role in 'The Adventures
of Huckleberry Finn'. He is to
play `Jim' runaway sla%e with
whom Huck is involved. Work
on the film is scheduled to





smallest in the conference at 154
and 1 ft. 8 inch height. Easter-
brook, Eliot said, "has tremend-
ous heart, a damn good mind, and
he'll give you everything he's got
despite his size, he's a fair run-
ner, but is handicapped in his
passing and Eliot would like to
have free substitution back be-
cause Easterbrook "has got to
play defense."
Behind Easterbrook is Bob Hic-
key, a two letter winner who la
an above average thrower a n d
adequate on defense, but In past
seasons, Eliot said he has "lack.
ed the ability to take the ball
down the filed.
Because it's Eliot's last year,
though, spirit might carry the club
part of the way. "The boys have
athletic director Doug Mills said,
"and if there's any way to do it,
the ywill."
Eliot last winter announced he
will resign after this season to be-
come Mills' assistant and t h
search already is Oa for a new
coach.
gro's colorful heavyweight relax
is now living at La Crescents
Calif. Johinson was killed in a
1946 automobile crash at Louis-
burg, N. C.
Willard sought Kuchel's aid in
tracking down the movies, whicii
he said were taken and shown
although he has never seen them.
The government zopyright of-
fice, the liberary reported to
Kichel, never received anything
but two sample capr for each
round of the bout and t one-sheet
descript ye text. And the library
.oid Ruche' these are "in the last
stages of deterimation."
Toe (urns were never shown in
the United States — at lea not
legally — because federal we at
that time prohibited interstate
shipment of movies of profession-
al boxing matches.
One set, Ruchel said, reported-
)y was confiscated by IL S. cus.
toms agents at a New York bord•
Cr point in 1916. 11.2 Library of
Congress was doubtful if the cel
lulose • nitrate film then in use
would have lasted this long even
if the films could be found.
The Willard-Johnson fight was
the longest heavyweight title
match since the bare knuckle
days.
In the longest championship
fight on record, John L sullivan,
the "Braton strong boy." defeat-
ed Ja,k Kilrain in 75 bare knuskle
rounds under a broilling S,..n. July
8, 1889. at Richburg, Miss.
Kuchel said the library of con-
gress reported that the Army,
which collects films of past fights
for showing to troops, has no infor-
mation about the Willard-Johnson
reels. Nor, he said, do motion'
picture research offices of nation-
al Broadcasting Co and Columbia;
BroadcastMg System.
Guard. Standing: /antes Reid.
germ. Quarterback and Her•
bert Burrows, Quarterback.
The Jackson State Tigers expect
their season opener with Prairie
View, Saturday, Sept. 24, to be
the most difficult of their 10-game
schedule.
"If we can get by Prairie View,
last year's champions of the
Southwest conference, we can ex-
pect smooth sailing," chortles
head coach John Merritt.
Still, accomplishing such a feat
is much easier said than done.
For one thing the Tigers have
been plagued with Injuries. First-
string quarterback Wardell Leach
has been out with a sprained an.
kle; Frank Dorsey and Bobbie Al-
len, halfbacks, have pulled mos.
des. In addition guard Albert
Ford is eel with a torn ligament
and may not see duty Saturday.
Two-a-day drills ended last Fri-
day with a game-like scrimmage
being held last Saturday. Since
that time the Tigers have taper-
ed off and worked on their tim-
ing.
The team received a boost when
William Spencer, senior fullback,
and Hazel) Stiff, guard, reported
for duty. Spencer, who normally
weighs around 21$, checked in
about 20 pounds overweight. How-
ever, Coach Merritt thinks it
should be worked off by gams
time.
Stiff has been out with the
mumps.
Two freshmen are counted on to
make the starting lineup against
Prairie View — Willie Richardson,
halfback, and Harold Coole Y.
guard. Earlier, it was predicted
that Richardson would be used at
the end position. However, Coach
Merritt has been moved to t h e
flanker back post where his pass-




Halfback Archie Seals, fleety
top scorer on Prairie View is 1958
championship team was hospitaliz-
ed earlier this week with a seri-
ous foot injury which physicians
say may keep him out all season.
The sophomore sensation w a s
injured in a freak accident dur-
ing the first major scrimmage for
the squad. It is reported that he
is doing well following an opera-
tion on his foot. Four other Panth-
en regulars were shaken up pret-
ty badly in the rough workout.
A native of Sealy, Tex., Seals
also led the Southwestern confer-
ence in scoring last year and the
star of the great Panther victory
over Florida A&M in the Orange






LONDON — (UP!) — World
lightweight champion Joe
Brown will defend his title
against British and Empire
champion Dave Charnley In
Houston, Texas, December 2 or
I and not in Britain as had
been hoped.
Promoter Jack Solomon* an-
nounced that his plan to stage
the title fight in Britain and
present it On closed circuit tele-
vision has fallen flat because
the project for telescreening
the tight in cinemas and thea-
ters would not be ready this
year.
"The fight must, therefore,
go to Texas," Solomons said.
Charnley began training this
week and now is seeking tall,
welterweight sparring partners
to practice counter moves to
the style of the world cham•
pion.
The British titlist and his
manager. Arthur Bouts, will
leave for Texas November 15
or 20. depending whether the
fight date is fixed for Decem-
ber 2 or 9
Bouts said he wants Chars-
ley to undergo two weeks of
full training In the U. S. and
be is seeking sparring assis-
tare, from world welterweight
champion Don Jordan a n d
Johnny Gonaalvea. both of





NEW YORK — (UPI) — Gen.
Melvin Krulewitch, chairman of
the New York State Athletic
Commission approved an over.
the weight, 10-round non-title
bout Nov. 13 between middle-
weight champion Ray Robinson
and Willie Greaves.
Kruiewitch directed that with
In 90 days after the fight Rs',
'neon, champion only in New
New York state and Massachu-
setts, must defend his title
against a "suitable opponent."
Gene Fullmer, who beat Caro-
en Basilio last month, is t h
N. it. A. middleweight
New York and Massachusetts
Ire not members of the N. 11. 4,
The Robinson-Greaves fight. •is
be held at Madison Square Gar-
den.
TO HONOR BERRA
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Yogi
Berra, 34year-old star catcher, will
be honored at Yankee Stadium
Saturday before the game between
the New York Yankees and Red
Sox.
I left 1, NAIA 229 yard dash
record holder Mime Johnson.
Dallas Texas a suit -George
Robinson. Mind, n, will pro-
vide Coach Itildl• Hobble/in
(right) with the speed, poise
and confidence required to r
rapid development. (Moss
photo)
and frailties to the wife and chil-
dren he adores so that they can
understand and be unashamed?"
understand and be unashamed?
he asks. "All I can say to them,





Rickey offered Leo Durocher a
choice of managing any club in
the Continental League.
"Of course, we're not ready to
begin operation until 1961," said
Rickey whot of the new
league. "But I talked with Leo
just before the Cincinnati-Pitts-
burgh game. We were engaged in
a rather semi-facetious conversa-
tion. I told him we will have eight
clubs and he could take his pick,
,Jesse Bowdry
,OK In Calif.
PROVIDENCE, R. I. — (UPI)—
Third-ranked light heavyweight
Jesse Bowdry of Chicago has beenl
reinstated by the California Box-
ing Commission, National Boxing
Association President Anthony Ma-
ceroni announced.
Bowdry had been set down for
failure to go through with a bout
last July in San Francisco.
Maceroni said Bowdry "satis-
fied" California officials by making
a $2,000 payment to promoter Ben-
ny Ford and $488 to his opponent.
NHL wamin, winner of the
1959 National Publinks tourna-
ment, of Seattle. Mash mea
sures his distance from the
cup 05 the 3rd green of the
contestants In the United Golf.
ers Association tournament
held here recently at the
Langston Golf club, Admiring
the trophy are lges Helen
Pearson, left, anill Pits. -Mar-
garet Stewart, mei sairasis.
ington, D. C. '
series with a 9-6-3 record.
The contest will mark the '.8
of four in a row for the s
with CIAA championship contend-
ers. Following the season opener,
Howard takes on Virginia Union,
Delaware State and Morgan State
of Baltimore on successive Satur-
days. The remainder of this year's
schedule includes CIAA contests
with Hampton and Lincoln of
Pennsylvania and non-conference,
clashes with Fisk of Nashville
and Morehouse of Atlanta.
State figures to be a 7-point fav-
orite Saturday, the 1958 records of
the two teams notwithstanding.
Howard had its first winning sea-
son in six years in 1956, finishing
with a 6-2-1 mark; while State
made one of its infrequent tripe
to the CIAA second vision with
three wins and six losses. How-
ard's record was compiled against
teams ranked considerably below
State's opponents, however.
It will be a predominantly so-
phomore and junior team tilthe
Bisons meet. State lost so •
&gen regulars via gradu ..m;
however, 18 veterans returned to
give Coach W. W. Lawson the nu-
cleus of this year's squad.
Up front the Bisons will have a
veteran line; however, both tac-
kles will be holding down starting
berths for the first time and so-
phomore Dave Means, a tackle
last year, has been shifted to cell-
ter. At tackle will be Sid Banks, a
280-pound senior, and Don Van
Purnell, a 230-pound sophomore.
Both regular ends from fast
year's Howard team have rettin-
ed their starting posts. They are
Bernie Quarterman, a lat.peund
junior from Charlottesville, Va.,
and Bob Reed, a 175-Pound sopho-
more from Pittsburgh.
Both guard positions will be oc-
cupied by seniors — Ed Peeples,
a 175-pounder from Camden, N.J.,
and Art Waller, a 195-pounder
from Washington.
The Bisons open their he use
schedule against Virginia Union at
Howard Stadium next Saturday,
Oct. 3). Game time is is v.
(EDT).
If Hank Aaron continues Ii i
present pace, he'll post the high-
est National League batting aver-
age (for a qualifier) since Stan
Musial turned in a league-leading
.376 in 1948. Next highest an
during that period was Muaial's
championship percentage of .351
in 1951.
ColeBroadmoor &Arne In — "••
Springs. Wright got a at
induction in order to play
































































































so..s.P77:11ose Counter Rather Than Serve Negroes
Music and
Musicians
By THEODORE C. STONE
JOSEPH LIPSCOMBE, t 550r
singer and operatic soloist who
sang the role of Alfredo several
years ago opposite Lillian Evanti,
world famous soprano, when the
National Negro Opera Company
presented IA Traviata in the Civic
Opera MOOS, is spending some
time in Italy this year. From Ven-
ice, PerlaMO. Rome, Twins, and
Milano he sends greetings to his
many patrons and admirers. Lips-
comb. may be remembered for
a concert he sang in Kimball Hall.
A former Pittsburgh singer he has
resided is New York City for the
past several years where he has
sung in concert and opera.
WILLIAM BEST, organist and ,
Chicago trained musician has re-'
turned to his position as music in-
structor at Bishop college, Mar-
shall. Tex., where he became, a
member of the faculty last year.
Best, a Chicago-born musician, is
a graduate of the American Con-
servatory of Music where he stud-
ied with the famed organist and
Instructor. Dr. Edward Eisen-
schenk. He also studied with Dr.
Heinrich Fleischer, University of
Chicago; Arthur Becker, De Paul
adversity: Francis Hopper, Uni-
smenty of I,ouisville and with
Benjamin Owens, harpsichordist
and pianist of the Louisville Phil.
guts Lodge No. Mt Survivors are
his wife, Miss Bernice C. Sims,
one daughter, Mrs. Loraine Bulling.
ton, one brother, Robert L. Sims
will remain there for sometime. of Gary, Ind., one aunt, Mrs. Ro.
Mr. William Doyle has under- i dia Hairston of East St. Louis,
gone a series of major oPere- one uncle, Phil Ropier of Minis.
lions at the veteran's hospital in I sippi, Mrs. Febis Sims, Mrs.
Memphis where he has been a Igiullingt„ and etn„ misuses and
patient for the past six months. 'friends
Mrs. Ida Pettigrew is rapidly Mr. and hire. B„ Douglas and
improving from a broken hip sus- family of 403 Tanyard Merry Lane
tamed as a result of a fall. roue spent the Labor Day holt
Miss Ann Pate who has been in days in Si. Louis, Mo., with rela Memphis hospital se v er al ativea and friends.
Months is doing nicely. Funeral rites for Mrs. AnnieAn affair of much interest to Armstrong, 313 E„tersi am, were
the businessmen of this section held last Sunday at 1:30 p. In. at
was held at Parham Funeral home. Home Baptist church of which the
A large crowd of agents and Rev. T. Grimes officiated. Inter
friends were on hand to enjoy mint was :0 Elmwood cemetery
the festivities. with Boyd and Johnson Funeralharmonic. Miss Carolyn Harrison, miss home in charge. She is survivedPROP'. JOHN GARVEY, Univ.', Sylvia Maiden, both of Dayton, Mr. by two children. Bernice andeity of Illinois music faculty hes'Walter Lloyd Harrison, Otto Coin. Charles, jr., both oil Jeckson;
two brothers, Lofton Armstrong of
this city and Bailout Armstrong .
been named to faculty of the
School of Jazz, Inc., for its three
week session at Lenox, Mass., in
August, 1980. Prof. Garvey at-
tended the 1959 session of the
School as an observer at the invi-
tation of John Lewis, executive
director.
P-of. Garvey, violist of the Wal-
den Quartet was conductor of a
jinx concert presented in the 1969
Unis •reity of Illinois Festival of
ceiveniporary Arts. The program
fe• orel John Lewis, the Modern
Ji,f Quartet, and student a ad
far, musicians of the Univer-
sits • School of Music.
IiithS IMO session of the School
of Jazz he expects to conduct an
orchestra which will introduce
string instruments into composed
jazz works. Composers in the jazz
idiom ea the School of Jan staff
today.
include Lewis and Gunther Schul-
ler, both of whom have works
• • •
Mrs. Lena Clemons, Mrs. Laura' A banquet planned for Friday, j Manley and daughter, Shyest,October I. at 7 p.m., 
°Pen and Tamra Vermeils'.the leell-110 season of the Chicago Death tragedies this week wereMune Association and will be BR Atli it
row is pastor. The fellowship was Wi Hain Anderson, one sister. Mrs. a wealth of Imowledge in them Under the new plan at Boston
heart warming at this meeting.
A tea was given at the home of
Mn. Denis Bobbitt on last Sun-at her horne. Those present were day afternoon. The seession wasperformed at the University of Mrs. Valeria Lee, Mrs. Ella Bus- fostered he the Usher Board ofZinnia ta its htenelei Festivals of by, Mrs. Willie Mai Gardner. Mrs. Blain Chapel CUE church ofContemporary Art Vera Taylor, Mrs. Hazel Lawler, which the gay. Nentialt Davie le
pastor.
The Mound City C0Mmunity
Club gave a tea Sunday afternoon
,
on the spacious lawn ol Mrs. Annie
ogsra held at 340 8. Michigan a30., in Mrs. Bennie Tyler, Greenfield, was largely attended.
, Smith et 181 Southern at. The tea
the Greed Boulevard Room. and Mrs. Flossie Lee Brandi Mer The Gospel Five will conduct a' The first meeting for the year ma of union City.
le called "a homecoming for mu- four nights drive at Buck ChapelMr. and Mrs. J. P. Morton church beginningsicians" wile hold membership n Thursday nighti- and children of Detroit, Mich., through Sunday. Rev. Emory isthe music group, and reports of





Mn. Lee Roy McDonaldMusicians, lie., will be made by,
and Mrs. H. P. SYbertoodl.officers and delegates to the an-
Charles Roy Bush of St Louisnual meeting.
' Mrs. Lois Winrow, the chairman
for the bannuet is assisted by Wil-
bert Johnson, as co-chairman,.
with Mrs. Clarice Saunders, see.
A program featuring quartets
singing was held at Pleasant Plain at M. & I. College, Holly Springs,
Baptist, Sent 4. The quartets Miss. Mr. Collier is a senior at
were "Heaven Bound Singers," Al & I and is the son of Mrs.
visited relatives here. Thomas "Four Stare" and "Stars of Dixie," Jessie Mae Collier.
Bush returned home with Charles, 'The program was climaxed with Mr. and Mrs. Albert McFarland
Mrs. Maggie L. Caton recently a sermon by the Rev. W. M. Hob- spent the week end in Alabama
returned home after a two week son, visiting her brother and his fami-
vacation in St. Louis, Me., after Installation of officers for the IY. Mr. and Mrs. Wenfred Ash-
rotary t • association taking 
spewing time with Mr. and Mrs. Covenant Lodge No. 241 and the ford.
r4 "II-    Emerson Roberts and daughter, Precious Jewel Chapter No. 165 • • •reservation, Frank Tyler of Gibson spent a Order of the Eastern Star was held PICAYUNEHostesses and hosts for the ban- few days with relatives an d Sunday at Lane Chapel CUE By OLD SLEEPY PAIGE
gust will be the delegates to the church at Huntersville. The cere- Mrs. Gladys Coston and childrenfriends here.
annual convention. They are Mrs. Barbara Ann Tansil, a sopho- mony was performed by Grand Pa- left last week for Baltimore, Md.,
snore at A&I State college spent Iron, W. E. Roberts of Selmer, where they will make their home.Dorothy C. Gibeon, Mrs. Desta-, a week with her parents, Mr. and Tenn.lear Randolph, Dr. Ruth Allen Mrs. Willie Warren Tansil. 
Mrs. Coston has a daughter, Mrs.
Last Sunday night the Sunset McGee, already living in Balti-
Antioch M. B. church with the students are singing this week as ed States has been developed bychurch and pastor were guests at
pastor, Rev. J. E. Stewart, critic- they trek back to the halls of ivy. BOSTON UNIVERSITY.' OfficeNew Holly Springs ('ME church
of which the Rey. T. H. mor. feting. She leaves her husband For the new freshies . . . -There's of Foreign Student Affairs.
Butler five brothers thar hills." So — get your "ax" university, conceived by Dr. Eon-
tual Life, Durham, N. C.; The-
(Wore .1, Jones, stye president,
Supreme Liberty We; Dr.
James H. Lewis, board chair-
man-president. Afro•Anierican







MIAMI, Fla. — In four of the
past five business days the lunch
counter at Byron's, a large Miami
department store, has closed down
completely rather than serve an
integrated group who came f or
service.
Greater Miami Committee on
Racial Equality, sponsors of a
day Interracial Action institute
has held this series of sit-ins aft.
er determining the policy of the
luncheon counter was clearly dis-
criminatory and after negotiations
with management showed no pos-
sibilities of a change in policy.
CUSTOMER REACTION
Participants in the sit-in at the
luncheon counter reported custom-
er reaction to be in general MI-
sympathetic to management poli-
cy and a willingness to accept
non-discriminatory practices.
The seating at the lunch count-
er by an integrated group resulted
in its closing on Thursday, Satur-
day, and Monday. On Sept. 15, the
luncheon counter did not open at
all, apparently in anticipation of
continued action by the CORE
group.
The Miami downtown derail-
ment stores do a large amount of
trade with Negroes but refuse to
serve Negroes seated at luncheon
counters in these stores. This Is
the present target of M i a m1
CORE's efforts to establish bettor
racial relationships in the commu-
nity.
•- -
ppa . uMr. George Brown, Chicago, Mr.' and get to work. It's a pity that itzky, once a foreign student has President of the College is Dr. Honor Societybeing around so much knowledge, been accepted by the University, Willa B i'la er be
Feuehe, Arthur Logan, William Those attending the funeral of
Miss Rogers were McKinley Rog-
ers and Rev. and Mrs. Wise Rog-
ers of St. Louis.
Mr. and Mrs. ,Adie Churls et
Mt. Pleasant and four or flee car
loads of friends also attended Mise
Roger's funeral.
Mr. and Mr. Alton Templeton
of Detroit spent Saturday here cis-The complete program for thenew year 
will
 be outlined by the ...It their mother, Mrs. Bessie
president if the asseeistion and 
Tweitmh pltebtaomn whe returned home
chairman of the various eemmit-
Rev. and Mrs. T. E. Whitetees will he named at the meet-
were in Mason, Tenn., last Sun-
day for the reunloo. Rev a ad
Mrs. H. M. White, brother at St
Louis, also attended.
Robinson, Mrs. LeJuene Fisher,
Miss Josephine C. Innis' and Syl-
vester Johnson.
Musicians will hear 'Echoes' of
the convention on this SWUM!!
and a musical program will hi
presented for the dinner guests.
Tennessee
PARSON Tenn., and other relatives and
By REAM!, F. THOMAII friends.
Funeral services for Mr. Willie
Sims of 367 Berry st. were held;
last Monday at i p. in. at the
First Baptist church with the Rev
M. L. Easly, pastor of Wesley
Chapel Methodist church, officiat-
ing. Eulogy was in Cerro Gordo
cemetery with Ford Funeral home • •
Mr. Park McDonald was recent-
ly rushed to the general hospital.
It was reported that he is bet-
ter. However he is being given oxy-
gen at Jackson hospital. His wife
is at his bedside. Mr McDonald is
a leading member of the Church
of God in Christ of this city a— nd in charge. For several years Mr.build the new modern Holiness Sims w„ a valued employee ofTemple here. the G. M. & 0. r. r. having re-
Mr. W. L. Davenport of this city tired in t955. He was a member of
is in Veterans hospital at Memph-' the First Baptist church and Pe-
n where he recently underwent an
eye surgery for removal of catar-
acts from both eyes. He has been
in the hospital over a month and
lit and James Comlis were a II
guests of the Harrison, over the
week end. of Si. Louis, Mo.; three sisters,1
ad vanced office equi
tc-
p.
Dayton are both the guests of their is, Mo., Mrs. Adell Thompson of I
Mr. and Mrs. Hadie Lane cif Mrs. Mada B. Cherry of St Lou-
sent and labor saying dev
mother, Mrs. 011ie Copening. Chicago, III. and Mrs. Mattis 
Ronald Wayne Kirby of Dayton. Hunt of Indianapolis, Ind., two
• • •Ohio, visited his sister, Mrs. Shirley aunts, nieces and nephews and oth- M •
Duncan and other relatives here. er relatives and friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Emanuel Duncan The Women of Hurts Chapel
and children, of Chicago, are visit- cME church celebrated their An•
ing with their parents, Mr. and nual Women's Day activities Sun.
Mrs. M. Duncan.
• • • day, Sept. S. Mrs. Veriene Smith
was the guest speaker, Rev F.MARTIN
By LENA CLEMONS 
L. Green, pastor, Mrs. All. Hurt,
g I ehairman
The youths of Miles Chapel C. on Sunday afternoon, Sept. ft,
U. E. church recently sponsored a members of Pleasant Hill Baptist
program last Sunday night.
The young adult fellowship of
McCabe Temple Methodist chureh
met at the horne of Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Clemons.
Miss Jessie Smallwood recently





Funeral rites for uther Meeks
were held at the Shaffer Chapel
AME, Tuesday, Sept. S. Rev. Moe
I. y officiated Survivors were sit
children, Thethert a d Louise
• • •
By C. A. AGNEW
STARKVILLE
By FANNIE MOORE
Mrs. Classic Anderson died in
Chicago August 27 after a long
illness. The body was brought
home and funeral was held at the
es. Showing avid interest in a
scale-model Remington Rand
Solid-State Computer, demon-
strated by Major C. Udell Tee-
ple (far left) who has risen
to a high position with the
company, are left to right,
Charles A. Shaw, vice presi
dent, Afro•American Life In-
surance company, Jackson-
ville, Fla.; A. M. Carter, vice
president, Pilgrim Life, Augus-
ta, Ga.; E. B. Dickerson, pres-
ident, Supreme Liberty Life,
Chicago; Asa T. Spaulding,
president, North Carolina Mu.
By DOLORES BROWN led to eliminate the initial canto-
"Have ticket — will travel" is sion which foreign students face
the general theme song many when they first arrive in the Unit-
Tea was held la the home of
Rev. and Mrs. W. G. Terry Jack- Mrs. Ninon Cole, 126 Gordon at.,
son and daughter, Linda, Miss Lin- Sunday. The tea was sponsored by
di K, Shlpp, Mr. Count T. Rood, pearly win missionary society.
Mr. and MM. Willie Sherman and Rev. Epperson, pastor.
Mrs. Josephine Cunningham all of A Solo Song Service was render-
Jackson, Tenn.. and members of ed at Greater Bethel AME church
the First Baptist church, attended last Sunday night, sponsored by
the National Baptist Convention in Clauthette Hunt, Rev. G. C. Jenk-Meeks of this city Rey and Ken- San Francisco, Calif. Miss Linda ins, pastor.
neth Meeks of Detroit two broth Shipp will represent the state of A special solo song services Was
era, Joe and William; two eie- Tennessee and the First Baptist rendered at Salem Baptist churcht,...s. Mrs. Havanna oliasett sod church, in the National Oratorical{ last Sunday night sponsored by
Mrs. Alpha McIntosh of Fair- contest. The First prize is a $I000 Mrs. Lucy Luter.
moot, W. Va.; and an aunt, Mrs. seholarehip. EN WIERNLizzie Rowder of Carbondale. Rev. and Mrs. W. P. Whitlow, By ARCHIE WOODSMr. and Mrs. Ed. Bowman and
children of Raelne, Wis., are the
guests of their grendparents, Mat.
and Mrs. 011ie &Stith.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Greer
spent the week end with their rel-
atives. Richard Great lift for Mil-
waukee with his three children.
Mr. and Mrs. Ward Greer recent
ty played host to Mi. arid Mrs. Kea
teeth Gill of Allot, HI,
Mrs. Dottie Willson, Mrs. Lil-
lian Ruskin, Mr. Nihon Withers
and Mrs. Maylselle Hermes if be
treit were all guests ere Mr. sad
Mrs. Olsen Fenn.
acid daughter, Barbara spent theiri The Rev. P. E. Coleman wasvacation in Gary, led.. and Detroit, the dinner guest el Mr. and Mrs.Mich., with relatives and friends. Chester Thomas lest Sunday.The Senior Usher Board of Lib.' Rev. It Z. Eddittg wils the din-
erty gave a tea last Sunday after- Mr guest of /Aerie yen,noon at the home of Mr. and Mrs. sings last Sunday.Joe Savage on Institute at.
, Mr. and Mrs. Garfield Rucker
Funeral 
services for 
?dr'NaY" of Texas, visited their pimento,.
months before her death we r ei*.•
Pettigrew 
'eh° had been ill aeveral Mr. and Mrs. Jake Rucker of this
Mid last Thursday at First Bap)
Mr. and Mrs 11 W. Kirk, Southtilt church with ROB. W. G. Ter- 1.64, int. recently visited with
ty offieiating. Bledsoe Funeral motive, and friends here.
Helen wee ia charge. Eulogy was
ie andia tinmeed Calliat•TY. SUrviaorS Mr. Rucker. ,
are meteor, mrs. Bessie pew. sister, Mrs. Mary Roberson el
grew of yackytn, two sisters, miss lereadment, are home visiting their
James Etta Nelson of Danville. Meteors Pettigrew et Jackson and permits. Mr. arid Mrs. Jake Ruth-
Mr. mad Mrs William
Kincaid of Chicago were guests
lb of their parents, Mr. ad MIL
CUMIN Filacaie
Miss spent last week end in the Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Hardy Of, Some 75 high school graduates
home of her sister, Mrs. Ida Mae Brooklyn, N. Y., spent last week; got their first taste of college life
Jackson. i here in the home of Mrs. Hardy'l l at ROOSEVELT UNIVERSITY last
Mrs. Virginia Dunn, Mr. and mother, Mrs. 'Elizabeth (Sister) Monday when they participated in
Mrs. Jimmie Jackson, and Mrs. Mitchell. Mrs. Hardy is the form-
Beatrice Jackson spent last week Cr Bessie Lee Casanover,
end at Jackson where they visit- Rev. R. W. Woullard, pastor of
Pilgrim Bound Baptist church eel&
brated his 25th anniversary as
pastor. A splendid program was
arranged and a special token was
given him.
TNDIANAOLA
condition is very much improved.
Mr. Roosevelt Stickland of Tan-
gipahoe, La., spent last week here
In the home of his brother, Mrs.
Willie Strickland of Goodyear.
Charlie Brown, Flint, Mich., Mr.
Jeff Brown, Houston, Miss., Mr.
Clarence Edmond, and Mr. James
Edmond, two nieces, Mrs Mary
Ella Bennett, and Miss Annie Lee
dent, extending an invitation toBrown, and a host of relatives and
friends. Mrs. Murdock is the daughter of him to stay with them for a few
Mr. and Mrs. Johnie Williams, and days on' his arrival, and askingMrs. Canary Williams of Flint,
if there is any way t hey canMich., spent last week visiting her Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lee Wilson.
Other patients confined to the' be of help to the student. Oftenaunts, Mrs. Ada Ward and Mrs.
Cordelia Evans. local hospital, last week were Mill an exchange of photographs is sug-
Miss Ethel Coleman and Mr. Alberta-Gandy, Mrs. Inez Simp-Igested by the American family to]
Tiny Collier were married in her kin. Mrs. Doris Wilson, Annie B. I facilitate recognition at the time!
home Sunday, Aug. 30. Mrs. Col- Lee, little Isiah Fredrick, jr., the of the student's arrival.
her is the daughter of Mr, and baby, Cynthia Jackson, Susie Car- ALLEN UNIVERSITY,
Mrs. Hugh Coleman of Jackson, ter and Mrs. Zebbie Vaughn" who along with Claflin and Morris col'
Miss She finished her junior work underwent surgery and Sammy leges were incorporated a few
Lee Payton, weeks ago by the State of South
Charles Ward, son of Mrs. An. Carolina as the Foundation for Ri-
nk Mae Spivey Ward left last dependent Negro Colleges.
where he expects to make hit profit organization are President
Named as officers of the non-week for C h r 1 ot t e, N. C.
CHhigahrlescshowoalsheare.juHneiowr illatlivCeawirverth
home and attend school there,p. R. Reuben, Morris college,
president; President F. R. Veal,
his uncle, Willie Spivey. and President H. V. Manning,
Allen university, vice-president;
Visiting in the home of Mr. andl Claflin college, secretary-treasur-
Mrs. C. R. Brown last week were er,
C. R's brother, Jerry Brown of, "The primary purpose of the;
Los Angeles, Calif. It had beeni FINC," said President Reuben "is]
eleven years since relatives and to provide a medium for senior
friends here had seen Bill. icolleges outside of the UNCF to,
Mrs. Rosa McGrew left last week also secure financial aid from
Travelers of Ripley, Tenn., render- more. 
for Las Vegas, Nev , to visit her' philanthrophy and the general pub-
daughter, Mrs. Maybell Cowart lic."
ed a program at Mt. Olive Ban- Mrs. Annie James of Tylertown, and children. • • •
tist church ei which the Rev. T.
P. Northern is patter at Denmark.
The occasion was sponsored by
  Shipp, Mn,, Ida Reaves,
sevretary.
Funeral services for Mrs. Lula
Center flush was quietly solemn-
ized Sunder erterruem at St. Paul , ed Mr. Curtis Jackson who is a pa-
CUE te. which she was a tient there. They report that his
member with the Rev. J. D. At- '
water officiating. Bledsoe Funeral
Home was in charge. The active
Pallbearers were Mr. Carty Rob-
inson, jr., Mr. Curry Rose, Mr.
F. W. Wiley, Mr. L. R. Cunning-
ham, Mr. Gus Jones arid Mr. Tho- Mrs. 
Loretta Moore Pittman of
Nashville, Tenn., spent two weeksmas Bethel.
A specie/ Missionary Fellowship here in the home of her 
parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Caliborne Moore
Mrs. Leola Acker and grand-
daughter, Lola Mae, returned
home at Catahoula last week aft-
er spending several weeks at Chi-
cago, M., and Benton Harbor,
Mich., where she visited her
daughters, Mrs. Bertena Saute and
Mrs. Fannie Brooks.
Friends of Mrs. Lessie Jones
were sorry to hear that she had
a second stroke and was complete-
ly paralyzed. Mrs. Jones WSB car-
ried to Chicago several months
ago by her daughter, Mrs. Jessie ilvese.stcvaliii.Illinois,
Both will be on hand for pie-
reaftuernaed
Jones.
Mrs. Katie Marshall and son,
haetreimlash
Angeles, that Mrs. Sallie Harvey 
hasea:1 tunes graduation night, as will the
class president, Kenneth V. Nel-
and Los Ange-
Calif.. and other Calif. towns.
lonhgnmveisit
broken leg from a car accident 
eon, and his bride of three
ate, Naftali Formai who migrated
Friends were very sorry to h
Mrs. Carrie (Ma Smokey) Free- 'Tuesday. She is now in the Sun- 
all the way from Miami Beach,
nip, returned home last week from flower County hospital. We hope Fla., to study at Chicago's young-
est university.Oakland, Calif., where she spent for her a speedy recovery.
Mrs. Bobby Jean.
several weeks with her daughter, On the sick list we have Mrs.
Lenora Spencer, Nathan Bell, Mr. them by Dr, Edward Sparling, the
The egrees were awarded0
university's president, who also'Mr. and Mrs Percy Murdock, Square Hollins, Mrs. Leona Cross,
conferred the honorary degree ofMr. and Mrs. Proby Cooper and Miss Leona Kent, Mrs. Rachel
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Anderson Phillips, Mrs. Leana Barnes, Ca., Doctor of Humane Letters on the
all are proud parents of a little line Thomas, Mrs. Minnie Lee,commencement speaker, Brand
Blanahard, Sterling Professor of
last week in the total hospital. Mrs. We hope for a speedy recovery
dauehter. Each were bem to them Love.
Philosophy at Yale university.
Mrs. Cooper is the daughter of and soon be out again. • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Ruben Mack and Dr. Margaret Lorimer spoke tti!
Ireagene Mack, Mr. and Mrs. Eli- campus leaders at the annual Stu-'
ga Mack, left Thursday for Chi- dent Leadership Conference which
INSURERS INSPECT — Dur-
ing National Insurance Ammo.
elation's recent Chicago con-
clave, executives spent consid-
erable time studying the var-
ious exhibits which featured
Mrs. Ethelene Deli of Nashville, en. Mr. and Mrs. John Stewart and
Tenn., two brothers, Willie Fred Mrs. Hattie Ellie spent the week- sister, Mary. have returned to
Pettigrew of Ent Chicage, ind„ sad with her sister, Mrs. Bite Milwaukee after spending a week rag°. Ill., to visit relatives And closed at Bennett college last Wed-
and Robert Potato., at Nasbvillo.i it Cheristoa. Mo. with their parents. -- friends. nudity,
Workshops, panel discussions
and a debate were also includedon the two-day agenda. Among
the participants were Misses Glo-
ria E. Brown, Bronx, N. Y., presi-
dent of the Student Senate; Linda
Brown, Akron, Ohio; 1.aura Saw-
yer, Salisbury; Blanche Tuboku-
'detzger, Freetown, Sierra Leone,
West Africa; Nancy Kirby, Had-
donfield, N. J.; litajeanne Robin-
son, Oberlin, Ohio; Yvonne Red-
cross, Hampton, Va.; Ann Hanks,
Westminster, S. C.; Marie Moore,
Winston-Salem, and Iris Jeffries,
Burlington N C.
held at Booker T. Washington high
school, Atlanta, Ga., Saturday and
Sunday.
Seventeen schools from Florida,
Georgia, Alabama, Tennessee, Lou
isiana and South Carolina corn-pose the conference in which the
Wildcats of B-OC will play six
games. Bethune-Cookman college
won the conference championshipin 1952.
Coach Matthews is conferencechaplain.
Meet attractive Miss Zola Jones,high remising Al.
It
r at 'SEX
You've got to DIG.
it doesn't just rub off on us.] his or her name is given to a
• • • 
"volunteer family."
The family, in turn, begins con- 
DigestcoLL EFG'oEundhaat 
has received 
r—e cTeiAveLdLAaD EoGnAe cUhnairvmera ni ersity. 
personal.
Scholarship Grant from Reader's AS SOUTHERN
A "Welcoming Project" design. respondence with the foreign stu-
an Orientation Day program tailor
made to fit their needs.
Besides learning the intricacies
ling, met the various college deansFuneral rites of the late Mrs. and had an opportunity to get to,Mary Ella Marshall, widow of the AnOW each other at a special,late Rev. L. M. Marshall were Freshman Luncheon at noon in theheld at the Mt. Beulah M. B. University's sandwich shop on thechurch Monday. Aug. 31, 1959, 2 second floor.
p.m.; eulogy, Rev. L. C. Collins; Three young men graduated,interment in Mt. Zion Heathman with honors at Roosevelt Univer-cemetery, Cc.lory Funeral home
sity's 34th Convocation Mondayin charge.
Final rites for Edgard Palmer
were held at the big Morning Star
MB church, Woodburn. Mr. Palm-
er was a planter in Sunflower
county. He is, survived by a
wife, Mrs. Edna Palmer, 11 chil-
dren, three grandchildren, f o ur
sisters, five brothers, and a host
of other relatives.
Mrs. Wayne Bell has returned
home after a wonderful trip to
thousand dollar grant from t h •
Reader's Digest Foundation o
Pleasantville, N. Y., for student
scholarships for the current year
President Gray announced Sep-
tember 1.
This grant is one of the first
"Reader's Digest Scholarships'
to be awarded to eleven colleges
of the United Negro College Fund
In a three-year cycle.
• • •
Room reservations indicate thatthe 1959-60 student body of JAR-VIS CHRISTIAN COLLEGE comes
from 18 states and three foreign
countries. The states are Texas,
Ohio, Florida, Louisiana, Indiana,
Mississippi, Michigan, Colorado,
New York, Oklahoma, Alabama,
Missouri, Illinois, Arkansas, Ken-
tucky, North Carolina, Wisconsin,
and California. Room reserva-
tion-deposits and requests have
also been made by students from
Jamaica, Africa and Hong Kong,
China.
The annual Faculty Orientation
Conference and Professional Ser-
ies at ALBANY STATE COLLEGE
will be highlighted by discussions
led by Dr. Robert Bills head of
the Psychology Deparfment at the
Alabama Polytechnic Institute, at
Auburn.
The five-day institute began Sept
15 with a faculty and staff meet-
ing which preceded a social hour
in the New Student ('enter.
of credit hours and graduation re- • • •
quirements, in the individual con-, SPELMAN COLLEGE began SOM. 300 members of the Ns.
sultations with academic advisors its academic year for the 79th tional Staff of the Board of Na-
they were welcomed by the Uni- consecutive year, Sept. 16. tional Missions of the United Pres-
versity President, Edward J. Spar- Students come from 18 states, byterian church (USA) concluded
their five-day meeting at KNOX-
VILLE COLLEGE recently.
During the convention Dr.
James A. Colston, president of
Knoxville collo; and Dr. Arthur
Bannerman, president of Warren
Wilson Junior College, Swannanoa,
N. C., and three students from
each college, were participants
in a discussion on "Heritage and
of them have had
announced registration for weeknight in Orchestra Hpaalrl,alalenld atewao 
Horizons in Education in theend classes was held Sept. 12.
demic careers. Both Don Well' The week end session courses at South."
and Leslie liorovitz graduated BCC are taught by the regular Coach Bob Mungen and assistant
from the Chicago Jewish Acs- college faculty and are conducted Iris Brown greeted 56 gridders for
demy, both entered the universi- on the campus on Saturday for opening practice at K. C. Sixteen
f 
is not going un-
noticed, you can
bet. ZOIA JONES
Focus of what is new at JACK.
SON STATE COLLEGE as the in-
stitution prepares to begin its 83rd
academic year will be on improve-
ments which have taken place all
along the line. Better library
facilities will be available for stu-
dents this year than at the same
period a year ago.
New students will consequently
find it unnecessary to make two
adjustments for library service as
new students did last term. The
new air-conditioned facility was
put into operation in January.
ty on scholarships, both major-
ed in history and both have been
working for a degree from the He-
brew Theological College while
studying at Roosevelt.
ity and brilliancy
the District of Columbia, Kenya
and British Guiana. In addition,
the Grady freshman nurses who
will' take courses at Spelman Col-
lege will bring the total to well
over 550 students.
• • •
Dr, William A. McMillan, Dean
BETHUNE-COOKMAN COLLEGE
two semesters during the school
I year. September 26 is the last
day of registration and change of
program.
Mr. Edward R. Rodriguez, di-
rector of Student Personnel, an-
nounced that Freshman Orienta-
tion Week began Sept. 11, 1959,
and ran through Thursday, Sept.
17, 1959.
B-CC opened its 1959-60 term
with the first session of the pre-
planning conference Sept. 8, in
Harrison Rhodes Memorial Libra-
ry with the faculty and staff par-
ticipating.
The (acuity and staff were guests
of President and Mrs. Moore on
Wednesday night at a Buffet Sup-
per and fellowship hour.
The conference closed with the
morning service at the Stewart Me-
morial church and a luncheon
meeting in Faith Hall.
Coaches Rudolph "Bunky" Mat-
thews and Raymond "Flash"
Thornton of B-CC are attending
Iii e annual SLAG meeting being
• • •
The Freshman Orientation Pro-
gram at VIRGINIA UNION UNT.
VERSITY included: Gener at
Placement Tests, Welcome Ad-
dresses from University officials,
Band and Choir tryouts, a re.
hearse' for Freshman Talent Night
to be held Wednesday Night, in
Berco-Stevens Hall; tours of the
campus and of the City of Rich.
mond, a Movie, a Freshman Soft-
ball Game, an "All Campus
Sing" sponsored by the Student
Government Association and the
Student Christian Association, and
a Freshman Picnic,
Yea, Now! We're sure that ale
er all this fun — everyone is ready
or hard work.
lettermen returned. The Bulldogs
will open their seven-game sched-
ule against Kentucky State Col-
lege's Thoroughbreds on October
3, at Franpfort.
Other games away from homes
this season are Benedict, Oct. 10*
Morehouse, Nov. 7; and Alabama
A&M Noe. 21. Home games are
with Tuskegee, Oct. 17; Fisk foe
Homecoming, Oet, 31, and Lane.
Nov. 14.
Enrollment for the freshman stu-
dents for the first week of the fall
semester at ARKANSAS BAPTIST
COLLEGE, a Christian institution
of learning celebrating its 75th
anniversary, climbed to an in-
crease of more than 50 per cent
over the previous perod Of Ian
year, according to an announce-
; ment made this week by Dean U.
' Burke.
It's time we ALL bought 'elm
dies' for 'tie a known fact . .
we'll be burning the lights mighty
late . . from now on. We'll catch
on the nest go round.
ississippi
Sept. 9 A daughter, Debra Ann, to Mr.
A daughter, Pamela Ann, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie E. Steward Of
and Mrs. Henry Johnson of 773
Walnut.
A daughter, Torey Rolendo, to
Mr. and Mrs. James Stokes of
1941 S. McLean.
A son, Franklin Donnell, to Mr.
and Mrs. Benjamin F. Ingram of
1589 Fred.
A daughter, Jacquelyn Yvonne,
to Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Brown of
1194 Tunica,
A son, Charles Edward, to Mr.
and Mrs. Eutivee Coats of 3052
Nathan.
, A son, Vernon Lynn, to Mr.
and Mrs. 011ie V. Ilayelett of 2548
Park.
A son, Ivory Markel, to Mr. and
Mrs. Victory Drake of 1588 Han-
auer.
Sept. 10
A daughter, Gladys Marie, to
Mr. and Mrs. Conley T. Peyton,
of 3320 Forrester.
A son, Moses, to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Cleveland of 620 St. Paul.
A son, Jerome Keith, to Mr.
and Mrs. Jerome Hill of 590 St.
Paul.
A daughter, Brenda Joyce, to
Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Robinson
of 1324 Rayburn.
A daughter, Sheila Lasha, to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Patterson
of 2120 Lyon.
A daughter, Bridgett Renee, to
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie R. Callahan,
of 221 Pauline Cir. E.
A daughter, Stephanie Kay, to,
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Dennis of,
1342 Dunnivant.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. James
Waits of 1504 Riverside.
A son, Laverne Phillips. Jr.,
Mr. and Mrs. Laverne Phillips of
406 Lipford.
Sept. 11
• A daughter, Cheryl Ann, to Sir.
Mrs. Robert Hurd of 261 Okla-
oma.
A daughter, Vester Almeda, to
Mr. and Mrs. George Allen of
3099 Argyle.
1586 Britton.
A daughter, Janice, to Mr. and
Mrs. Johnnie Smith of 1757 Grand
Opera.
A daughter, Kim Pavel!, to Mr.
and Mrs. Mosely L. Alexander of
1283 Capitol.
• A daughter, Jacquelyn Elaine,
to Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Jones of
1881 Ball.
A son, Steve Anthony, to Mr.
anti Mrs. John H. Nelson of 131
Commerce.
A daughter. Jean Ellis, to Mr.
and Mrs. George Douglass of
503 Pontotoc.
"A son, Oscar, to Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Robinson of 2672 Spots.
wood.
A daughter, Gwendolyn, to Mr.
and Airs. T. C. Arm stead of 876
LeMoyne Mall.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. George
Hodges of 1663 Kansas.
SEPTEMBER 12, 1959
A daughter, Cheryl Denise, to
Mr. and Mrs. Will B. Garner of
290 Decatur.
A daughter, Robhyn Michelle, to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jones of 811
N. Second. •
A daughter, Laverne, t o Mr.
and Mrs. John W. Cole of 282
Munford.
A son, Milton. to Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Gooden of 54 Boston.
A son, Clifford, to Mr. and Mrs.
Horton Brown of 1795 Euclid.
A son, Christopher, to Mr. and
Mrs. Gobell Mitchell of 361 Bos-
ton.
A son, Stevie. to Mr. and Mrs.
Marion E. Walker of 434 S. Wel-
lington.
A daughter, Stella Anita, to Mr.
and Mrs. Hildra Durham of 327 N.
Dunlap.
A son, Andre' F. to Mr. and
Mrs. Yancy Freeman of 709
Wright.
ISEPTEMBER 13, 1959
A son, Billy Ray, to Mr. and
Mrs. Calvin L. Joy of 188 W. Mit-
chell.
A daughter, Sharon Ruth, to Mr.
and Mrs. James W. Lloyd of 780
Walnut.
, A son, Lamont. to Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmie D. Matthews of 395 Her-
nando.
A son, Fentress Gyrane, to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert G. Small of 5228
Tehulahoma.
A daughter, Parley, to Mr. and
Mrs. James W. Powell of 69,5 E.
Georgia.
A son to Mr. and Mrs. John W.
Norris of 271k; Select.
A son, Leonard Wayne, to Mr.
and Airs. Richard Malone of 733
David.
A son, William Lawrence, to Mr.
and Mrs. Vandee Rankin of 1565
Dianne Cir.
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
C. Clayton of 969 Red Row.
A son, Ricky Eugene. to Mr.
and Mrs. Nathan Parham of 160
W. Holmes.
A son, William Earl, jr., to Mr.
and Mrs. William Rilea of 1407
Texas.
SEPT. 14
A son, Jerome, to Mr. and Mrs.
C. W. Dickey of 1135 University.
A son, Craig, to Mr. and Mrs.
John Bobo of 375 Vance.
A son, Forrest Delang, to Mr.
and Mrs. Alfred Franklin of 1755
Ash.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Elijah Bradley of 2449 Saratoga.
A son, Andrew Lee, jr., to Mr.
and Mrs. Andrew L. Harris of 229
N. Dunlap.
A son, Fred B. Taylor, to Mr.
and Mrs. Carl Taylor of 320 Win-
chester.
A daughter to Mr. and Mrs. El-
bert Flake of 800 N. Fifth.
SEPTEMBER 15, 1959
A son, Warren White, jr., to Mr.
We. Dewitt Wright of ird Mc.
Dowel/.
A daughter, Janice Renee to
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie Bowers of
4425 Luther.
A daughter, Mary Lue, to Mr.
and Mrs. Tommie H. Carter of
1401 Florida.
Ason to Mr. and Mrs. Adolph
Wilson of an W. Olive.
A son, Curtis Wayne, to Mr.
and Mrs. Ilezekiah Smith of 1678
Dodd.
A son, James Edward, to Mr.
and Mrs. Edward M. Madison of
1343 Michigan.
SEPTEMBER 16. 1959
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Gray of 1942 Glory Circle.
A daughter to Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Turnage of 1441 Apple,
Apt. 1. •
A son, Curtis, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Greer of 3891 Barron Rd.
A son, Edward Lee, to Mr. and
Mrs. Eddie Rooks of 812 Balti-
more.
A son, Fenereas, to Mr. and
Mrs. John McDowell of 146 Syca-
more.
A son, Everett Dewitt, to Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Jones of 848 A.
Walker Ave.
Twin son and daughter to Mr.
and Mrs. Charlie Chlsum of 78
No. Rembert.
A daughter, Debra Vernita, to
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Yates of 1970
Kansas.
A son. Tony Curtis, to Mr. and
Mrs. Vilue Franklin of 3008 Till-
man Cove.
A son, David, to Mr. and Airs.
David Fondon of 577 So. Lauder-
dale, Apt. C.
A daughter, Vera Louise, to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Gibson of 857
C. Neptune.
A son to Mr. and Airs. Calvin
Fentress of 352 F. So. Fourth.
SEPTEMBER 17, 1959
A daughter, Alarilyn Louise, to
Mr. and Sirs. James Bills of 1974
Nedra.
A daughter. Shirley Ann, to Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Myles of 1872 Bin.
ford.
SEPTEMBER 18, 1959
A daughter, Angela Denise, to
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Works of
44 W. Fields.
A son, Donald Bernard, to Mr.
and Mrs. Wallace Williams of 890
E. Person.
A daughter, Gwen, to Mr. and
Mrs. David Alillingans of 1981
Kansas.
A daughter, Priscilla Ann, to
Mr. and Mrs. Jackson 01 1387 Gold.
A daughter to Mr. and Airs.
A daughter. Linda Tyson. to Mr. and Mrs. Warren W, Patten of Booker T. Saddler of 2293 Dexter.
and Mrs. Herbert L. Tyson 01 1014 744 Bunty. Born At E. H. Crump Memorial
Patton. I A son, Dewitt, jr., to Mr. and Hospital
Wishing for the moon, and getting it, too, may not be
so far away as you think. Already, transistors invented by telephone
scientists beep vital information from satellites orbiting in space.
Today, millions enjoy the convenience of Direct Distance Dialing, phones
that answer and record while you're out, and other
telephone conveniences once undreamed of.
Tomorrow the moon? Well, you can dream. Research sees
even greater telephone wonders ahead.
FISK PERSONNEL OF.
FICERS check new student
union building with two fresh.
men as the Nashville institu-
tion opens another school
year. Football Coach Eugene
Stevenson, left, who is also
director of the student union,
describes student activity
program to Patricia Taylor,
freshman of New Has an,
Conn.; Cornell Aker, a fresh-
men from New London,
Conn., and to Mrs. Ann Cheat.




This school season is well on its
way, especially around the Ham-
ilton campus. With the organiza-
tion of various clubs, homeroom
officers, and for the most pros-
perous senior class to hit Hamil-
ton.
The seniors held their election
Sept. 18. Everyone was excited
they wanted the best people suited
for the job. Friday morning
everyone was concentrating on
who would succeed. There were
150 seniors participating in t he
election. The results are as fol-
lows: president, William Terrell;
vice president, Isiarcellus Brooks;
secrerary, Carolyn Wells; assist-
ant secretary, Bettye Ewing; trea-
surer, Robert Flynn; parliament-
erten, Ralph Jackson; sergeant-at-
arms, Lawrence Fent, Oscar Shep-
herd; reporter, Yours truly, Odis
Dockery; business manager, Rob-
ert Honeysuckle, and chaplain,
Carla Thomas.
FOOTBALL
Facing a championship season
with a championship team, the
Hamilton Wildcats will take on
Thursday, Sept. 24, at Melrose Sta-
dium. We are going into the game
with a 1-0 record against the de-
fending champs with a 04 rec-
ord. With all spirits and ' high
hopes, plenty o f skillsmanship,
the Wildcats will be out there with
paw after paw and after the dust
settles — "Oh Well" — "You
Know The Story" — The score
before the game starts will be




























NEXT WEEK: SPOTLIGIIT —
AND IT MIGHT BE YOU, SO BE
ON THE LOOKOUT.












aophomores and incoming fresh-
men Markhum -Tha Bud.;
C't" Stansbury am happy to serve
y. .0 again as tha BTW Fchool
N es e,r-e..pondent.
will tri to brin; you the latest
riaapening, and ae oZ in , rest.
giae al, clu and aniza-
,ons the e. me amount of cover-
age and i. lW no I .*!ia..sY
I tharac .he pr culty
and many readers who nave giv-
en me th-••• suppaia. dur,i g the
;seat two ,ears.
NEW LEADER
The rin ;ing of bells a few weeks
ago was the sign that the school
Jaors hal cpened once mire.
At Booker T. Washin•:lon a fa.
runler fig rat for (nor, tn: n 25
3era was not an hand to greet
students as they filed in their
claFFcs.
The person of whom I speak.
is Prof. 'I'. aunt who so tacit
46 of his 70 years as an ant- calor.
The '.ratd 01' ,.,Jy" is being
missed considerably by many
teachers end students.
For those who wonder how Prof.
Hunt climbed to the top as a lead-
er, here is the philosophy that he
said he sr& "You have got to
know vaar stuff and strut it."
When Prof. Hunt vacated his of-
fice on 'ale second tloor, another
man of high calibr, — and a very
deserving irdividual, stepped in to
fill his :Foes.
The rew leader is Prof. Jesse
D. Springer. Of him, Prof. Nat
D. Williams has sain: ''He has
been painc‘pal ni more schools
than any other person in Memphis.
The field of education is not new
to him, for he has taught 32 of his
57 years. He was at BTW for 14
years as a teacher.
Mr. Springer received his bache-
lor of science degree from How-
ard university and his master of
arts degree from Columbia uni-
versity.
He Was principal of Melrose high
school before entering the Army
in World War II and was dia.
charged with the rank of captain.
A native of Arkansas, he has
ape it -float of his are in Memphis.
Pe beaame the rr,ncipal of Doug-
lass igh school in 1951 and was
there until he came back home
to 
nel ,at W Washington are very proud
to have him back on our campus.
NEW FACULTY FACES
Aside from Prof. Springer, there
are tour l'iber new feats on the
faculty. Joseph W. Westbrook,
former football coach at Melrose
high schia I and a graduate of Le-
Moyne college is now the assistant
principal.
Others are Mrs. Martha, Gallo- •
way, Freland Brown and Willie
E.Fojr°hthlewalir'st time in the history
of he 3chool gincance service is
now available. Mrs. Carlotta
Stewart Watson nd Mrs.. Calhe
I entz S-evens ate the cotm'selors.
TEN COLPLES
Yes we will base a Rat of ten
aatmles each w,ek. The ten will
nefinitetv not be c.nsidered as the
amnion if any with'''.
The names that appear will be
those ot a hot' and his girl friend.
The names will not appear in sur-
..ey order but in acute:ice style.
CLUB NEWS
This column will not give Priors
ity coverage to any social club.
we will awe equal ,,verage to
all clubs carrying on newsworthy
activities.
The Marquettea Social Club is
appealing for new members. If •
'you are anticipating becoming a -
member of this club, write a let.






Forty touring foreign students
from Europe and India spent an
hour at LeMoyne college Thurs-
day having a look at the pie-1
turesque campus and talking to'
LeMoyne students.
The visitors had worked as coun-
selors at summer camps in New'
York 9nd now are touring the
United States. Their stay in Mem-
phis was sponsored by the United
Church Women.
Student Council President Harry
Truly welcomed the visitors on
behalf of the LeMoyne student
body.
The visitors were scheduled to
make a brief stop at LeMoyne And
then go on to Memphis State and
Southwestern. But, they found Le-
Moyne and its students rather in-
triguing and stayed on for an hour.
They were particularly interest-
ed in the racial question and
spent much of the time seeking
information about Negroes a n d




1 d jj YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
This is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line. MADAM BELL la back after a
long time of being away and at last she is
back to stay In her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
A GYPSY
you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you
In bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at onto. She
will read lite to you just as she would read an open book.
Tell you why your job or business Is not a success If you have
failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, lust over Mississippi State
Line, on the way to Hernando. Her home is 2 blocks below
where she used to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be sure
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and get
off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN,
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
to look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll Had her there
at all times. (She never had an office in West Metnphle.)
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours 9 a m. to 5 p.m.
Readings Daily Open on Sundays
1 don't mak' any home calls or answer any letters. Re sure
to look for the right sign and the right name.
EXTENDED! YES, THE
BIG NEWSBOYS CONTEST
WILL BE EXTENDED TO OCT. 31
This Will Give Everybody A Better
Chance To Cash I n On The $300.00
Which Will Be Divided Among The Winners
Set Your Sights On That $100 Top Prize.
Here Is That HUGE Prize List:
First Prize $100.00 Sixth Prize 
Second Prize  $ 50.00 Seventh Prize 
Third Prize  $ 30.00 Eighth Prize 
Fourth Prize  $ 20.00 Ninth Prize 
Fifth Prize  $ 15.00 Tenth Prize 
AND FOR THE TOP FIELD MAN 
Remember, The TRI-STATE DEFENDER





























Insurance Executives Gather At Sherman Hotel
WHEN THE NATIONAL In-
surance Association held its re-
cent annual meeting in Chica-
go at the Sherman bole!, a
gilt-edge cocktail party in the
Crystal ballroom was one of
A. I. WILLIAMS, superintend-
.ant of Agencies, Golden StateMutual, flanks Mrs. Mae
ARTHUR WILSON, Chicago
C.P.A. is shown above with
William Lawson, Chicago con-,.
IN BOTTOM photo, left are
A. M. Jones, Baltimore; Rob-
ert P. Lyons, agency director.
Crusader Life, Kansas; Frank
the highlights of the occasion.
Shown in the picture above at
left, are: W. A. Clement. sec-
retary. NIA, Durham. N. C.
P. P. Creusot, D.D.S., presi-
dent, Pyramid Life, New Or.
Street Kidd, agent, Mammoth
Life, Louisville, Ky.. on t h e
left, while at right is Moses
tractor; c, L. Dennis, presi-
dent, Progressise Ind. Ins. co.,
New Orleans, La.; Mrs. Wit-
R. Jones, Kansas; Leland Hof.
Peri, medical
sader Life; Dr. Rohrii tireen.
ridge, medical director, Great
leans, La.; A. T. Spaulding,
president, North Carolina Mu-
tual, Durham, N. C.; B. G.
Olive, jr., secretary, Univer-
sal Life, Memphis. Tenn.; T.
P. Harris, president, NIA and
T. Alexander, Cincinnati,
Ohio. Dazzling at the party
were the women at the right:
Ham Lawson, B. J. Johnson,
secretary, Peoples Life, New
Orleans, La. and Murray J.
Lakes Mutual; James A. M.
gahy and • ..reh A. Busk„
Baltimore, Md., secretary
Southern Life, St. Clair Robin-
president. Chicago Metropoli•
tan Mutual Assurance co., A.
Maceo Sloan, CLL. Durham,
North Carolina Mutual; J. W.
Goodloe, secretary, North
Carolina Mutual and Theodore
Mrs. J. A. Thomas, Mrs. Bar-
bara W. Halfacre, Mrs. Veva
Young, Mrs. Lillian W a r d;
Ruth P. Cothran; Asa T.
Marvin, executive director,
MA, Chicago. Photo at right
In Atty. and Mrs. P. J. Dejoie,
president of Louisiana Indus.
son, of Sumpter, S.C., heads
picture at right. Also, James
C. Cha cis, SpaC.insbui S.
C.; Mrs. Sidney B. Williams,
A. Jones, vice • president,
NIA, Chicago, Supreme Liber-
ty life Insurance co. Chatting
in picture at right are Ruth
Cothran, Unity Mutual life In-
surance co., public relations
Spaulding; (who got sandwich-
ed in with the WOMPtli hap-
tidy); Mabel Armatead. Lou-
ise Quarles; Mrs. Natalie Mc•
director and Mabel Armstead,
Chicago Metropolitan, super•
intendent of Multigraph de-
partment.
Risaack; Mrs. Shirley Neal,
Mrs. I,ucian Meriwether; Man
Street Kidd and not shown,
but present was Agnes Jones.
trial Life Ins. co. of New Or. Life Ins. co., Jacksonville,
leans; Dr. and Mrs. J. H. Fla. and N. H, Martin, Tam-
Lewis, president and chairman pa, president of Central 1.ife
of the board of Afro-American Ins. co., Tampa, Fla.
Plainfield, N.J.; William W.
Ruddy. ante]. C.: Faye
Green, rage: .'ham C.
Peden, Atlanta, (ic; Samuel
A. Smith. Greenville. S.C. and
Hamilton S. Burnside, Allan.
ta, Ga.
DETRorr —All Plymouth deal;
ers and Plymouth-De Soto dealeinenna. She Studied at the met in Chicago Monday in .thitt'University of Grenoble, France, Civic Opera House In preview the,
,
and comes to Morgan (ruin the 1960 Plymouth and Be Soto
and heard Chrysler Corporation
executives discuss Marketing"'
plans for the two new cars Itstrf'
the coming year.Elbert Hardeman, English and An original Broadway-type miss'"Speech, holds the B.S. and M.A. 
tileal. "Two For the Money in Sins'degrees from Bradley university
and has pursued additional train-
ing at the University of Oklahoma,
Minnesota. and at George Pea'
body college.
Ralph L. Johnson, Economics
and Business, is a Morgan grad-
uate and holds the .M.B.A degree
from Atlanta univerelty.
Miss Constance F. Pindle, Eng-
lish and Speech, of Howard uni-
versity, holds the M.A. degree
from Teachers college, Columbia
university, where she specialized
in reading.
Henry F. Winslow, English and
Speech, who has also been ap-
pointed director of the Evening
school, holds the B.A. degree from
Morgan and the M. A. degree
from Columbia university.
SUBSTITUTES
Robert L Derbyshire, sociolo. CEDAR RAPIDS
gY, holder of the B.S. and M.A. By G. H. MONTGOMERY
. 
degrees from the University of! Mr. and Mrs. Belvis Clark, qr.Maryland. and Mrs. Leroy Moody and Mrs.
Mrs. Alice Bell Finlayson, Edu- Allen Ashby, of Des Moines, who
cation, a retired Washington. D.C. visitde here, motored to New York
school principal, who holds th e City last week.
B.A. and M.A. degrees from How- Mr. and Mrs. Henry Woodson
ard university with additional are visiting relatives in 5Iinneapo-
graduate work at New York uni- lk.
versify. Mrs. Lavetta Clark has returned
Miss Evelyn R. Hallman, Eco- from Los Angeles where she visit-
nomics and business, a Morgan ed relatives.
honor graduate with graduate stui The Chicago Defender is always
dy at New York university on sale at 804 8th ave., S. E.Joseph E. llaris, History, a j Call EM 4-0452 night or day.
bolder of the B.S. and ISLA. de- I • • •
green from Howard university withl add miss
graduate study at Northwesterr0101.1.4 SPRINGS
university. Rust and M. I. college openedThomas R. Hubbard, Biology, al Monday, Sept. 7. for the fresh-holder of the B.S. and M.S. de. I men. The opening day for the restgreea from North Carolina college l of the school was Wednesday.with further graduate study at Col. I The faculty of M. I. and Rust
  college met Monday on M. I. Col-
lege campus, Both schools will doColorado cooperative work this school term.The cqunty school closed Friday
for two months.
Sunday was Men's Day at Ander-
son chapel. Rev. W. C. Arm-
strong delivered the sermon.
BALTIMORE, Md. — Twenty- u
two persons have been appointed
to the Morgan State college (acid.
ty, one at the rank of Associate:
professor, President Martin D.
Jenkins has announced.
Of the appointees, four are fill-
ing new teaching positions: the
others are replacing former fac-
ulty members or sees ine as sub-
stitutes for teachers on leave
The full-time faculty of the col-
lege now totals 152.
Appointed at the rank of Asso-
ciate Professor of Chemistry was
Dr. Ashley M. Bryan. Dr. Bryan
holds the 11.S degree from Hamp-
ton Institute and the M.S. and Ph.
D. degrees from Iowa State where
he studied as a departmental
scholar
FOUR ASSISTANT PROFS
IAppointed as assistant proles-,
sors were:
Miss Clara I. Adams, Depart-
ment of Chemistry, graduate of
Morgan who holds the M. S. de-,
gree from Iowa State colleve
Dwynal B. Pettengill, Political
Science, who will also serve as
assistant director of the Political
Education project the college will
conduct over the next four years
on a $103,000 grant from the Ford
Foundation.
Nathan T. Seely, jr., Mathema!
ics, a graduate of Lincoln uni‘ct
sity (Pa.) who holds the M.A. de
gree from the University of Penn
sylvania.
Mrs. Edith von Zemens7k
Modern Languages, a graduate of
the Realgymnasium, Vienna, who
holds the M. A. and Ph.D. de-
grees from the University of Vi-
has also
mina university.
Miss Esther J. Ridle), Riolog
a graduate of Fisk university and
holder of the M.S. degree froth'
the University of Pittsburgh.
Mrs. Roena. M. Savage, Music':
s a graduate ot the University o
Southern California and holds the_
M.A. degree from the University:
of Missouri.
John C. Tinner. Mathematics, 1,,
Howard university graduate with,
the M.S degreo Irons the Univer-
sity of Chicago.
NEW ASSISTANTS „.
Frank I,. Lisinttiii, physics. IV
graduate of tho University of Sci-ence, Budapest, Hungary; Mitii7
Dorothy Peoples, a Morgan gratr
uatc and John S. Grown, who.,
studied at Morgan and the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania.
Mrs. Virainia hill Randolph:"
holder of the B.S. degree from
West Virginia State college a net.
the M.A. degree from West
ginia university, and Mrs. Ann W.
Shephard, holder of the B.S. ands
M.A. degrees from New York uni-
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As I was saying. it's a bit warm
here in the Pikes Peak Region at
the present. We have been hav-
ing 90 degree weather here in the
Region for the past two days dor-
ing the daylight hours that is, 60
degrees weather for sleeping.
Mrs. Bernice Paine has as her
present guests her mother, Mrs.
Grace Downey and a niece, Miss
Barbara Jean Reed, both of San their pastor, Rev. I,. II. Hancock.
Francisco Calif. Mr. and Mrs. E. Thomas Chris-
Mrs. Laura Miller and daugh- tal and Mr. and Mrs. Ezell Till's
ter Rosalee recently returned from motored to Worthom, Tex., for
a visit with relatives and friends the funeral service of Mrs. Mary
in Mississippi. Among the many Butcher.
friends visited were: Mrs. Otto Mrs. Fannie M. Griffin went to
Aldridge and Mrs. Reggie Doris Fort Worth to the bedside of her
both of Wynona, Miss. son, John.
In the field of music: The Mrs. Thornton has as her guests
Rock and Roll Kings, a local group her daughter, Mrs. Beatrice Park. 
withWayne Farris-guitar, Joe er of Watcha, Tex,
Scott-piano, Cloyee G'• ...•1 sax and Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Howard
ty featured the two new cars as
co-stars. The show has a New
York east, and has specially-writ-
ten music and choreography.
The cars were presented to the
dealers by Ilarry E. Chesebrough,
general manager, r•mouth - Be
Soto' • Chrysler
Corporation, and .fick Minor, the
division's director of marketing.
Both ears are completely new
from the wheels up, and introduc-
ed several brand new features to
their price classes.
McDonald on drums are currently
making plans to wax a few discs
with Duke Records of Houston,
wowing the local music lovers.
Among the many newcomers in
and around the Pikes Peak Re-
gion are Sgt. and Mrs. Willie
Williams of Perry, Ga., and chil-
dren, Juanita, Melonese and Willie
jr., A2c. and Mrs. Marvin Jenkins
of Patterson, N. J. and son, Mar-
vin jr. and Set Ceorge ADlchen
of Birmingham, Ala.
DAWSON
By DARIE MATTHEWS —
Installation service was held at
Hope Well Baptist church for
and son of Overton. Tex.. visited
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Dorsey Fair,
Mrs. M. B. Martin had as her
guest over the. week end her grand-
daughter, Shirley Temple, of Hous-
ton, Tex,
Miss Letha Mae Brown died last
week in Midland, Tex. She was
the daughter of Mrs. !Alton Brown
of Dawson
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Medcalf
of Oakland. Calif , recently visit-
ed his ill father, Rsyfield Medcalf.
1 A TRI-STATE DEFENDER







Two weeks of the infant foot-
ball season have passed into ob-
livion. The avid fans of the Bluff
City have formed opinions on the
outcome. Many sportsmen of the
Memphis area disagreed with my
predictions, although I picked one
out of the two games last week.
It is a realization that the team
will progress game after game,
to you can't predict with one-hun-
dred per cent accuracy.
' After greeting many of my
friends at the games last week,
I was told that I was all wrong
with the exception of the winner,
Father Bertrand. Some of my
friends asked: Are you going to
apologize after the Melrose-Man-
assas fracas? I answered them all
with a smile of serenity, but to-
day I am going to reaffirm my
earlier statement that the league
has tremendous balance.
DEPENDS ON BREAKS
Any of the six loop teams could
Win the circuit.
I Quoting Coach A. D. Miller,
'Breaks will determine the win-
ner." This was manifested in the
teams equal in ability and exper-
ience, but it was a good night for
the speedy Tigers. Looking at the
Bertrand-Washington game, y o u
would think that Bertrand was,
far more superior. This is not ne-I
cessarily true because the Wash-!
Ington squad fumbled deeep ini
their territory on numerous occa-
sions. There are breaks and good
teams make their breaks which
faciilitate victory, but good teams
with little experience will make
Mistakes that cannot be mended
In the duration of a ball game.THIS WEEK'S ROUNDUP
I Thursday night Melrose willtake on the air-minded Hamilton.
'This one promises to be a thriller
as Melrose will be on the re-
bound and Hamilton will be go-
ing for their second prep victory.
' Melrose will depend on theirStrong running game to upend thehigh flying Hamiltonian!. Coach
Mitchell put his boys through a
serious scrimmage Tuesday
again the lethal passing attack
of the lads from around Parkway.
The spirit is high and the Wild-Cats will be looking for their firstvictory.
Hamilton will again rely on theirPotent weapon — the pass — to
foster their plans of capturing
the crown. The team is in good
physical condition asserted Coach
Joseph. "We are hoping that
they are ready mentally to go
on from here. They have been
brushing up on their passing of-
fense all week. So look for the
air to be saturated with passes.
As an outsider looking in — I
think the two teams are in the
same peerage, but my eye for
picking a winner has led me to
take the rebounding Orange
Mounders.
Friday night, we will get a sec-
ond look at Coach Johnson's ver-
sion of the "Go Go" Tigers against
the defensive minded Red Devils.
All physics classes and instruct-
ors will have an opportunity to
see the irresistable force tneet an
inimovable object. 
Tri-State Defender Sports
"THIS WAY MEN" seems tobe what Coach Howard C.Gentry is trying to put across
to some of his Tennessee Add
State university Tigers. From
left are Gloria Gardner, GeneStewart and Tom McClain. Allare potential signal callers
and when Oct. 19 rolls around
one will be in the driver's
seat. A&I will meet Youngs.
town, Ohio on the Ohio field.
This first game will probably
tell whether the determined
Tigers will better their dismalrecord of 4.4 last season.
The ''Go Go'' Tigers are work- Thunderboltsing on a two-game winning streak.
The -speed of this squad was de-monstrated last week against the
fearsome Melrose.
The winless Red Devils dis-
played their impregnable defense'
to a minus-one yard gained on the
against Hamilton, by holding them 
Hopes of BTW
ground last week. Coach Miller
has been working tirelessly for the By I. E. SPILLERSpass week to revamp his Split-T
It was slaughter on Wellingtonoffense.
My choice, which is a different
one, leans to the "Go Go" Tigers.I must go with the best offense.
So long, I shall see you on the
50 yard line.
GUESS WHO? An unidentifiedBooker T. Washington Player runs
like silty toward the Father Ber-
trand goal line but to no avail.Minutes later he was swarmed allover by Father Bertrande's toughdefense which shut the Southsidedefenders out 43-0 in their owebackyard.
Wreck High
avenue as Bertrand lived up to
predictions in demoralizing a good
Washington team, 43-0.
This was an exciting ball game
and a pleasure to watch the fine
aggregation that has assembled
under the tutlege of W. P. Por-ter.
Fred Jacobs and company scor-ed at will in every quarter againstthe green and gold warriors.
The Washingtonians seemed to
have fumblities and Bertrand cap-
italized on each fumble, ultimate-
ly going cross the goal line seven
times and adding the extra point
Once.
Jacobs, the field general of the
tenacious Thunderbolts, ran, pass-
ed, and selected plays beautiful-
ly for the victors. On the first
play from scrimmage Washing-ton fumbled and the ball-hawking
Thunderbolts pounced on it. James
Sellers, Paul Hawkins, David
Green. and Fred Jacobi pushed
the ball over with 135" gone in
the first quarter. Jacobs carried
for the TD. The green and gold






SEN. HENRY CLAY thought so
highly of JAMES CROw'S whiskey,he ordered it by the barrel, (Re.)
ported in a newspaperof the 1800's).
'I be day James Crow perfected his bourbon,
a masterpiece was born. Today, there is still
no near rival to light, mild Old Crow.
It is America's preferred bourbon.
LIGHT • MILD • 90 PROOF
/
THE OLD CRO•' DIST. CO.. FRANKFORT. KY. KENTUCKY .5TRAIGHT BOURBON W'HISKEY.
Freshmen Boost
Albany Grid Hopes
Many veteran players are being
pushed out of their positions by
some of the more promising of the
thirty-plus freshman gridders at
Albany State college.
As the Golden Rams near their
opening game with Miles college
in Birmingham, Sept, 26, Head
Coach Obie O'Neal is faced with
the problem of reducing a 53-man
squad to a 33-man nucleus upon
the recommendations of Coaches
Ken Dunson (line) and Joe Mitch-
ell (backfield.)
State's fullback slot will be con-
siderably strengthened if 220-lb.
Jack Bathes, a late • reporter,
can round into shape. Also used
for punts and kickoffs, Bethea
played with the '55 and '56 teams.
OFFENSIVE MINDED
Offensive minded Father Bert-
rand unlashed one of their favor-
ite weapons, the almighty Pass.Jacobs rolled out to his right with
pursuing tacklers all around him
and jumped high in the air and
pitched a perfect strike to his
right end, Kenneth Hayes covering
40 yards, and Hayes ran for the
next 15 yards for the second TD
in the first quarter. Jacobs and
company tictoked up several times
for TD passes and the hard driv-
ing backs captivated the fans
with their illusiveness throughout
the evening.
The second half saw the Wash-
ingtonians desperately trying to
reach the scoring column, but the
alert defensive line of Bertrand
plucked out two warriors passes,one going for a touchdown. These
interceptions were by linemen, bigCarl Cruce the center and vicious
Clarence Williams, a tackle.




SAX FRANCISCO —Manager Bill Rigney of t h •San Francisco Giants has re•
eeived three letters warninghim not to win any more base.
ball games.
The Giants are in first placein the National league, barely In
front of Los Angeles and Milwau-kee.
TOOTHACHE tr.„'Re-4,:g.
If p, to 9, lag jolly C$111111
lentat. the Imo thing onikaup





A sparse crowd at Melrose sta-
dium sat awed as a potent Arkan-
sas AM&N grid squad literally
ripped and chewed a lack luster
Mississippi Industrial college 11 to
pieces Saturday night, Sept. 19
Arkansas scored every way known
in the books except by a field
goal, which wasn't necessary. The
final score was 55-0.
The game, sponsored annually
by the MI and Frontiers clubs to
aid in getting shoes for children,
was full of thrills and long breath-
taking runs.
Arkansas turned up three explo-
sive backs in the persons of Lind-
sey Henry, quarterback: and Sam-
uel Jones and Arthur Redding,
halfbacks. Each member of the
trio scored two touchdowns a
piece. Henry took part in another
TD pitching a strike to his end,
Jessie Ross.
Other outstanding players for
AM&N included John Jones a n
Charles Shepherd, tackles; and
Edward Dunlap, 190-lb. guard.
Words of the Wise
No monuments are erected
for the righteous; their deeds
perpetuate their memory.
—(The Talmud)
um m)1'SPEEDY NO. 21 scampers
down the field as his Tiger
teammates offer protection for
him in the game which saw
Manassas down the defending
prep champions, Melrose, 14-


















































ONLY $13,100---$700 MOVES YOU IN!
FHA Financing --- $91 Per Month
Includes Taxes and Insurance
LAKE VIEW GARDENS
The Residential Development All America Is Talking About!
See the picture of the Furnished Model Horne on page 28
TIME MAGAZINE--- SEPT. 21
614 HOMES • 2 CHURCHES • 2 SCHOOLS
SHOPPING CENTER --- LAKEVIEW COUNTRY CLUB
21 Different Excitingly Styled Homes
SALESMAN ON DUTY EVERY DAY UNTIL DARK
DIRECTIONS: Drive South on Highway 61 to Horn Lake Rood, drive South
on Horn Lake Road to one block South of Geeter School.














152 Madison — JA S-7611
161 5. Main — JA 5-1311
Bummed so? Supervised
by State Departineat
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